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I NTRODUC TIO N 
IlTTH.ODUCTION 
'rhe bleaching of cot ton cloth by means of aqueous 
chlorine solutions has been an important indus t rial process 
for many years. r-1ostof the studies carried out in connection 
\•Ti th the p rocess have b een of an empirical sort; that is, 
t hey have ho.cl as their object the determination of the 
optim~~ operating co~ditions. Very little attention has 
been paid to the fundo.mental chemistry involved {1). It is 
known, for example, that \vhen cotton cloth is bleached in 
a chlorine bath the tensile strength of the fiber is decreased. 
Yet the nature of the process wh.i ch produces the vreakening 
is not understood. 
The research was begun with a view tm'lard learn-
ing something about the fundamental chemistry of the chlorine 
bleaching of cellulose. However, cellulose is a high polym~r, 
and is a difficult material on which to begin fundamental 
studi es . The most lo3ical a pproach to the whole problem 
seemed to be through the study of simpler systems in which 
the complex p olymer '.'la s replaced \'lith e~ simp ler model such 
as e;lucos e . 
Onc e the research was begun, hm"lever, it became 
evident that much could be learned from the simpler systems 
that was of general interest. Gonsequently, at a rather 
ea rly point in the \vOrk, the orif9.nal s oal \'las rep laced by 
an objective of studyin3 the reaction of 3 lucose with chlorine-
water. No v1 the system under study is a complex one. Gom-
plete investigation requires determining the behavior both 
•• Ill 
of the reductant ( glucose) and of the oxidant (the chlorine-
vTater syste::n) during the course of the reaction. It is 
the latter portion of the problem with which this research 
has been most concerned. 
A kinetic method of i nvesti e;ation v1as chosen. 
·:mile kinetic studies are frequently carried out in connec-
tion with physical-organic chemical research, the reactions 
selected for such studies are almost always clean-cut ones. 
The reaction system under study is not simpl e , and the 
reaction products were not known with certainty at the 
t ime t h e kine tic studies were carried out. Nonetheless, 
information was gathered which permitted the drawing of 
certain definite conclusions. The entire research became 
possible only after the development of a simple and precise 
method for sampling aqueous chlorine solutions in the acid 
region. 
'•I Ill 
LITERA T:JRE 
LIT~RATURE 
By treating lactose with bromine-water in a s ealed 
tube, Hlasiwitz (32) produced the first aldonic acid by 
halogen oxidation of a sugar . In an extension of oxidation 
studies of this type to other sugars, Hlasiwitz and Habermann 
(12) found that they were able to oxidize glucose to gluconic 
acid by the use of chlorine in aqueous solution at room temper-
ature . A rather dilute solution of glucose was treated with 
gaseous chlorine as long as an absorption of gas could be 
detected (4 to 5 days in the case of large quantities of 
glucose). The reaction mixture was freed of excess halogen 
by the bubbling through of air, and was then heated in an 
evaporating dish with a slurry of silver oxide . There followed 
filtration, washing the solid with hot water, treating t he 
filtrate with hydrogen sulfide, filtration, and, finally, 
concentration of the solution on a steam bath . The crude 
gluconic acid was reported to contain unoxidi~ed sugar, as 
a rule, and the pure gluconic acid was isolated as the calcium 
salt . 
In the above paper, no data are given on the con-
centrations of sugar soluti on s us ed as on the yi e lds of 
gluconic acid obtained. Obviously, there was no control of 
pH during the course of the reaction. 
HBnig and Tempus (33) developed a nrocedure for 
the preparation of calciUM d-gluconate by the alkaline hypo-
bromite , or hypochlorite, oxidation of d-glucose; their 
tv 
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pr ocedure obviated the use of silver and/or lead salts . It 
was found t hat th~ mos t favorable yields were obtained if 
a 1% sugar solution was t reated with an exactly t~nth 
normal solution of t he hyoohalite, t he amount of ox idant 
emo loyed correspond ing to one atom of oxygen . ~nough al kaline-
earth metal hydroxide was added at the start to neutralize 
t he acid ox idation products forme d , i.e., 1 equivalent of 
ba r ium hydroxide per equiva l ent of glucose when bromine 
equiva l ent to one mole of ox~gen was us ed . The reaction 
mi xtur . was exposed to ultraviolet r adiation until all the 
oxidant and sugar w~r e used up (i.e . , no test with starch 
iod i de paper, and no react ion with Fehling ' s solution). 
From tine to tim e , the solution was tested with phenolphtha-
lein solution, and N/1 0 barium hydroxide was added in measured 
amounts suf ficient to restore al ka linity . I n the case of 
barium hypobromite, the barium was removed partially by 
saturation of the solution, at its boiling point, with ca r bon 
d ioxide, filtration, evaporation unner reduced pressure, 
analysis for bariu..rn, and the addition of the calculated quan-· 
tity of sulfuric acid necessary to remove any barium still 
present . The solution was then filtered, an aliquot tit r ated 
for a c i dity , and neutra lized with precisely the calculated 
quantity of calciu~ carbonate . Purification depends on the 
fact that calcium bromide is somewhat alcohol soluble : the 
solution , concentrated to a syrup consistency, was poured 
into absolute alcohol to precl pitate the calcium d-gluconab~; 
th~ alc ohol precipitation was r~pea ted until the produc t 
was free of halide . 
Calcium hypochlorit~ coul d be subs t itut~d :or 
bariu~ hypochlor i te and calcium hydroxide for barium hydr-
oxide . However , les s fa vorable yields were obta ined , and 
a longer time was required forth . r eac tion to go to com-
oletion . ( 79 . 8% v . 61 . 3% - based on crude oroducts; 30 
minutes v . 3 hours .) 
Ochi (34) was able to oxidize 50~ of glucose to 
gluconic acid (together with snall quantiti~s of oxalic and 
saccharic acids by the use of bl~aching nowder ( 0 . 05 mole 
sugar to 0 . 05 Mole hypochlorite) ; the most favorable yields 
were obtained if calc i um hydroxide equivalent to the acid 
produced were added . 
Fletcher and Taylor (35) obtained some evide nce 
that glucose i s attac ~ed by chlorine - water wi t h the nr oduc -
tion of materials that have a lo1er titre toward hypoiodite 
than does gl ucose itself. I n addition , it wa s ..~.ound that 
chlorine-water attack s gluconic acid under the sa~e con-
ditions under which gl uc ose itself is attac ked . 
Dyfverman, Li ndberg, and Wood (13) carr ied out 
paper chromatoeranhic studies on the oxidation products of 
<>( -nethyl glucoside , \-' -methyl glucoside , and gluconic acid . 
A 0 . 5 -' ,~ S0l u tion of (3 - rne thyl glucoside was treated 
with ea seous chlorine at roon temnerature and protect~d from 
direct light for 14 days . The gas was passed through at a 
rate sufficient t o keep th~ s olution saturatgd . The solution 
vi 
was freed from chlorine by the bubb l ing t hr ough of ai r . 
Ana l ys is by mean s of paper chromatography showed fi ve d is-
tinc t soots, f 0ur of which were ascribed, r e spect i vely , to 
gluconic acid , a lactonq of ~ luconic acid , 5- keto gl ucon i c 
acid , and a lac tone of 5-keto gluconi c acid . The fifth 
s pot which was s ta t ed to be defini te l y a minor constituent, 
wa s no t i de nt ified . Glucuronic acid , sacchar ic acid, 
gl ucose and arabinose were chroma tographed sinultaneously 
·,·J i th t he p - methyl gluco side mixtur e , but no indi cation 
of t he presence of t he se materi a l s could be found in the 
l a tter mixture . 
Gluconic acid was isol ated fr om t he reaction mix-
tur e as the calcium salt , and its i dent ity confirmed by 
preoarati on of t he phenyl hydrazide, and by t he degradation 
of the calciu..rn salt to arab i no se by Ru:-f ' s method . 
Si~ilar experiments were carr i ed out with a solu-
tion which had been chlorinated for a ner i od of 40 da ys . 
' . 
The c hro~atog ra~s showed tha t both gluconic and 5- ke to gl u-
conic aci d were formed, but the nr op ortion of the keto acid 
was h i gher f or t he 40 day chlorina t ion t han for the 14 da y 
chlorination, indicating t ha t the primary oxi da tion roduct 
is gluconic acid , whic h i s, i n tur n, oxid i zed further to t he 
keto acid. The formation of the ke to acid was confirmed 
by isolation as t he barium sal t , and s ubsequent conversion 
to the bruc i ne salt . 
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Gluconi c acid itself on chlorination f or fourt een 
days unde r condi tions s i~ ilar t o t hnse emo l oyed wi th the 
methyl gl uco s i de prod uc ~d virtuall y the sa~e chromatograns . 
ThP. ox i dation of "'-_,..,ethyl e lucoside wa s carried 
out under condit i ons si~ ilar to those e~p loyed ~ ith the 
~ -i somP.r . The r eac tion produced small amounts of gluconic 
acid (detected via paper c hrn~a tography ) but was ve r y 
muc h slower COMp ared to the r -iso~ er , 66% of the ~-isomer 
being recovered unc ha nged after 32 days ' chlorinat i on at 
roo~ tempera ture . 
Oxidation was repo rted no t t o nroc eed v i a preli -
~inary hydrolysi s of the gl ucoside t o gl ucose , fo llowed by 
oxidat ion of t he l attP.r : a 0 . 5 - · ~ gluc oside solution i n 2 - N 
hydrochl or i c ac i d kep t at roo~ t e,.., oerature ~or 23 days 
scarcely chaneed in optical r otation ; ~5% o ~ the starting 
mater ial wa s r ecovered unchanged . 
A me chani sm f or t he oxi da tion is postul ated 
i nvolv ing intermed iates of t he t ype : 
Cl~ C / OCI!3 
c~~o 
I l 
Optical rotati on studies of the r eac tion show near 
conformity of the reac t i on with kinetics of t he f i rst order 
i n ~ - methyl gl uco side . 
DISC USSIO N 
Jl. 
~xaninati or of t he equi li brium expression far t he 
hydrolys i s of chlorine 
Cl2 + H20 ___,;:::-::- HOCl + It + Cl 
r>'!ab~ s it clear the. t t L1e nosi tion of equil ibriu:r~ can be 
shifted either to the left or to t he right by the propAr 
choice of experinental cond iti ons. That is, it is possible 
to change the fraction of ::otal "active" c ~l0rine (i.~'>. LOCl + 
Cl 2 ) which is nres f'mt as HOC l or as Cl 2 • Chang3 s in experi-
mental conditions and t' e corros ponding changes in the con-
centrat ions of the active chlorine species can be co r related 
with the effects observed on the rate of reaction . Such 
correlations are capable of furnishing i nfor~ation on the 
re lative rates of reacti nr between glucose and hyoochlorous 
acid and chlorine, resnectively. 
From the hydrolysis equilibrium it. is clear t hat 
the hydrogen ion conce~ tration will influence the posi tion 
of equilibriu~. It is necessary , then, to carry out reactions 
in a buffered syste:-r1 . In select ing a suitable buffer , several 
r equirements must be satisfied . In t he first place, the 
spontaneous deco~nosition of chlorine wat er ha s been reported 
to be pH dependent ( 8 ), and subject to ca talysis by a wide 
vari~ty of s ub stances (8,1) . One of thA r~g ions of gr~a t ~st 
stability is found at about pH 2 ( R) . F0rtunately, at this 
acidity glucose is quite stable t owards rearrangeMents and 
cleavag ~s of t he Lobry de 3ruyn - Alb~rda van ~cken ste in 
l 
2 
~he phosphoric acid - d i hydrogen phosohate buffer 
is suitabl e f r oM t he standpoint of t t e hydrogen i on concen-
tration whi~h can be mainta i ned . For t he f i rst ioni zation 
con s tant of phosphoric acid is 6 . S']l x 10-3 [3'7 . 5°] ( 17b) ,(~.\'l=fKJ 
thus a syste~ of high buffer canac ity i s possible in the 
region near pH 2 . For the i nvesti ga t i ons carr ied out, t he 
buffer so l ution was made up i n large volum8 by prGparing 
a solution 0 . 59q :.r in phosphoric acid a nd 0 . 628 1 ~ in sodium 
di~ydrogen phospha t ~ . ( The co~position of the buffer so l u -
tion wa s determ i ned by tftration of a oorti on of the solution 
wi th standard sodium hydrox i de, us i ng a glass elGctrode.) 
Portions of t his stock solution wer~ used in al l expe r i ments 
save fo r t hose in whi ch it was de sired to test the effect 
of va r ied buffer c o~nonents . 
I t was obs9rved that t he n ~ of t he stock buffer 
so l ution was affected somewhat by dilution and te~perature. 
The measurements which are t abulated below ( Table D-I) nere 
carried out with a gl ass elec t rode pH ~ete r ( Leeds and 
Nor t hrup No . 7662 ) wh i ch had been s tanda rdiz ed again s t a 
0 . 05- ·r potassium ac i d phthalate solution . 
l 
Table D-I 
TH~ tt:FFF.CT OF VARI ATIOIJ OF Tr.;·~rtt:RATUR~ AND 
CO NC"SNTRATIO N ON 1'fiB oH OF THE 
STANDARD BUFFF.R SOLUTION 
Sol ution TeMp~ratnre oc 
Potassi um acid, phtha l a t e, 
.0 5 \{ 27 . G 
Undiluted buffer. 25 .o 
35-7 
3uffer di l ut ed with an 27 . 0 
equal volurne of di s tilled 35 -7 
water. 
nH 
3 -97 
1 . '10 
2 . 10 
2 . 01 
2 . 19 
The pH change s on dilut i on (16) and i ncreased 
te!"lperatnre are in t he dirnctions expe c ted , as the follow-
ing d~ r ivation will make clea r. From th0 expression for 
the ionization of phosnhoric ac i d 
H3P04 ~ H+ + H2?04 
a X refer s to the 
= C H3P04 
C H2PC 4-
ac ti1 ity of species x . 
\ H3 P0 4 
\ H2P04 -
K r efers t o t he t herlTJod.vnami c equi li br i Q1"1 cons tant . a 
c r efers t o t he concentra tion of sp ec ie s x . 
X 
'( refers t o the 
X 
activit ;-/ coeffic ient of s pec ie s x . 
Since '{ ~I 2 P0 4 - increa ses with decreas ing ionic 
strAng t h , whi l e '{ H
3
P
0 4 
(for t he neutral no l ecul q phosnhoric 
acid ) is little affected, diluti on should t end to lower aH+ , 
3 
making t he pH higher. Further, the f i rst ionization con -
stan t of pho s phor i c ac i d is known to decrease wi t h i ncrea s i ng 
t e~perature (17); t hu s raising the t emperature would be 
ex pected to increase the pH . The variation of t he i on i z -
at ion constant of phosohori c ac i d is somqwhat unusual ( 18) ; 
t he i on izati on constants of most we ak acids vary little ~ith 
t emperatur e , hence most com~nn buffer systens are not 
affected by small t empera t ure changes . 
The varia ti on of the pH of a r~actioc mi x t ure with 
tempera ture and concentration was not r ecognized until ~ost 
of t he exnerimental work had been co~pleted. However in 
all "standard experirents' 1 th _ sar1~ concentrnti ons a nd rat i ~s 
of buff er co~nonents were e~n l oyed, and t he react ion temner-
a t ure was 35· 7°C in all cases . Th~ actua l ini ti al val ue of 
pH during t hese exp 1:!rirnents, t hen, '.'.'as 2 . ? ; fl uc ·~uat~~IJns 
in the vnlue of t he p~ a s meas ur ed f r om a va l ue of 2 .2 pro -
bab l y stems fro~ f l uc t uat i ons in the experiment a l conditions 
of pH determination . 
The pH of reaction mixtures of fnur typica l experi -
ments , carried out with rPac tion mixture ~a rt e up in each 
ca se fro~ one vo l ume of chlorine - wa ter and on'"' valur: . ~ of 
standard buffe r s ol uti on 'ilas !'1Pasured as 2 . 16!: . .!.!. . I n 0ne 
typical experinent t he initial pH of a r eac tion mixture 
d i ffered f rom t he pH at the end .._, +' 0 1 ,.,.le kinetic exo eri~ent 
( 2 -3/4 hours) by l e ss than 0 . 01 units of pH . 
However , i f a r eacti on ~ixture is allow8d to stand 
for a long time , the pH drops below the i nitial va lue . The 
four reaction mi x tures were made up under standard condi tions, 
and, therefore , had an ini t i al pH of 2 . 2 a t 35 · 7°C . The 
measurement of t he pH values are subject t o the uncertain-
ti e s introduced b y t eMperature and b y dilutior , as exp lai ne~ 
abov e . I n adc1i tion , t h":' r"! ad ing of t he nH !"1.-e ter i s probably 
accurate only to ~ . 05 oH units . 
Run 
No . 
p. s . 6 
P . S . 7 
P . 3 . 3 
r .s . L~ 
Table D-I I 
TH~ I NF'L lJc; rT C-r<: OF AG-r<:I NG OlT TH~ pH OF 
STA1~DARD R~ACTION ' HXTURES 
co " act ive " 
chlorine pH Rmnarks 
:R/g 
. 0478 1. 75 oH d.::terP1 i Eed aft or 1P. 9 
hours in ther1:1o sta t. 
. 0323 1. 89 on J.L de t er:-1ined af t er 18 .75 
hours i n t hermostat . 
. 035t. 1 . '10 p}{ d·::termiDe.J 2Cl . ) ,: hours 
after i nstant of addit ion 
of gl uco se . So lutior . 
a ll owed . t o stand at room 
t eMpera ture • 
• 011!+ 2 . 00 Heading taken t wo days 
after start of exner i ment . 
Sol ut i on a llowed t o stand 
a t r oon te"Tloernt Jre . 
It was a lso nece s sar y t o e stabl ish tha t the 
nhosphate buffer did not reac t with glucose under t he con-
d i t ions enployed , fo r ming glucose - phospha t e e s ters . It 
va s known froM previous work ( lQ ) that no evidenc e could 
be found for glucose -phos phate ester fornation in a syst em 
5 
held at pH 7 by the buffe r monosodium dihydrogen phosphate-
disodium monohydrogAn phosphate for three weeks at 37°C. 
To test t he behavior at pH 2 , solutions of glucose 
of ide ntical concentration we r e made up in wat~r , in ful l -
streng th stock buffer , and in a mixture of buffer and dis-
tilled water 1:1. After 25. 8 hours of storage in the ther mo-
stat at 35·7° the optical rotation of the three solutions 
scarcely diffe red among themselve s. ~en aft er 117. P hours 
of storage there was very littl ~ difference . This is takAn 
as evidence that there is no detectible amount o f glucose 
phosphate e s ter formation during an experi~ent. 
The method of analysis ( 8) for "active " chlori ne 
consisted in quenching an aliquot o f reaction mixture in an 
excess of standar d a rsenite soluti on adding an excess of 
sodium 
solid/ bicarbonate and back titra ting with standard iodine 
solution to a stnrch end point. This ti t r at ion gives the 
sum of hypochlorous acid and chlorine present in the solution . 
The equations involved i n the analysis are the 
fol l owing: 
I. HOCl + HC03 = OCl- + C02 t + H20 
II. 20Cl- + As 20 3 ---'r As2o5 + 2Cl-
III. 2H 20 + 2Cl 2 + As20 3 ~ As 2o5 + 4Cl- + 4H+ 
rv. Asrrr + I2 ~ Asv + 2I-
Although the phosphate buffer at pH 2 wa s a good 
one from the standpoint of stability of glucose and of 
chlorine water , there remained a serious problem in technique 
which had to be overcome before t he work could proceed. At 
low pH the chlorine - hyd r olysis equilibriu.rn is shifted (10) 
to favor the forMation of Cl 2 • This Makes nanipulation 
difficult , for the solu ti on must at all t i~es bg handled so 
that t here is no possibility of loss t hrough volatili zation. 
On this account the standard methods of pipetting aliquots 
or of running s ealed tube kinetics of the usual type are 
no t suitable. 
The first experimental method employed i nvolved 
the use o f "membrane tubes" . A length of 20 rri!"l Pyrex tub-
ing wa s d ivided into t wo compartments by means of a frang ible 
bulb or membrane . See Figure I. 
Arsenite quenching solution was placed i n one 
coMpartment ; reaction ~ixture plus a 2-cm length of pyrAX 
rod i n t he other . The sealAd t11be was wranned in alW"linurrt 
fo il and t her~ostated . The reaction was quenchgd by s haking 
t he tube in such a manner that the d ividing meMbrane was 
shattered , permitting rapid and thorough Mi xing of the solu -
tions . The tubes were then opened, the contents rinsAd into 
flasks , and titrated iod i netr i cally to a starc h end point. 
The data obtained by this method were of such noor precision 
that t he me t hod had to be abandoned . The explanation for 
the erratic results nrobably lies in the var i ation in lo ss 
of chlorine through volatilizati on duri ng filling and through 
decomnosition (induced perhap s by the i~tense l ight to which 
the portion s of r eact ion Mixture were subjected during the 
seal i ng operation ) from one reaction tube to the next . 
7 
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Next, 100 ml G. S . vo lu~etric fl asks were tr i ed 
as r eaction vessel s. Quenching wa s carri ed out by r ipet ting 
s t andard arsenite solution i n to the flasks . Although var-
ious modifications in the quenching technique we r e employed 
(chi lling of solutions before adding arsenite, addi tion of 
al kali before quenching) the me thod coul d not be mod i fied 
to yield prec ise results . One serious flaw i n the technique 
wa s the very l arge ga s spac e above the surface of the solu-
tion ; the total volu~ e of r eacti on ~ixture ~as 10 ~1 . 
The method which was final l y ado nted consisted 
in using a 100 cc hynoder~ic syringe as the r~a c tion vessel . 
The syringe wa s fi t ted with an adapter s uch tha t samples 
could be delivered beneath the surface of a quench i ng solu-
tion . After a few preli~inary experi~ents , the adapter 
wa s mod i fied (see Figure II) so that the syringe did not 
have to be removed from the thernostat for saMpl i ng . Sanple 
sizes were de ter~ ined r,rav i netr ical ly. Precis i on of sampling 
both buffered and unbuffered sol ution s of chlorine water was 
tested ; i n each e ase the averaee dev iation in chl orine titre 
wa s less t han one percent. (See exper imenta l section r - 1~~ ). 
As prev iously mentioned, the del ivery tin of the 
adaoter was held beneath the surface of the quenching solution 
during sa~nling . This method o f pipett i ng ~i g ht be exnected 
to lower the prec ision of sa~nl i ng as c o~pared with the 
usual method of pipetting . It was of interest then, to 
check the precision of delive r y by this method . An ordinary 
GROUND TO 
SYRINGE TIP~ 
y 
SYRlt~GE. ADAPTER 
'J~. :n:. 
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5 ml volumetri c pipette , filled to t he Mark with di stilled 
wa t er , and dra ined with t he ti p beneath t he surfac e of dis -
tilled water delivered samples wi t ~ an average deviat i on 
of ::_- 1 mg . 
The first kine tic stud ies underta 1.en ·,<J i t h the 
syringe technique involved de t e r Mining ini tial ra t e s. The 
purpose of these stud i e s were t wo - fo l d : t o gain familiarity 
with the tec hni que , and to deternine the order of t he 
reaction in glucose , if poss i bl e , by an application of 
the van ' t Hoff differential method ( 21). 
For the reaction be t ween "active"' chlorine and 
gl uc ose 
- d (" act ivd~ chl orine )= K ( glucose )m (" ac tive ~c hl orine)n 
whence log d (" ac tiv~~ chlorine) = rn log (gluco se) + 
log K + n log ("active" chlorine ). 
Near the beginning of t he r eaction , the glucose 
concentrat ion a nd the active c~lor i ne concentrat ion may be 
set approxi~ately equal t o the ir initial values . The value 
of -d ( ''a cti ven chlorine) ma y be anproximated by 
dt 
~ ( II t i d l . hl • ) 
- ac : ·tc _ or l n e for the fi rst SMall frac ti on of 
reaction. If a se ries of experinent s are carri ed out with 
i denti cal initial "ac tive'' chlorine concentrations but 
d iffe ring glucos e concentrati on , it is cl ear t hat a plot 
o f ~l~ d ("active~tchlorine ) aga ins t log ( gluco se)
0 
s hou l d be 
a straight line with slope equal to m, the order in glucose. 
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Because o f the vol a tility of chl0rine from its 
aqueous sol utions , it i s very d i f ficult to nreo are a s eries 
of r eaction mixtures of i denti cal chlorine titre . Ho wever, 
a s~ri es of three react i on mixtures was prepared , buffered 
at pH 2 . 2 by standard concentra tion of standard pho sphate 
buffer, and with nearly identical c hl orine titre. The ini t ial 
glucose con centrations were increased nrogressively fr om 
o~e re action mixture to the next . The reactions were allowed 
to proceed for a total of twenty-two hours at 35· 7°C , the 
value of the chlorine titre being deternined at interval s . 
The init ial rate , - d ("active" chlor.ine) was s~t equal to dt 
.t. (llacti:e~ chlorine) for th~ first six hours of r Aacti on . 
In a blank experinent, a solution which contained 
i n itially . 031 53 ~.r .~. "active 11 Cl/g of soln,lost 5 .65% of 
its chlorine titre i n 21 . 33 hours , or 0 . 265% per hour . This 
latte r corr~ction f ac t or was apolied to the data in a manner 
indicated i n t he exp erimental section . The "six-hour" 
points of t he three experiments corresponded, r espective ly, 
to q . 92 , 12.2 and 22 . 9 percent reaction; since a relativel y 
larg 9 fraction of reaction had oroceeded in each case. The 
value obtained f or the order in glucose can be regarded as 
only approxi~ate . At an appreciable fraction of reaction, 
e:.. (" acti~et chlorine )(_ d("activedt chlorine) • For a series 
with identical ("active" chlorine) , the discrepancy becomes 
0 
larger wi t h increasing (glucose) 0 • The experimental value 
for the order in gl ucose will be low, then. 
Table D-III 
INITIAL RATES; FIRST SRRIES 
Run Initial cone. Initial cone. 
"active" chlorine glucose LJ C I .LJT No. M.E./g solution M. mole/g 
1 -0352 6.065 X 10-3 - 5 -31 X 10-4 
2 .0356 7-913 X 10-3 -7-12 X 10-4 
3 .0343 19.o4 x 1o-3 8 -4 -13· X 10 
A plot of log ~~against log (initial glucose) 
gave a straight line with slope, hence order in glucose, 
equal to 0.77. 
13 
In the same way, a second set of three experiments 
were carried out. The values of the initial rates were 
approximated in the same manner as mentioned above, save 
that L\C was taken as (C0 - C2 hours) (2.6, 2.4 and 5.7% 
reaction, respectively). A correction factor of 0-371%/hr, 
derived from a blank experiment was applied to the observed 
values to compensate for spontaneous decomposition of chlorine-
water. The log ~C/ ~t plot against log (initial concentr-
ation of glucose gave a straight line plot of slope (hence 
order in glucose) of 0.70. 

Table D-IV 
INITIAL RATES; SECOND SERIES 
Run Initial cone. Initial cone. 
No. "active" chlorine glucose DC/ f). T 
!,f. ~./g ~ .. r. mole/g 
1 .03001 6.o9e X 10-3 3-83 X 10-4 
2 .02918 8-758 X 10-3 4.90 X 10-4 
3 .02890 18.89 x 10-3 8.45 X 10-4 
The observed order in glucose, then, is .74 ~ 
5%. This means that the rate of reaction decreases less 
with diminishing glucose concentration than would be the 
case if the reaction were first order in glucose. 
The reaction was found to be first order in glu-
cose by a different kinetic techn1que (see p. 61 ) . It 
follows, then that the observed deviation from first order 
is the result of experimental error. 
In any kinetic investigation it is necessary to 
test the effects brought about by varying concentrations 
of components involved. In order to isolate the effect of 
the concentration of one component on the rate of reaction, 
it is, of course, necessary to run a series of reactions 
in which the concentrations of all components are identical, 
save for the one being tested. It is convenient to fix the 
concentration of glucose at a known and constant value. This 
may be accomplished by carrying out a series of experiments 
in which the concentrations of glucose are identical and 
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are, besides, so large that they may be considered constant 
throughout a reaction. In other words, the reactions are 
made ps~udo-zero order in glucose; most of th~ research was 
carried out under pseudo-zero order conditions. 
The first variable to be tested was the dependence 
of the rate on initial concentration of "active" chlorine; 
i.e., the concentration of HOCl +the concentration of Cl 2 • 
The results oftiEstudy are inportant not only from a theore-
tical standpoint, but also from an empfrical standpoint. 
The large escaping tendency of "active" chlorine from its 
aqueous solutions makes duplication of a given concentration 
from run to run all but impossible, using the techniques 
employed. Therefore, if some sort of emptrical curve which 
relates rate of reaction (or some quantity proportional to 
it) to initial chlorine concentration is obtained, it is 
possible to compare the results of two experiments, which 
differ in initial concentration of ''active" chlorine as well 
as some other factor. 
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In this serie s of reactions four experiments were 
carried out. In each one, the chlorine-water solution was 
prepared by diluting a portion of a stock chlorine-water 
solution (diluted with distilled water to vary chlorine titre) 
with an equal portion of stock buffer solution. In this 
manner, the pH at 35·7° of all the experiments was maintained 
at 2.2 and the concentration and ratio of buffer components 
was identical from one experiment to the next. The glucose 
concentration in each experiment was 0.444 M. moles/g while 
the initial concentration of "active" chlorine was varied 
from .05 to .01 u.~./g (i.e., .025 to .005 Y. mole/g). 
Chlorine-water used in our experiments was not 
necessarily prepared fresh. A solution of chlorine-water 
was prepared by passing chlorine through distilled water at 
room temperature, and was stored in th8 refrigerator in a 
brown or a metal-foil wrapped glass stoppered bottle. 
Although considerable loss was observed in "active" ~hlorine 
titre on storage, there was no corresponding increase in 
chloride concentration. This is taken to mean that the loss 
of "activen chlorine is chiefly caused by volatilization 
rather than by chemical decomposition. The results of three 
sets of analyses on three different batches of chlorine-
wa ter are summarised in the table below. 
Table D-V 
THE F.FFECT OF RF~RIG~RATED STORAGB ON THE 
CHLORIDE ION CONTENT OF UNBUFFERF.:D CHLORINE-WATER 
Chlorine No. of "active11 chlor- Chloride ·.1ethod of 
Solution days of ine in ~.f .~. I ion in total chlo-
storage g •(f .H:./g ride analysis 
1 48 • 01638 28xlo-4 gravimetric 
2 8 .o441 14xlo-4 Vol hard 
titration 
2 36 .0237 20xlo-4 " 
3 8 .0509 6xlo-• Vol hard 
titration 
3 68 .0170 8xlo-4 " 
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The glucose was added to the buffered chlorine-
water solution (which had been allowed to come to temperature 
in the thermostat) in the solid form. As polarimetric 
measurements had shown tha~ the glucose used was 96.8% in 
the ~- form before solution, the rate of approach to equili-
brium under the experimental conditions employed was checked. 
It was determined by polarimetric measurements that the 
equilibrium value of rotation, +52.6c, is reached about nine 
minutes after the instant of addition of anhydrous glucose 
to the buffer solution. 
For each of the experiments, log of "active" 10 
chlorine concentration (concentrations expressed as milli-
equivalent of "active" chlorine per gram of solution)- cf. P. -
was plotted against time (in hours). In each case there 
was obtained a curve that was nearly linear, but which was 
somewhat concave downward. The initial concentration of 
"active" chlorine was found by linear extrapolation to zero 
concentrations. 
It was found further that if the initial concentr-
ation of "active" chlorine (obtained by extrapolation) were 
plotted against the observed slope of the first order plot, 
a straight line was obtained. 
An experiment was carried out in which glucose was 
added to the chlorine-water not in the usual way (i.e., as an 
anhydrous solid) but as an equilibrated solution in buffer. 
The rate of an experiment under identical conditions, save for 
.H.. . 
the method of addition of glucose could be obtained from 
the straight-line plot (Plot #1). The valuBs of the two 
rates agreed with one another within less than two per 
cent. This is in agreement with the polarimetric evidence 
(already cited) that the rate of mutarotation under the 
experimental conditions is fast. 
The close approximation to linearity observed 
for the pseudo-zero order reactions was surprising. One 
possible explanation is that both hypochlorous acid and 
chlorine react with glucose at identieal rates. If this 
is the case, then, if d... 2. the concentration of "active" 
chlorine at any time, 
-do( /dt 1 1 = K HOCl (HOCl)(glucose) + K Cl 2 (Cl 2 )(glucose) 
= K1 [CHOCl)(glucose) + (Cl 2 )(glucose)] 
Since the reactions were carried out with large glucose 
concentrations, the value of the glucose concentration may 
be incorporated in the constant, yielding the result. 
-d <>4./dt = K [CHOCl) + (Cl2)J = KO\ 
Identical rates of attacks by the two species 
appeared unlikely. Such a phenomenon would predict complete 
linearity throughout the entire course of the reaction. 
Since a slight but definite downward concavity of the first-
order plots was observed, a different explanation was 
required for the observed behavior. 
Qualitatively speaking , as "active" chlor i n e> con -
centration increases, the frac t ion which is chlorine (Cl 2) 
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will increase. Now if both Cl 2 and HOCl were to react at 
equal rates, the observed pseudo first-order rate constant 
would be a true constant. That is, with all other reaction 
conditions fixed, the observed rate constant would be com-
pletely independent of the initial concentration of "active" 
chlorine. Yet the facts are that far from being independent 
of the initial concentration of "active" chlnrinq , the pseudo-
first order slope (proportional t o the pseudo first-order 
r a te constant) varies linearly with this initial concentr-
ation (graph No. \ ) • 
It is possible to calculate the fraction of HOCl 
(or of chlorine) present in a reaction mixture, by a method 
given in a later s ection. Such calculations were carried 
out for various initial "active" chlor ine concentrations 
from 2.5 x 10- 2 M. mole/ml to 0.25 x 10- 2 1.f . mole/ml. A 
plot was made of initial "active" chlorine concentration 
(~ 0 ) against per cent HOCl. Within the concentration range 
employed in our experiments, there was no appreciable devi-
ation from linearity. The conclusion to be drawn from these 
results, then, is that the two "active" chlorine species do 
not react at equal rates, but that chlorine (Cl 2 ) reacts 
at a faster rate. 
It may be seen that the concavity of the pseudo-
first order plots may be traced to the greater activity of 
Cl 2 • As the reaction proceeds the chloride ion concentr-
ation increases, while the total "active" chlorine concentr-
ation decreases. From equilibrium considerations, it is 
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clear that the first of these effects would tend to increase 
the fraction of Cl 2 while the second would tend to decrease 
this fraction. The downward concavity (that is, apparent 
speed-up in rate) may be explained on the basis that the 
effect of chloride-ion concentration increase outweighs the 
effect of decreasing the total'~ctive'' chlorine concentration. 
The net effect is an increase in the fraction of Cl 2 present 
towards the end of the reaction. If Cl 2 is the more "active" 
oxidant, this means that the rate will speed-up, and the 
pseudo-first order curves will be concave down. 
These conclusions may be tested readily by carry-
ing out reactions in which the initial chloride ion concen-
tration is increased by the addition of sodium chloride. 
Adding chloride should both increase the rate of reaction 
and eliminate the downward concavity of the first-order plots. 
Consequently, two experiments were carried out 
with added chloride. The r esults are summarised in Table D-~. 
below. In both cases, the first-order plots were free of 
curvature. The rates in both cases were increased relative 
to reactions with no added chloride. 
Table D-VI 
THE EFFECT OF ADDED CHLORIDE ION ON THE RATE OF REACTION 
Run Initial cone. Initial cone. Initial cone. Slope Slope1 
Slope 
No. 11 active" chlcr glucose Cl- from 
rine M.E.Ig H. mole I g 1'~. mole I g Observed corr. graph2 
P.s. 9 .o469 . • 4432 .02106 -.696 -.699 -.521 
p.s. 10 .0412 .4427 .04022 -.663 -.667 -.473 
1. Since the !~pes from the graph of slope v. initial concentration 
of "active" chlorine refer to a glucose concentration of 0.444 M. mole 
the observP.d slopes were corrected for the slightly lower g 
glucose concentration by multiplying by the factor 444. 
443 
2. These slopes were taken from the plot of slope v. initial concentr-
ation of "active" chlorine (no added sodium chloride). 
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SALT F.FFECT STUDIES 
Up to now, little mention has been made of the 
effect of the variation of the ionic strength on the rate 
of reaction. 
The effect of added inert electrolyte (increas-
ing ionic strength) on the reaction had to be determined. 
First of all, the magnitude and direction of a salt effect 
is capable of furnishing information concerning the nature 
of the species taking part in the rate determining step of 
a reaction. Secondly, in testing th9 effect on the rate 
30 
of reaction of varying such conditions as chloride ion con-
centration, pH, and concentration of buffer components, one 
varies ionic strength simultaneously. It is necessary, then, 
to isolate the effect of varying ionic strength from any 
effects produced by these other variables. 
If uncharged particles are involved in the rate 
determining step, the rate of reaction should not be affected 
by adding inert electrolyte; that is, there should be no pri-
mary salt effect. 
However, the position of the chlorine-water equili-
brium depends to some extent on the ionic strength. It may 
be seen from the equation for chlorine hydrolysis that the 
equilibrium 
HOCl + H+ + Cl 
would tend to be shifted to the right by increased ionic 
strength. This follows from the rule of thumb that increas-
ing ionic strength favors a reaction proceeding in the 
direction to produce charged particles. Mathematically, 
as will be demonstrated in a later section: 
K = thermodynamic equilibrium constant. 
a 
YH+ {c1-= the activity coefficients for H+Cl- pre-
sent in a solution of chlorine water. 
= mass action equilibrium constant employ-
ing concentrations. 
Since l(H+ {cl- decreases with increasing ionic strength 
Kc will be increased correspondingly, to favor the form-
ation of HOCl at the expense of Cl 2 • The magnitude of the 
change is a function of the sensitivity of the activity 
coefficients to changes in ionic strength. The rate should 
then tend to be decreased somewhat by increasing ionic 
strength; the amount of decrease will depend on the sensi-
tivity of the mean activity ·coefficient C{:l:: =J'(H+ '( Cl_) 
of hydrochloric acid to ionic strength. 
In order to test the effect of increasing ionic 
strength, the reaction was carried out under standard con-
ditions of concentration and pH, but with ionic strength 
increased considerably by the addition of sodium sulfate. 
The results of the experiments are tabulated in Table D-VII. 
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Table D-VII 
THE EFFECT OF VARIATION IN IONIC STR~NGTH ON TH~ RATB OF RBACTION 
Cone. Sod. 
Run No. 
Init. glucose Ionic Observ2d Correc313d SlopP. ~rom C ''active" concentration sulfate Strength1 0 slope slope graph ~f. mole/g ~..{. mole/ml Cl2 ' ~ . r;: . /g 
P.s. 8 .4378 .09902 .548 -.466 -.473 -.525 .0474 
r .s. 15 -3q64 .8763 2.484 -.386 -.434 -.430 .0364 
p.s. 6 .4438 none ·302 -·534 -. 534 --534 .0478 
1 - In each of the reaction mixtur~s .628 x 100 = 62.8 M. moles NaH2P0 4 was present. The 
total volume of reaction mixture in run p.s. 8 was 211.47 ml, hence the concentration 
of the di-hydrogen phosphate is 62.8/211.47 = .297 'f· mole/ml. The ionic strength 
is calculated from the defining equation 
2 
jl 8 = 1/2 .((Na+) (1 2) + CH2P04-) (1 2) + (804=) (2 2) + (H+) (1 2) 
= 1/2 ~(.297) + (.0990) + (.297) + (4) (.0990) + (6.31 X 10-3) 
= • 548. 
In like manner, the phosphate concentration of run P.S. 15 is 62.8/216.23 = .2904, 
and the ionic strength may be calculated in the same way as 
f'-l5 = 1/2 ~ ( ·290) + ( .8763) + ( .8763) (4) + ( .290) + (6.31 X 10-3) = 2.486. 
For comparison purposes, a typical run, P.S. 6, with no added sodium sulfate is 
included. 
This is the value of the slope of a pseudo-first order plot, log ("active'' chlorine) 
in ~.~./g against t (in hours). 
C:~ 
{\,) 
Table D-VII (Continued) 
3 - The corrected slope is obtained by multiplying the observed slope by the ratio of the 
standard glucose concentration, .444 u. mole/g to the glucose concentration in a 
particular experiment. Thus, for experiment P.S. 8, 
-.466 X :kj~ = -.473 
4 - Taken from plot of extrapolated initial concentration v. observed slope. See graph 
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From the table of results it may be seen that 
when the ionic strength is increased from the standard 
value of .30 to .55, there is a small decrease in rate of 
reaction, while an increase in io¥ic strength to 2.5 pro-
duces a negligible increase in rate. Now from an empirical 
point of view, the important thing is that the effect of 
increased . ionic strength is small. Thus, the changes in 
ionic strength which accompanied the "added chloride" 
experiments would certainly not influence the rate of reac-
tion to an appreciable extent. In other words, the effects 
produced by adding sodium chloride are caused by chloride 
,specifically, and not by the chloride acting in its capa-
city as a neutral electrolyte. 
It is interesting to note that the effect of 
increasing ionic strength from a value of .3 to a value of 
.55 slows down the rate slightly while increasing the ionic 
strength still fufther to the value 2.5 appears to have the 
effect of increasing the rate slightly. This apparent 
reversal is in accord with the behavior of the mean activity 
coefficient of hydrochloric acid, on which the hydrolysis 
constant of the chlorine equilibrium, Kc depends. 
The following data are taken from a table 
given by Harned and Owen (23). 
1 
2 
3 
Table D-VIII 
TH-r;: ·~AN ACTIVITY COH:FFICIRNT OF 0. 01-~-WLAR 
HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLUTIONS WITH SALT 
CONCRNTRATIONS OF ~!. ~,!OI,RS /L 
with added with added 
potassium chloride sodium chloride 
M f ± 35°C '(± 4ooc '~ 1r ± 35°C ( ± 40°C 
.2 
-743 .742 .2 ~ 747 -745 
·5 -701 .699 .5 -724 .721 
-712 ·709 1 -746 .742 
·§67 .761 2 .864 .856 
. 41 .831 3 1.043 1-029 
It may be seen that while increasing the ionic 
strength from .2 to .5 decreases { :, increasing the ionic 
strength above .5 increases the value of the coefficient. 
It is possible to calculate the values of the 
individual rate constants of the reactions between glucose 
and chlorine and hypochlorous acid, respectively. From 
known values of the hydrolysis constant of chlorine water, 
together with certain other constants, it is possible to 
calculate the fraction of "active'' chlorine that is present 
as hypochlorous acid and as chlorine at any point in a given 
oxidation reaction. The equation employed is given below; 
the derivation is given in detail in a later section. 
Q = -C + -J C2 + R/o< 
where e:l. = concentration of "active" chlorine at 
any time. 
Q = fraction of "active" chlorine present as 
hypochlorous acid. 
R = KelCH+) where Kc is the hydrolysis con-
stant for chlorine. 
c = ~o _ 1 + c1 + R 
o( 2 2 
o(o= concentration of "active" chlorine 
present initially. 
C = concentration of added chloride ion 1 at the start of the reaction. 
For three standard experimE!nts, P. S. 4, P. S. 6, 
and p.s. 7, Q was calculated at various points in the experi-
ment. In each case a plot of~ against Q was made, (graphs 
No. ~ ) and a straight line drawn through the points 
(agreement with linearity was excellent for p.s. 6 and P.s. 
7, but approximate with P.s. 4.1 The observed scatter in 
the latter experiment is doubtless caused by the low concen-
trations of "active" chlorine employed. The equation of 
the straight line was determined in each case, which yielded 
Q, the fraction of HOCl present at any time, as a function 
of ~ , the concentration of 11 active" chlorine at any time. 
The results are summarised in the following table. 
Table D-IX 
TH~ FRACTION HOCl (=Q) AS A FUNCTION OF 
11 ACTIV'S" CHLORI~ TI TR~ ( = -<.,} 
Run No. Q (= Dl + D2-< ) ..(o M. mole/ml 
p. s. 7 .848 + 4.38ol.. 1.72 X 10-2 
p. s. 6 -784 + 4.18-\ 2-57 X 10- 2 
p. s. 4 .94 + 5.21 o< 0.612 X 10-2 
. , '.. 
i :_ .. ; 
- -·t 
. !-· ·-- j:~: _ _: _- --~- . 
!. 
Since Q may be expressed as a function of ~ the 
differential equation for the rate expression is 
-de<= IC (Q)<>( + K (1 - Q)•'< 
dt HOCl Cl2 
= KHOCl (Dl + 02~) o{ + KCl2 (l - 01 - 02"<) e{ 
= (KHOCl )( 01 + Kcl - KCl 01) o( + (KHOCl D2-KC1 °2)11( 2 
'--- 2 2 ._, \.._ --·-==- - . --2 .:::.J 
-v- ~
B A 
(- do(/dt) /~ = A-l, + B 
Thus if (-d-</dt}l-<- were to be plotted against-<. a 
straight line should be obtained with slope A and intercept 
(at o( =0) equal to B. These two simultaneous equations may 
be solved for KHOCl and Kc12 since D1 and n2 can be deter-
mined independently for any reaction as shown above. The 
value ·or the slope at any point, -d-< /dt was estimated by 
applying a Bausch & Lomb prism tangentimeter to various 
points of a plot of C (expressed in P~ . moles/ml) against t 
(in hours). Care must be taken to avoid confusion in alge-
braic signs: d~ /dt is always negative so -d~ /dt is always 
positive; d/de( ( -(d~ /dt)/~) (= A) is negative; the 
-
intercept B, (i.e. -de( /dt/e< at.( = or- is positive. 
Application of this procedure (24) to three exper-
iments gave the following results. 


F'.xperiment 
No. 
4 
7 
6 
Table D-X 
INDIVIDUAL RAT~ CONSTANTS FOR 
CHLORIN~ AND FOR HOCl 
K
1
Cl2 (glucose) = 1 K HOCl 
hr-1 Kc12 KHOCl 
6.88 
6.98 
7-60 
(glucose);; 
hr-1 
.18 
.12 
.o4 
Considering the accuracy of the method, the respective 
K's are probably valid to no more than one significant 
figure, and are taken as 7 and 0.1 respectively. Since 
(glucose) = .444 M. moles per gram, (i.e •• 444 x 1.074 
g/ml = .477 H. mole/ml), 
. l2-c12 = 15 ml H. mole-1 hr-1 and (1\tHOCl = 
.2 -1 -1 ml !,{. mole hr 
DETBCTION OF GBNBRALIZ~D ACID AND GB~rnRALIZRD 
BASE CATALYSIS (25) 
The inclusion of a buffer system in the chlorine-
water glucose buffer mixtures which we have employed does 
more than merely fix the pH of the solution; there is intro-
duced an acidic and a basic buffer component. In other 
words the concentrations of "gene r alized acid 11 and of 
''generalized base" depends on the concentrations of buffer 
components, while the pH is dependent chiefly on the ratio 
of buffer components. If the reaction is sensitive speci-
fically to the hydrogen ion concentration, and not to the 
!J') 
·..:. IJ 
concentrations of generalized acid or of generalized base, 
then the rate of reaction will be independent of the con-
centrations of buffer components, but will depend only on 
their ratio. (This reasoning assumes that neutral salt 
effects are absent or are small, a fact which has been 
established for the reaction systems under study.) 
Three reactions (P.S. 6, p.s. 13, P.s. 14) were 
carried out with very nearly identical concentrations of 
the basic buffer component, sodium dihydrogen phosphate. 
The concentration of the acidic buffer component, phosphoric 
acid, was varied about ten-fold from one reaction to the 
next. This means that the ratio (H3 P0 4 )/(H2P0 4 -) is increased 
from one reaction to the next, as is the hydrogen ion con-
centration, and the concentration of "generalized acid". 
The rate of reaction was found to increase progressively 
with increa~ing acidity. This is the behavior which would 
be expected, since an increased hydrogen ion concentration 
would favor a shift in the hydrolysis equilibrium towards 
the formation of a higher percentage Cl2· Since the latter 
is the more efficient oxidant, this would increase the 
rate of reaction. 
Run No. 
p. s. 6 
p. s. 13 
p. s. 14 
Table D-XI 
THE EFFECT ON TH~ RAT~ OF REACTION OF ALTERING PHOSPHORIC 
ACID CONCENTRATION AT CONSTANT DI-HYDROG~N PHOSPHATE CONCENTRATION 
Cone. H3P0 4 Cone. NaH2P04 (H3P04)/ M. mole7m1 M. mole/ml (NaH2P0 4 ) 
.285 .299 ·954 
.0251 .298 .0842 
2.316 .297 7. 797 . 
-----
Observed slope 
of pseudo-first 
order £lot 
hr-
-·534 
-.101 
- 1 .052 
Slope of pseudo-first 
order plot under stan-
dard conditions 
hr-1 
-. 534 
-.428 
-.229 
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Calculations have shown that the decrease ln 
rate for experiment P. S. 13 from a standard value of -.428 
to the observed value of -.101 may be ascribed entirely to 
the lowering of the hydrogen ion concentration. These cal-
culations yielded the result that one would expect a slope 
of -.104 under the conditions of experiment P. S. 13 (see 
P. caq ) • 
If,now, experiments P. S. 11 and P. s. 6 are com-
pared, in which the ratio of the buffer components is the 
same but the concentrations of the components are different 
it is seen that the run with the greater concentrations has 
the higher rate, relative to standard conditions. 
Run No. Cone. H3P0 4 (H. mole/ml) 
p. s. 6 .285' 
p. s. 11 .426 
I-
Table D-XII 
THE EFFECT ON THE RAT~ OF R~ACTION OF INCRF,ASED BUFFER 
CONC~NTRATION AT CONSTANT BUFFF,R CQT,fPOW.NT RATIO 
Cone. NaH2P0 4 (H3P0 4 )/ Observed slope of 
(H. rnole/ml) NaH2P0 4 pseudo-first order plot 
.299 ·95'4 -·5'34 
.447 ·954 -.328 
Slope of ~seudo-first 
order plo under std. 
conditions 
-·534 
-.299 
·~ 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
This observation may be explained by the presence either 
of generalized acid or of generalized base catalysis or 
both. In view of the fact that no evidence was found for 
generalized acid catalysis (cf. P. s. 13, above) it is pro-
bable that the rate increase may be ascribed to the presence 
of generalized base catalysis. 
~xperiment n. s. 12 had a di -hydrogen phosphate 
ion concentration practically identical with P. s. 11, but 
greater than p. s. 6. The phosphoric acid concentration of 
p. s. 12~~ somewhat less than P. s. 11, but greater than 
p. s. 6. 
Run No. 
11 
12 
6 
Table D-XIII 
THE EFFECT ON THE RATE OF REACTION OF INCREASING PHOSPHORIC 
ACID AND DI-HYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CONCENTRATIONS SI~ULTANEOUSLY 
Cone. H3P04 Cone. NaH2P04 (H3 P04)/ c Normal Observed 0 rate u. mole/m1 
.426 
·376 
.285 
~1 . mole/ml 
.447 
.446 
.299 
Run No. 
11 
12 
(NaH2P04) rat I "active" hr- chlorine ]',,r. E./g 
-954 -.328 .0211 
.842 -.454 .0389 
-954 -·534 .0478 
Per cent increase corrected 
rate over normal rate 
30/299 X 100 = 10.0% 
4/451 X 100 = .9% 
• 
hr-1 
-. 299 
- .451 
-. 534 
Rate corrected 
to standard 
glucose concrn-
tration hr-
--329 
-.455 
-.534 
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Comparing p. s. 11 with "standard" conditions, 
it is seen that both the phosphoric ncid and the dihydrogen 
phosphate concentrations are increased. The rate is found 
to increase. This is consistent with t he existence of 
generalized acid catalysis or generalized base catalysis 
present either singly or simultaneously. 
For experiment p. s. 12, the rate is sAen to have 
remained "normal" despite th<:! fact that the pH effect should 
have slowed the reaction. Since both phosphoric acid and 
dihydrogen phosphate concentrations were increased ovPr 
the standard values (those of P. s. 6) this behavior is 
consistent with the presence of generalized acid and/or gen-
eralized base catalysis. 
Comparing experiment P. s. 15 VII-5 with P. S. 6 
(i.e., with a run under standard cond i tions) it is seen 
that the rate of reaction is increased. 
51 
Run No. 
p. s. 15 
VII-5 
p. s. 13 
p. s. 6 
Table D-XIV 
THE ~FFP.CT ON THE RATF. OF REACTION OF INCR~ASING DI-HYDROGn:N 
PHOSPHATF. CONCENTRATION AT DECR~ASBD PHOSPHORIC ACID CONC~NTRATION 
Cone. H7'P0 4 Cone. NaH2P0 4 (H3P04)/ C 11 active 11 Observed Corr. 0 M. mole ml M. mole I ml (NaH2P0 4 ) chlorine rate rate M. F. ./g 
.2.68 3·19 .0841 .0251 -.419 -.420 
.0251 .298 .0842 .0362 -.101 -.101 
.285 .299 ·954 .0478 -· 534 -. 534 
- - -- --- --~ - ---- ~ - ---- - - - - -- -- - - --· ----
Rate under I 
std. condi t. i 
-·332 
-.428 
-·534 
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The rate increase is obsgrved even though the 
pH effect would be in the opposite direction (cf. P. s. 
13). This means, then, that NaH 2 P0 4 is exerting a posi-
tive catalytic effect. Since H2 P0 4 - is a very much weaker 
acid then H3 P0 4 , it is probable that the observed catalysis 
is traceable to the ion acting as a generalized base. This 
conclusion is supported by the fact that no evidence of 
generalized acid catalysis could be found in the case of 
experiment p. s. 13 (p.gq ). 
In this series of experiments, the tacit assump-
tion has been made throughout that any catalytic effect 
either of H3 P04 or of H2 P0 4 - is ascribed to the se materials 
acting merely as generalized acids or as generalized 
bases, and that there is no specific effect of these spe-
cies per ~· Such specific catalytic behavior is not pro-
bable. Nonetheless, the demonstration of the same catalytic 
effects using another buffer would be desirable as a confir-
matory study. It would be desirable to select a buffer 
s ystem in which the basic component is incapable of giving 
up a proton. The system trichloroacetic acid-sodium tri-
chloroacetate would seem to be a desirable choice. 
"SXP~Rnn;:NT AT A LOVRR TP.HP~RATURE 
One experiment was carried out in order to see 
how the rate of reaction was affected by lowering the 
temperature. The conditions were standard (see p. \01 
experimental section). The temperature was 27.00° ! .02° 
as opposed to 35·7°C for the other experi~ents. A curva-
ture was observed below the first order straight line for 
about the first 0.8 hours. Fro~ about 0.8 hrs to 3.45 
hours, the limit of observation, there was excellent con-
formity with the first-order plot. The slope was decreased 
by a factor of 2.02 for the temperature drop of 8 .7°C. 
Decreasing the temperature brings about three 
effects in the reaction mixture. First, as for most reac-
tions, the rate would be exp~cted to decrease with decreas-
ing temperature, the amount of the decrease depending on 
the activation energy of the reaction. Furthermore, Ka, 
the thermodynamic hydrolysis constant for chlorine goes 
from a value of 6.55 x 10-4 at 35·7°C to a value of 5.25 
10-4 at 27°C. The activity coeffic i ent of HCl is not very 
sensitive to temperature (23) in the region 25°C - 40°C, 
so the value of the concentration mass action expression 
K decreases by a corresponding amount. In other words, 
c 
the hydrolysis is shifted to favor the formation of Cl 2 by 
X 
decreasing the temperature; an incr~ in rate would, then, 
be expected to accompany a decrease in temperature, from 
this consideration. Finally, the pH of the buffer is some-
55 
what dependent on the temperature, as has been shown: lower-
ing the temperature would decrease the pH from 2.2 (the 
value at 35·7°C) to 2.1 (the value at about 27°). This 
increase in hydrogen ion concentration would, of itself, 
tend to increase the rate of reaction. It is evident, then, 
that the first of these three effects is of sufficient 
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magnitude to more than counterbalance the effects of the 
second and third. 
DETBRMINATION OF ORDER OF TH~ R~ACTION IN 
GLUCOSE BY PSEUDO-ZERO ORD~ STUDI~S 
Since it is observed that the reaction obeys the 
first-order rate law in "active'' chlorine for an appreci-
able fraction of reaction, it is possible to determine 
the order of reaction in glucose from pseudo-zero order 
studies. Thus, if two reactions are carried out with the 
same initial "active" chlorine concentration but with dif-
ferent large glucose concentrations, then 
Slope1 = -.4343 K (glucose)~ 
Slope2 = -.4343 K (glucose)~ 
m is the order of the reaction in glucose, the subscripts 
1 and 2 refer to two runs of identical initial "active" 
chlorine concentration but of different large glucose con-
centrations; the slopes are taken from pseudo-first order 
plots of log "active" chlorine concentration against 
10 
time. 
It follows that Slope1/Slope2= 8glucose) 1/ 
(glucose) 2J m or log[Cslopel/slope2)] = m 
log [(glucose)1/(g l ucose)2l 
The slope for a given initial chlorine concentr-
ation at a glucose concentration of 0.444 can be determined 
from graph I. Standard concentration of standard buffer 
was employed throughout. 
Table D-XV 
DETER!.UNATION OF THE ORDER IN GLUCOSE BY 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER STUDIES 
.bxtrap. s1e~~ for Initial initial Ob!3erved O. M. 
Run No. glucose "active" Slope mole/g gltr 
chlorine cose at C0 cone. :f. ,{./g cone. ( frorl plot 
~ ~. E; ./g No •) 
P.S. 2 .1740 .0388 -.169 -.450 
p.s. 16 .5618 .o441 -.653 -.499 
m 
1.04 
1.15 
The reaction, then, is -first order in glucose. 
These results corroborate the conclusion drawn from the 
initial rate studies (P. It) that the reaction is first 
order in glucose. 
STOICHIOMETRY 
With the exception of the initial rate studies, 
all the experiments described so far were conducted with 
a large excess of glucose present. Under these conditions, 
it is difficult to determine stoichiometry relationships. 
However, if a reaction is carried out with an excess of 
''active" chlorine over glucose, the stoichiometry of the 
reaction may be determined by quenching aliquot portions in 
a suitable manner, and analyzing these portions not only 
for "active" chlorine but for glucose as well. 
A reaction mixture was prepared which had initial 
concentrations of glucose equal to 3.208 x 10-3 q. moles/g 
of solution; (578 gamma/g of solution) and initial chlorine 
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concentration of 6.179 x 10-2 M .~./g. The initial con-
centration of glucose, as determined by analysis with 
anthrone reagent (see below), was 588 Yjg, an error of 
1.7{ . For the sake of consistency, the value 588 (jg 
for C0 ( gluc ose) was employ ed in the calculations of 
glucose consumption. The initial ratio ,..., , · ~ ' activd' chlorine • 
C glucose = 6.179 x l0-2/3.20R x lo-3 = 19.26 M.E. "active" 
chlor1ne/t-~ . mole glucose • 9.63 M. mole "active'' chlorine 
per :rv: . mole of glucose present initially. The reaction 
cond1 tions were standard w1 th regard to temperature ( 35. 7°·-:, ) 
and to concentrations of buffer components. 
~nalysis for glucose was carried out colorime-
trically (27) using as the reagent a solution of anthrone 
in 95~ sulfuric acid. The colors of samples were compared 
a gainst al1quots of a glucose solution of known concentr-
ation. The aliquots were examined with a Klett-Summerson 
photoelectric colorimeter ( Ro. 6618), provided with a 
combination of filters (Corning 3486; Baird Associates 
Interference Filter 7-3231-5) which transmitted light 
at 620 mv, with band width of about 150A0 . Analysis for 
chlorine was by the standard iodimetric technique employed 
in all the previous experiments. The results of the 
experiment are tabulated below. 
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Table D-XVI 
GLUSOSE CONSUMPTION AS A FUNCTION OF TIME 
·Jhlorine Time ~I. mole ''act.
11 M. mole glu- J>'Iol es "act!. 
titre hrs chlorine lost cose con- chlorine (M. E./g) per gram of awned per consumed 
solution g per mole 
of glucose 
.06179 0.10 0 0 0 
.0 5942 I 2.57 1.19 x lo-3 ~CD . 59 x lo-3 2.02 I .05662 7-57 2.59 x lo-3 1.47 X 10-3 1.76 
.05084 15.47 5.48 X 10-3 2.35 X lo-3 2.33 
.04634 24.10 7-73 X 10-3 2.76 X lo-3 2. 80 
.03317 48.45 14.31 X lo- 3 3. 23 X 10-3 4.43 
.02550 74.02 18.15 X lo-3 3.27 X lo-3 5.56 
The results of these analyses would seem to 
indicate that glucose is continually oxidized as the 
reaction proceeds, the oxidation proceeding beyond the 
gluconic acid stage. 
It is interesting to note that even in the early 
stages of the reaction a 1 mole "active" chlorine/1 mole 
glucose consumed ratio (corresponding to oxidation to the 
gluconic acid stag~) is not observed. A possible explan-
ation for t his phenomenon is that the first formed product 
is gluconic acid, but that the 5lucon1c acid is in turn 
attacked at a faster rate than is .glucose itself. 
The obvious step to be taken, then, consisted 
in reacting gluconic acid with chlorine-water under the 
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standard conditions of our experiments, and seeing how 
the rate of reaction compares with the rate for glucose 
observed under comparable conditions. 
There is a second question that the results 
of such an experiment could answer; will the presence of 
glucono d-lactone, gluconic acid, or of their oxidation 
products interfere with the analysis for glucose to a 
significant extent? 
In order to answer these questions, a reaction 
was carried out (under standard pseudo-zero order condi-
tions) between buffered chlorine-water and glucono [-lactone. 
The usual log G v. t plot was made. In addition, three 
aliquots were taken during the experiment, and analyzed 
~vi th anthrone reagent in the usual manner. The anthrone 
active material found is expressed as micrograms (i.e., { 
" e;lucose"/g solution. 
The lactone used in the experiment was a sample 
furnished us by Charles Pfizer & 'J o. It was pm"ldered ivlth 
a glass mortar and pestle, dried for an hour at 110°0 , and 
stored in a desiccator oven calcium chloride. The specific 
rotation, 
0 
was + 63.20 after six minutes. 
( ~obs.= 6 .34°Jl.2527 gin 24.97 ml water, 2 drn tube.) 
20 0 Isbell and ? rush report (""')D 65.6 (five minute s) 
and 63.9° (ten minutes). The lactone did not reduce boil-
ing Fehling 's solution, and gave no test for halog en either 
with acidified silver nitrate or in 3eilstein's test. The 
rna terial did, hmtever, tsi ve a positive reaction \"lhen tested 
~111 th anthrone reagent. 
The pseudo-first order plot sho\>red excellent 
conformity with a straight line over a large fraction of 
reaction; the line did curve somewhat t m·;ard higher kine-
tic order near the end of the reaction. 
Initial 
Run No. 
"active" 
Cl2 1'f .E. /g 
P.S. GN 1 .0291 
Table D-XVII 
THE OXIDATION OF GLUCONO f-LACTONE 
Initial lactone Slope corrected to 
}~ . mole/g Observed slope a cone. of .444 
'-! . mole/g 
.446 -.569 .444 5 -.509 X~ : -. 07 
----- - · - - -- - - -
------ - --~--------------
Observed slope 
for glucose 
-.369 
17.1 
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The lactone was fow1d , then, to be oxidis ed at 
a rate 507 369369 x 100 = 37 .4;;":; faster t han glucos e . 
The resul t s o .f the anthrone d et err.o.inations are 
tabulated below. 
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Time (hrs) 
.13 
1. 87 
3·75 
-
Table D-XVIII 
ANTHRONE ANALYSIS OF OXIDATION lUXTURE OF GLUCONO d -LACTONE 
'f . E. "active" ~.1 . moles "active" chlorine \" "glucose" '("glucose"* 
chlorine/g consumed at time t per gram g lactone 
at time t C0 = .0291 M. E./g solution 
.0254 .0019 162.4 20.5 X 10- 2 
.00370 .0127 239 .l~ 30.1 X 10 -2 
.00088 .0141 248.9 31.2 X 10- 2 
-~---- - ~ 
* The initial concentration of lactone was 17.9363 g/225 -761 g solution = 
.0794 g/g ~ 794 x l0- 2 • This concentration was virtually constant throughout 
the experiment. 
r.er cent 
' gl uco se" 
in lactone 
.2 
·3 
·3 
c7'; 
r .... -, 
V'.J 
The oxida tion of the l actone could not be res-
ponsib l e fo r t~1e apparent "sp e ed-up " in the l atter stages 
o f the g lucose oxidation (c f . P .43 ) ; this phenomenon is 
traceable to chloride ion buildup, and d isa p pears when 
chloride ion conc entration is i ncreased by the addition 
o f s od ium c h lorid e. 
After the kinetic part o f the experiment had been 
compl e ted , t h e syrins e c ontai n i n g the remainin g po rti on of 
t h'"' !'"''l.C t i on r-··i x t u re A-a s pemi t tod t o rema in i mmers ed i n 
t . 8 tr e rm ostat f or a total of two days . At the end of 
this time , no test was ob tained with starch iodide paper. 
Small portions o f the s olu t ion were treated in 
the ma nner discuss ed belmr. 
Portion 1. The s olution was ma d e a lka line 
with l O'"'f, sodi urn hy droxide and Fehling 's solution vras added. 
Al t h our)l no r eaction ~·:as ob served in the c old , boiline: the 
mi xture b riefly gave a p ositive test. 
Portion 2. The buffered acidic solution wa s 
b oiled for 2 to 3 mi nutes , then c ool ed and made alkal ine 
wi t h lOGt s odium hydroxide. £\ddi tion of ?ehlin g, 1 s solution 
produ8ed no reac tion , either in t he cold or on boiling . 
Portion 3. ?he solut ion was made a lkaline 
\.Yl th 10% sod l u rn hydrox ide. Boilin g t he a l kaline solution 
p roduc ed 3. y ellovr coloration. Addl tion of Fehling 1 a 
solution to the cool ed solution gave no r eaction, i n t he 
cold, or on heatin3 the mixture to boilin3 . 
It h a s been shown then , that t he Pfize r delta 
l ac tone •.o~ JJ.i ' w~s employed in the k inetic stu dy i s active 
to...,Tards anthrone reae;ent. It has been found, furthermore, 
that the anthrone activity of this l a ctone increases as 
the material is oxidised. Since the maximum amount of 
anthrone active material produced on oxidation of the lac-
tone a.rnount to 0 .3 ( vtei ght) r..; of " glucose", this is the 
maximum amount of '' glucose" that could be produced 1n · the 
stoich iometry run. 
in the stoichiometry 
to 588 x .3 = 1.76 100 
As the initial glucose concentration 
experiment was 588 i;g, this amounts 
ljg, and is negli gible. The refore, 
the analysis for glucose carried out i n the stoich iometry 
experiment is valid. 
The disC11ssion in the previous parag raph has pre-
ceeded on the assumption that all the anthrone activity 
ob served ;·rhen glucono-del ta lactone is oxidi sed \•Ti th chlo-
rine water results from the activity o f g lucono lactone 
(or gluconic acid, vthich is ahlays present in equilibriwn 
with this lactone in aqueous solutions) or of its oxidation 
products. That is, none of the activity has been credited 
to small amounts of impurities present in the Pfizer lactone . 
Sattl e r and Zerban (27d) have indicated that the 
ability to form a furfural or a substituted furfural seems 
to be necessary for the production of an anthrone color. 
On this basis, pure g luconic acid (or its l acton~would be 
expected to be inert to anthrone rea5ent. On the other hand, 
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two logical oxidation products of gluconic acid, namely 
the 5- and 2-keto acids have structures which would permit 
the formation of 5-carboxyfurfural by acid catalyzed dehy-
dration. (The 5-keto acid yieldsoJ.~c-n:::J-<oo(~in good yields 
on treatment with methanolic hydrogen chloride (28). Of 
all the conceivable oxidation products of the keto acids, 
only arabinose would be capable, in theory, of yielding 
an an~hrone color. py f verman, Lindberg . and Nood (13) did 
not find glucuronic acid or arabinose in their reaction mix-
tures, although they state specifically they searched for 
them. This means that these substances either are not 
formed at all, or else are rapidly oxidiZed further. The 
value 1.76 gamma/g for the anthrone active material pro-
duced in the stoichiometr.y experiment is probably high. 
then, since most of the e~throne activity of the Pfizer 
l a ctone is probably caused by small amounts of i mpurities. 
The Fehling solution data, P.~q, are interpreted 
! 
to mean that material which is oxidiZed by boiling Fehlin5 's 
solution is produced on chlorine oxidation of glucono delta 
lactone (or of gluconic acid). The 2 a nd 5 k e to glucon ic 
acids are such species. The observations noted under Portion 
g may be explained by dehydration of these acids to 5 carboxy-
furfural by boiling under acid conditions, follm·Ted by loss 
of the product by steam distillation. Boiling und er alkaline 
' conditions, such as was carried out with Portion 3, would 
be expected to lead to extensive deg radation, and would be 
expected to decom1Jose any keto gluconic acids formed. 
These conclusions are not based on sufficient 
data to permit one to say with certainty that keto gluconic 
acids are produced by oxidation of glucono delta lactone 
under the conditions used; the observativns are, however, 
consistent with their formation. 
THE OXIDATION OF r - NE'ri-IYL GLUCOSIDE 
'tl1 th the exception of the one experiment using 
glucono r -lactone, all the "tlOrk discussed so far was carried 
out using the single substrate D-glucose. This experiment 
was carried out to determine the effect on the rate of 
reaction of blocking the c1 position by methylation. 
Dyfverm,an. Lindberg and \'/'ood ( 13) found that both e<. a.nd 
p methyl glucosides were oxidized to gluconic acid (or 
lactone) directly without preliminary hydrolysis to glucose. 
HlasivTetz and Habermann (12) found that, under apProximately 
the same conditions glucose is oxidized to gluconic acid. 
It seems, then that under the conditions 1nvestie;ated by 
the se tvto groups of authors both t;lucose and a(. and p - me thyl 
glucosides are first attacked on c1 • 
It '\fas considered desirable, then to carry out 
the oxidation of r -methyl glucoside under conditions com-
parable to the glucose studies, in orcler to see hO"'v the rate 
of reaction was affected by this variation in the nature of 
the substrate. If the same pos1 tion c1 '"as attacked in the 
case of the two substrates, then the structural chan3e on 
c1 would be expected to afrect the rate of reaction. 
3eta- met:b.yl glucoside 1vas p repared by the method 
of ~ymond 3.nd Schr oeder ( 29 ). In addl t i on , a s a mple of 
t he m£Lterial \vas furn i shed u s by ::: o rn Pr oduct s :i.efini ng Go . 
The resul t s o f a pol ari metric i nves ti ga t i on shO\·red 
that the r - me thyl gl uc o s i de '.vas stabl e t o hydrolysis unde r 
the c ondi t ions employed . ( r - me t :nyl g l u c o side ·l/2 H20, 
0 . 67 FO g d i s solved in 1 0 cc d i stilled \fater and 10 cc stand -
a rd buffer .) The s olu t ion 'olas placed in a 1 dm tube thermo-
. 0 
statted at 35 .7 . 
Tabl e D- XI X 
THE OPTI·::; _u, ROTATION OF A SOLUTION 
OF r -L~:ThYL GLUC03I DE UNDEr-t R..SAC'l' I ON 
G01TDITIONS AS A FUNCTION OF TI ME 
Time d... obs . (a{) D 
a fter 1/2 h ou r s olu t i on , 
before i rr.me r s i on in - 1 .03 - 30 . 4° 
thermostat 
1- 1/ 2 hours at 35 .7° - 1 .03 - 30 . 4° 
20 . 2 h ours in thermo stat - 1 .03 - 30 . 4 0 
?he resul ts o f the kinetic i nvesti ga tion s h owed 
t ha t r - me-glu c o s i d e i s ox i d i"t.ed abou t 0 .1 a s fa s t as 
s lucose under the c omparable c ondi t ions . 
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Table D-XX 
THS P.AT E OF OXIDA.TI Ol:\ OF f3 - EETHYL 
GLU •~ OS IDE , AS COr.tPA =tED 4 ITH GLUCOSE 
Ini t. ~ Ini t . Slope of Slope of Slope of cone. !"one . first- first-oroer cor-
I I t 11 l order I) lot for glu- rected f irst-ac • s -uco-
order plot 
·-:::1? side plot cose 0 .444 
r.r . s:; g r.: • mole/ hr-1 , . mole/g hr-1 1\'.1 • 
g cone. 
.0281 .155 -.0136 -.359 -.0136 X .444 ~55 
i -. 0390 
Bhi\NI~ S0 2..:.'tECTIOlm 
-
-
Except for one set of initial rate studies, no 
attempt at blank correction h ad been made for the various 
re~ctions (even in the one c a se where such corrections 
were applied, they vrere virtually negli 5 i ble.) Hm·rever , 
blaru~ expe riments were carried out corresponding t o t h e 
varl ous e x p eriments . The results are tabula ted be l O";,r 
(Table D- XXI). 
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Corresponding 
to Experiment 
No. 
Initial rate 
studies 1,2,3 
VI-35, VI-39 
-------
Initial rate 
studies 1,2,3 
~I.:31,_V_!-l_9_ 
p. s. 1 
p. s. 2 
-------p. s. 3 
'P.-s-: 4 ---
p. s. 8 
-------p. s. 11 
Init. cone. 
"active" 
chlorine 
~ ·r . Eq. /g 
.01774 
1- -.03153-
t- -.02673--
------
• 04651 
+-------
.03821 
------
• 03295 
r-------
.02211 1-------
.03316 
.03216 1-------
.02817 
t- -.02413--
f-------
.02107 
'P.-s-: 12- -r- .o36o"2- · 
Table XXI 
BLANK LOSSES 
Final cone. 
"active" 'Per cent 
chlorine loss 
;~ . Eq. /g 
• 01727 I 2. 65 
- - - - - -~- - 7" -
.02975 5.o5 
.02562 I 4.15 
.o4476 I 3.76 
- - - - - -· - - - -
• 03787 .89 
- :o)248--- 1.42-
----------
.02199 .54 
- - - - - -· - - - -
• 03312 I .12 
.03298 . 54 
. 02796 I .75 
------·----
.02396 I .70 
_____ l ___ _ 
.02098 .43 
Total 
time of 
blank 
hrs 
25 
r 2I":-33 -
----11.18 
----
18.25 
----
5.77 
1-----4.02 
----2.92 
----
1.90 
2.70 
----
3·13 
t- -3:o3-
f-----2.88 
------1----r----
.03592 I .28 2.43 
·-
Composition of Solution 
Standard conditions; that is 100 ml, stock 
buffer, 100 ml chlorine-water. 
250 ml-stock-buffer;-diluted-to a total-
volQ~e of 505.55 ml with chlorine-water. 
---------------------Same as above. 
---------------------Standard conditions . 
---------------------Standard conditions • 
---------------------Standard conditions • 
---------------------Standard conditions. 
---------------------Standard conditions. 
---------------------100 ml chlorine-water, 100 Ml standard 
buffer 2.977R g (.02096 moles/sodium 
sulfate). The solution was .105-~ . in 
sodium sulfate on a volumetric basis. 
---------------------100 ml chlorine-water, 100 ml standard 
buffer. Sodium chloride 99.46% purity 
added. (3.6460 g ~3.626 g NaCl 
• 3102 - r,r. sodium chloride). 
---------------------150 ml chlorine-water, 50 ml standard 
buffer. 
---------------------100 rnl chlorine-water; 100 ml of a 
buffer solution .942-~ . in NaH2P0 4 
and .792 1 ~ · in H~ P0 4 • pH 2.20. 
""( 
Corresponding 
to Experiment 
No. 
p. s. 13 
p. s. 15 
VII-7 
Init. cone. 
"active" 
chlorine 
M. Eg_.JE 
.03340 
.02239 
------ -·-- ----p. s. 14 .01822 
- - - - - - -·- - - - - -
p. s. 15 
VII-21 
(high salt) 
.03448 
- - - - - - -·- - - - - -Stoichio-
metry 
• 05998 
Final cone. 
"active" 
chlorine 
T.{. Eq. I g 
.03319 
1-------
.02222 
~------
• 01797 
t-------
.03431 
1-------
.05745 
.05739 
Table Y~I (Contd.) 
Per cel' t 
loss 
.63 
.76 ,, 
1.4 
0.49 
4.22 
4.32 
Total 
t ime ' of 
blank 
hrs 
2 .33 
·- ---
2 .38 
1----
2. 52 
r---
3. 65 
1----
25.17 
50.35 
Composition of Solution 
100 ml stock chlorine-water; 100 ml of a 
buffer solution .052 R MH3P0 4 and 0.628 ~ . in NaH 2 P0 4 • pH = 3.10 
Sodium di-hydrogen pho sphate monohydrate. 
NaH2P0 4 .H 2 0, 108. 34 g (.7A50 mole). 
Standard phosphoric acid (13.48 ml of 
4.896 ~~ .solution); chlorine-water, 125' 
ml. Diluted to volume in a 250 ml volu-
metric flask. The resulting solution was 
3.14 '! . in NaH 2 P0 4 and .264 H . in 
~3~0~. _P~ : ~. ~2 ..:_ ____________ _ 
100 ml stock chlorine-water 100 ml of a 
buffer solution containing 21.66 g 
NaH 2 P0 4 .H20 dissolved in 4.896 ~. phos-phoric acid, and diluted to 250 ml with 
the acid. The resulting stock buff'e-1' was 
0.628 ~ !. in NaH 2 P0 4 and 4.896 1.1f . in H3P04. 
pH = 1.70. 
---------------------Standard conditions with 26.5324 ~ 
(..1.87 moles) anhydrous sodium sulfate 
added to 200 ml of solution. 
---------------------Standard conditions • 
c ..] 
-..1 . 
It may be seen that in virtually all cases the 
blaru{ loss is less than one per cent, and that the blar~ 
loss is little affected by the chang es in conditions which 
have been effected. From the empirical point of view, it 
is sufficient to have established that the blank correc-
tions are small, and thus ne3li gibl e . Ho\vever, the observ-
ation is somev-rhat surp rising in vievr o f numerous studies 
in the liter:=tture \'-lhich indicate that the s pontane ou s 
decomposition of ch lorine-vm ter is catalyzed by the additi on 
o f various species to the solution, especially by chloride. 
Under the conditions we have empl oy ed , no appre -
ciable chloride catalysis >·ras ob s e rved. It should be noted 
once again that addition of chloride ion tends to shift 
the equilibrium to favor the formation of chlorine at the 
expense of hypochlorous acid. In view o f the enhancement 
of the vola tility by such a shift, and the serious manipu-
lative problem which attends this increased volatility, it 
is c onsidered advisable that the work in the lite rature 
dealing i-'11 th chloride induced decomposition be examined 
critically to see whether the experimental technique employed 
was capable of minimizin g losses caused by volatilization 
during sampling. 
By the same token , in t he author's op1nion1 eve~· 
piece of research in the 11 tei'a ture in vthi ch k inetics vrere 
carried out using chlorine -vra.ter in acid solution should be 
examined critically to verify the fact that mru1ipulat1ve 
losses caused by volatilization have been eliminated. 
(At l east two researches (30,11) have been carried out in 
vrhich the seriousness of t he volatilization ~.J roblem v:as 
recognized, and los s cont rolled by choice of suitable 
experimental technique s. Hovrever, the syringe technique 
employed i n the present research is sim) ler and more con-
venient t han the other me thods employed. 
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CHLORI HE - WATER EQUILIBRIU\f CALC ULATIO!'fS 
CALCUL:\TIONS ON CHLORI NE - ·,;{ATER E:~~UILIBEU A 
The equation for the hydrolysis of chlorine is 
+ =~:;::::::...__= HOCl + H + Cl-
which correspond s to t he mass-action expression 
+ 
K = (HOClt{ H ~( Cl-} 
C Cl2 
in •nh.ich the quanti ties in the parentheses refer to concen-
t r ation in mole s/L. For a buffered solution, the hydrogen 
ion concentration is fixed throughout the course of a 
rea ction a t a knmm value , so 
R - K,, 
- "' 
= (HOCl) ((a-) 
{Cl2) 
As an oxidation reaction proceeds, hypochlorous 
acid and chlorine are reduced to chloride ion. Thus, for 
e a ch mole/L of c1 2 reduced, two rnol e s/L chloride ion is 
formed. Likevrise, when one mole/L of hypochlorous acid 
i S reduced, one mole of chloride ion is formed as the reduced 
s pecies; furthermore, ~he equilibrium will be re-established 
with the result t hat a second mole/L of chlorid e ion is 
formed. It may be seen, then, that regardless of whether 
hyp ochlorous a cid or chlorine (or both) is or are the actual 
atta ck ing speci e s, each mole/L 5f ''active" chlorine which 
is reduced p roduces two rnoles/ L of chloride ion. 
It follows, then, that the concentration of chlo-
80 
rid e ion presen t at any time during the course of an oxidation 
reaction is -
(e.Q..-) :::. ( H oc.Q_) + ;t_(o<o - "'-) +C.., 
'"'here ( Sl-) is the moles/L of chloride at any time 
(HOCl) is the moles/L of hypochlorous acid at 
any time 
is the moles/L of 11 active" chlorine (i.e., 
HOCl + Gl2 ; the quantity which is determinea experimentally) 
o( 
0 
is the initial rnoles/L of "active" chlorine 
c1 is the moles/L of any added chloride. 
Substitution of the expression for the chloride ion concen-
tration in the mass action expression yields 
R • (HOC:l) [(fiOCl) + 2(o(0 - ./...) + c{) 
l o<. - ( HOCl) l 
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(It will be recalled that since 11 active" chlorine is present 
only as hypoclliorous acid and chlorine, then (Cl2) + (HOCl) = 
o<. ) • 
On rearrangement, the equation becomes: 
0 - ( HOC1) 2 + 2( HOC:l) (o(0 ) (2)(HOC1)(~) + (C1 )( HOC1) 
+ R( HOCl) - R"' 
o : (H~l] 2o( 2 T [H~l) ( 2 ) (-") (c<o) 2 tH~l] ( ~2) 
+ LHC::l]<cl)("") + R..&.~~l] - R ~ 
The quantity Q is defined aslH~lJ, the fraction of hypo-
chlorous acid at any time. Haking this substitution, and 
dividing through by ~ yields the quadratic equation 
o = q,2o< -t Q[2ot.0 - 2ot.. +c1 + n.J - R. 
Setting the bracketted quantity equal to B, solution of the 
quadra tic equation yields 
If B/2 ._ _ C then the equation takes the form 
> . 
Q. = - G +..Jc2 + R/.<.. 
\·there G =:a -l + ~ + R/2o(, and the positive sign is 
,_ J... 
the appropriate selection for the square-root term. 
Si nc e all of the terms with the exception of 
R are d etermined directly during the course of a kinetic 
experiment, t he fraction of hypochlorous acid ( ·:~.) or of 
chlorine (= l - ~ ) a t any point in a reaction may be cal-
cula ted provided t hat the value of ::1. for the particular 
set of experimental conditions is 1mm-m. Lewis and ~J..a.ndall 
( 26) have calculated values of Ka. (the thermodyna.rnic 
equilib riu2 constant) at various temperatures from the 
experimental data of Jakowkin . From a plot of log10 Ka 
against~, Ka at 35.7°~ is determined as 6. 55 x l o-4. 
HO\·rever, 
: ( HOCl) ( Ht ) ( cl-) 
(Cl2l 
where the terms in the square brackets refer to activities 
and 1 is used to represent activity coefficient. As 
Griffith e t al have pointed out (31 ), the value of K,., may 
J 
be calculated from a kno1<Tled r:;e of the va riation of the acti-
vi ty co eff ic ien t of hydrochloric acid vri th ioni& strength. 
Thus, vrhile ~Y:OCl and ~12 are little affected 
by change s in ionic strength, ~H+ ~d ~1 _, are affected 
considerably. Thus , 
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K,.., 
v 
If the mean activity coefficient I( t is defined such that 
("{ i) 2 = {' H {Cl-' then 
a: K,..,. 
li 
The ionic strength of a typical kinetic experiment 
is 0.3, and the hydro3en ion concentration is 6.31 x lo-3 
moles/L. Harned and Owen ( 23) (see Table D-vm) have tabula ted 
the value of { t for 0 .01-!.f . solutions of hydrochloric 
acid as functions of temperature and concentration 
of added electrolyte. 
Thus for . 01 -~ . hydrochloric acid at 3 5° 8 , vrith 
added sodium chloride at a concentration of M. molar, the 
follo ;ving data are given: 
M. 
.2 
. 5 
{t 
-75 
.72 
The value of --{ t for a solution of chlorine-\>Ta ter 
of ionic streng th of 0.3 a t 35.7°C is taken as 0.74, whence 
6.55 X 10-4 
( • 74) ~ 
-4 11.95 X 10 = Kc 
The value of Q0 for various experiments was cal-
cula ted from the eauation d erived above, and t h e results 
... . 
are tabulated below. (Table c-I). 
G!-i.LCULAT I ON OF ·~ AS FU NCTIOi'1 OF VARIOUS 
I NI T IA.L ·::;01'!:ENTRATI ONS OF "ACT I VE:" CHLORI NE 
These cal culations vtere carried out for the c a Be 
of solu t ions in which no d ecomposition or reduction of 
chlorine- water had taken pl a ce. Therefore, o{ = oZ 0 
and ·J1 = 0 ; pH = 2 .20 (i. e ., hydrogen ion concentration= 
6 .31 x l o -3 moles /L ). 
,... - o( 0 
v -
"' 
\'lh ich , under these conditions reduces to 
2"'-0 
Tabl e ::; -I 
I NI TIAL FR~CTION OF HOC l ( • Q.0 ) AS A 
FUNCT ION OF I NI TI AL CHLO~NE TI TRE ( • o(0 ) 
o(o mole/L '1 ""0 
2. 50 10-2 X - 0. 89 5 
2.00 x lo-2 0.912 
1. 50 x lo-2 0 . 9 31 
1.00 x 1o-2 0 . 951 
0 . s o x l o - 2 0. 97 
0 . 2 5 X 10-2 0 . 99 
GA.LCULA.TIO.!'; OF F:i.A.C'r iON 1-:'YPOCHLOROUS AC I D AT 
VARI OUS POI NTS DURI NG ~'\.. KilJETIC .SX:PERHfENT 
SXper·1 ment l'!o. P . S . 6 
o<
0 
= 2 .39 x 10 - 2 !~I . mole/g "" 2. 57 x 10 -2 E . mo1e/m1 
pH = 2 . 2 (H+) = 6 .31 x lo-3 
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Table C-II 
F?.A.C?ION OF HOC1 ( = ·~ ) A:J A FU!~CTION OF 
CHLO:U:NE TITRE. EXPERH!ENT P. S. 6. 
DA'r.r\. FOR GR4.PH No. 5 . 
o( mo1e/L c Q 
2.57 x 10-2 3.684 0.892 
2.25 X 1o-2 4.350 0.879 
2.00 X 1o-2 5.020 0.869 
1.75 X 10-2 5.880 0. 858 
1.50 X 1o-2 7.026 0. 847 
1.25 X 10-2 8 .632 0. 837 
1.00 x 1o-2 11.04 0.826 
0.75 X lo-2 15.052 0.816 
0.25 X 1o-2 47.160 0.798 
Exneriment No . P. S. 7 
e\.o = 1.72 x 10-2 H. mole/m1. pH = 2.2 (H-+) = 6.31 x lo-3 
Table C-III 
FR~CTION OF HOC1 (=Q) AS A FUNCT ION OF 
CHLORI NE TITHE. EXPErtD-1ENT P . S . 7. 
D~TA FOR GRAPH No. 5 . 
o( mo1e/L c Q. 
1.72 X 1o-2 5-505 .923 
1.50 X 10-2 6 .460 .913 
1.25 X 10-2 7.952 .901 
1.00 x 10-2 10.190 .892 
-75 x 10-2 13.919 . 880 
. so x lo-2 21.38 . 87 
. 25 x 1o-2 43.76 . 86 
SXperime:nt No. P . S . 4 
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o(0 = 0. 612 x 1o-2 H . mo1e/ml; pH = 2.2 (H-T) = 6.31 x 10-3 
Table C-IV 
F TIASTI OT·; OF HOCl ( -= ~ ) AS A FUNCTION OF 
C HLOlUlY~ TITRE: . ZXPERTI'iiE:l'JT P . S . 4 . 
D ~m~ r,~ 0 :-, ,-,o 'uH 1\" 5 .-i_ l}'" .t' D. I...T .l\.."">..<. • J."i 0 o 
0\ mole/L ,., Q '..-
. 61 2 x 10- 2 1 5 .47 0 . 97 
. sso x 10-2 17.33 0.97 
. soo x 1o-2 1 9 .16 0. 96 
. 400 x 1o-2 2ll- . 20 0. 96 
.300 x lo-2 32.60 0. 96 
.'~ALCULA.TION OF THE R:\.TE COHSTAl,i TS FOR HYPO-
S:-ILO:tOUS AC ID ( KHO:::l ) AND FOR CHLORINE ( KC12 ) 
As has been discussed on P . ~q , the evaluation 
of t he individual rate constants for the reactions of the 
s peci es hy pochlorous a cid and chlorine 1'/i th e;lucose was 
ob t ained by a pplication of a tan~imetric procedure to 
the c onc entration a gainst time curve s of experiments 
P . S . 6, P. S . 7 and P . S . 4 . 
Q f"> 
o D 
Table c-v 
INS'£ANTAJ::-EOUS RATES 1\T CHLORINE TITRE 
OF o< (=( d o< jdt)o<. ]. 
EXPERir-ITO:NT P • S • 6 . 
D!\ TA. FOH GRAPH No. 7 . 
o( ( .. 1"~~': • mole Averae;e 
\ n 0'1 P = t 
Tangent Instanta-
"active" 
. '-' - + neous Rate (d o(jdt )"' chlorine degrees at Cone .-( 
per ml) :rdO() ( 2 ) ~ 
1 . 7 
1 . 5 
1 . 4 
1 . 2 
1 . 0 
0 . 9 
0 . 7 
0 . 5 
( 1 ) 
( 2) 
(1) \dt o( 
X Io - 2 - 23 . 9 
- 9 -357 -1.871 X lo-2 - 1 . 101 
X 1o- 2 - 33 . 3 - 8 . 513 - 1 . 703 II - 1 . 136 
X 10 - 2 - 2·3 . o - 2 . 111-4 - 1 . 629 II - 1 .164 
X 10-2 - 82.3 - 7 . 396 - 1.479 II - 1 . 232 
X 10- 2 - 81. 2 - 6 . 460 - 1 . 292 It -1 . 292 
X 10- 2 - 80.7 - 6 . 107 - 1.221 II - 1 . 357 
X lo-2 - 7G. 6 - 4 -959 - 0 . 992 ,, - 1.4H3 
X 1o- 2 - 74 . 1 - 3 . 511 - 0 .702 r1 - 1 . 404 
The value t abulated is the average of triplicate 
tangentimeter readine;s at the value of d... listed . 
The values tabuJats:i in this column are obtained by 
mul tiplyinp; each value of tangent 4- by the ::::orr-
ection fact or 1/5 x lo-2; tlus factor corrects f or 
the difference in scale of the concentration and 
the time axes . 
Table C- VI 
I NS'l'A.NTAFEOUS HATES !\ T CHLORINE 'fii'RE 
OF.L.. (=( d o< /dt )-<. ). 
!DCPERINENT P . S . 7. 
DATA FO R GRi\.PH Fo. r 
D( (r.! . mole Instanta-
"active" :\verage Tansent neous Hate (d o<jdt)<>< 
ch lorine An gle -.f. 4- at cone.<><. 
per rnl) ( ~~ ).( ~ 
1 . 3 X 10-~ -78 . 5° -4. 915 - 0 . 9P3 X 10-2 -.756 
1.2 II 
-77. 9 - 4 . 665 - 0 .933 II -.778 
1 .1 Tl -77.1 - 4 .366 - 0 . f73 II -.794 
1 . 0 II -76 . 9 - 4 . 297 -0. 859 II -. 858 
0.9 " -76 .0 - 4 .011 - 0 . £302 " -. 891 
0 . 8 11 -75 .0 - 3 .732 -0 .746 II -. 932 
0 .7 It -74. 2 - 3 . 534 -0.707 II -1.010 
0 . 5 It - 62 . 3 - 2 . 513 - 0 . 503 II - 1 .006 
c . 4 It - 65 .0 - 2 .145 -0 . lt-29 !I - 1 .073 
0 . 3 II - 5£?. .1 -1. 607 -0 .321 tt -1.071 
Tabl e C- VII 
I H3TANTA!':!!;OU3 RA.TES .o\T CHLO:->,:n.;:s TIT RE 
OFo<.. (a( d o(/dt)"" ). 
EX?ERI:f\'IE:l:~~r. P • ~1 • 4 . 
D.\TA FOR GR4..PH No . l . 
-<.( I-: . mole Instanta.-
"actlve'' Avero.ge Tan s ent neous Rate (do(/dt)-< 
c hlorine Angle = ~ at Cone.~ 
ml) 
.-\:-per (~~ )D( ~ 
. 5 X 10-2 -45 .4° -1.014 -.203 X lo - 2 -. 406 
.4 " - 41 .7 . ::J910 -.178 II -. 445 -
. 3 II -36 . 2 .7319 - .111-6 It -. 4-87 -
. 2 fl - 26 .9 . 5073 -.101 tl -. 505 -
.1 5 II - 23.3 · Lt-307 -.086 II -. 574 -
88 
I 
I 
I 
C:ALC:ULA.'I' I Ol~ O:.j' 'I'HE EXPECTED 3LO?E OF A 
PSEUDO - ZERO ORDSR REA.C:1' ION 
The calculations which follmv were carried out 
employing t he data of Experiment P . 3 . 13. The pH of 
this expe riment is calculated a s 3.10 from the knovm 
con~ent rations of phosphoric a cid and of dihydrogen phos-
phate, a.-11.d the value for the first ionization constant (17b) 
for 9hosphor1c ac id of 6. 531 x l o -3 at 37.5°. The equa tions 
employed for the ca lcula tion are 
+ _ ( H.<\ ) - (H""') 
(H ) - Ka (A-) ~ (H~) 
.... 
r-rhere ( H ) is the hydrogen ion concentra tion ( moles/L) 
K is the first ionization constant for phos-
a phoric acid 
( A-) is the concentra tion of dihydrogen phos-
phate (mol c s / L) 
HA is the conc entra tion of phosphoric a cid. 
Under these conditions, 
R = Kc 11.94 x 10-4 ? (H~) ~ 7.94 X 10-4 = 150.4 X 10--. 
Using the above value of R, the fraction of HOCl (= ~ ) is 
calculated for various values of chlorine titre in precisely 
the manner Hhich has been explained in detail earlier in 
t h i s section. The result s of t hese calculations are 
tabula ted belm·l, in Table C-VIII. 
Table C-VIII 
FR!\.C TI Ol'~ OF HOSl ( =Q) AS A FUNCTION OF 
CHLORINE TI TrtE :<'. EXPERH1El'1T P. 3. 13. 
o( H . mole/ml c Q. 
1.92 x lo-2 39.17 . 98 
1 .75 II 42.96 
-99 
1. 50 II 50.45 
-99 
1. 25 II 60.70 . 97 
1.00 " 76.12 . 98 
--
.98 = 
Q, avg . 
It may be seen that the value of ~~ rema ins vir-
tually constant throuc~out the concentration range employed. 
(This result '."tould lead one to expect no curvature in the 
pseudo-zero order plot of Sxper1rnent P. S. 13. That this 
is actua lly the case may be seen by inspecting Graph Ho. ~ ) . 
Since Q is found virtually independent of o( , 
t he diffe rential rate exp ression takes the simplified 
form 
- d -<'-( K 08 K K 98)-' d t - HOCl x • ;;; + Cl2 - Cl2 x • " 
Substitution of the values .1 hr-1 and 7 hr-1 for the 
pseudo-first order rate constants KHOCl and K012 , respec-
tively, and solution of the equation yield the result 
- ln ~ = . 24t + 3-95 
or los 1_0o<. = -.104t + 1.72. 
The p s eudo- f irst order slope, then i s calculated as -.104 hr-1 . 
I'he experimental value ( Graph No.~ ) is -.101 hr- 1 • 
If one assumes that HOCl is totally inactive 
in the oxidation reaction (that is KHOCl = 0) , the dif-
ferential for the rate expression siven above reduces to 
which, on solution, yields the result 
log10 o\ =-.06tt-1.72. 
That is, under these conditions, the calculated slope 
\vould be -. 06 hr-1 as opposed to the experimentally deter-
mined value of -.101 hr- 1 . 
I NFLU:!:NCE OF CHLORIDE ION ON THE VALUE OF ~ 
The values of Q. for experiments P . s . 6, P. S . 7 
and P . :J . 4 \-tere calcula ted assuming an initial 11 added 
chlor1ne 11 concentration ( c1 ) of zero. In the follO\iing 
calcula t1ons, a value of c1 = 17 x lo-4 moles/L \'las a ssumed. 
That this value of c1 was a reasonable choice 
may be seen by inspection of Table D-~. 
Expt . 
P . .... ~j • 
P . s . 
P. s. 
Table r> IX 
THE EFFECT OF l\. SHALL I NITIAL CHLORIDE ION 
CONCENT ;.~.A'riON 01~ THE FR.t\CTION OF HOGl ( a:Q) 
DURING THE COURSE OF A KINETI·~ EXPERIH.El\l"T 
o( M . 
. Q, 
rnoles/ml No. c = 0 .. 17.x 10 -lj. cl 1 
1·: • molos/ml 
6 2- 57 X lo-2 (:: ~) .892 . 886 
1.75 X 1o-2 . 858 . 852 
• 75 X lo-2 . 816 . 816 
7 1.72 X 10-2 (=~) . 923 .915 
1.00 X lo-2 .892 . 887 
. so X 1o-2 . 87 . 87 
4 . 612 X lo-2t"-<o1 
-97 .9e5 
.30 X 10-2 .96 .94 
DL3~USSION OF .?:::tOPOSED l,lSCHAIIISf-1 
~ onsidering the compl exity of the reaction bet-
ween chl o rine water and glucose u nder t he c onditi ons i nves-
t i sated in this research , it is perhaps ras h t o adv ance 
any oxidati on mechani sm b efore much more Hork has been 
S2 
completed. Fonetheless, a tentative oxidati on mechanism 
is c;iven below ; the scheme is in accord with all of the 
kno':m exp erimental fact s, as t hey have been d etereined in 
this re sc~rch . Furthermore , this same proposed mechanism , 
·.·Ti th minor chanc,es , can be used to explain both the observ-
ations of I sbell and Pi p;rnan ( 3) c oncernint, the bromine -
via ter oxidation of glucose and t he findin s s o f Dyfverrnan, 
Lindberg , and ·tl ood (13) concernlns the oxi dation of ""'.-and 
0'- methyl g lucosides with chlorine-water. 
In this research, the following facts have b e en 
established conce~1ing the chlorine-water oxida tion of 
clucose: 
1-(l) The reaction is first order both in 
chlorine and in glucose. 
1-(2) The r eacti on is subj e ct to 3eneralized 
base catalysis. 
1-(3) There is no large salt effect. 
l-(4) Under comparable conditions, r -methyl 
g lucoside 1 s oxidized more slovrly than e;lucose itself. 
1-( 5 ) The oxidation of r -methy l glucoside 
takes place without preliminary hydrolysis to glucos e under 
the cond itions employed. 
l-(6) Both chlorine a .nd hypochlorous acid are 
active oxidants, but chlorine at t acks at by far the faster 
rate. 
From Dyfverman, Lindberg and ,-{ood' s ( 13) work, 
t he followins facts are known: 
2-(1) ~ -methyl glucosid e is oxidized at a 
much slo,.rer rate than is t h e ~ isomer, although the reac-
tion und ergone appears to be the same in b oth cases. 
2-(2) (3 - met hyl glucoside is oxi d ized without 
p relimi nary hydrolysis to glucose. 
2-(3) From polarimetric stud ies, it seems 
that the reaction is first order in glucoside. 
Isbell and Pigman (3) have found that the p-isorn e r 
of g lucos e is oxidized 35 times as fast as the ~-isomer. 
3-- .(1) The primary oxidation product is not 
the fre e a cid but the lactone. 
3-(2) Bromine is the oxidizin~ species, rather 
than HOBr o r Br 3-. 
3-(3) The reaction is first order in glucose. 
Dyfverman , Lindbere; and ·dood advance a tentative 
oxidation mechanism involvin3 the formation of a chlorinated 
i ntermediate such as 
which >·rould react rapidly ,.,i th the \iater present yielding 
g luconic acid as the ultimate hydrolysis p roduct. It is 
interesting to note that Elasiwetz a nd Habermann in the 
first rep orted synthesis of gluconic acid p ostulate a 
chlorinated intermediate as the precursor of the acid. 
~'le do not believe that the chlorine water oxid-
r 
ation of glucose proceeds through a chlorinated interme-
di a te. Part of our reasonin~ is based on the b ehavior of 
a nala5 ous systems and part on our own findings. 
Farkas, Pe rlmutter and Schgchter (37) studied 
the oxidation of ethyl alcohol by bromine in aqueous· solu-
' 
tion. They deterQined that acetic acid and ethyl acetate 
are formed as rea ction p roducts, both of these materials 
h a vin5 as a precurso,r acetaldehyde. Under the exp erimental 
conditions employed, acetaldehyde oay exist in the solution 
partly in the form of its hydrate, and partly in the form 
of a h emi-acetal. Oxidation of these materials Hill yield 
directly a cetic acid and ethyl acetate , accordins to the 
follm11ns equations : 
/OH 
- S - OH 
\H 
acetaldehyde 
hydrate 
0 
,, 
- OH 
0 
,, 
o~t ~ Br 2 ~ SH3 - C - o't 
I OH 
"' H rr 
.J '3 - ·' --
'H 
acetG.ldehyde 
hemi-acetal 
J_ -
2( H Br ) 
The electronic interpretation of the mec hanism 
\'lould i nvolve a bstraction of a hydrog en with its pair of 
el e ctrons follovTed by electronic shifts: 
-'6·~ 0 + - \ 
" ~ "'"2-~-oH +)..(1-t~J C.\1:,-~-oH ____.. '-n~ p 
t-t Cf\.. 
fo·.~ 1.- ----+ cH~-1-ou- -r- ~cH" Bn-) 
u~;,-~-ou­
~ 
\"'\ ~~ 
It was established that the acetic acid formed was not 
the precursor of the ethyl acetate. Both ester and acid 
vrere p resent in the earliest stages of the reaction, and 
carrying out the reaction unde r conditions which would 
preclude the formation of a sensible amount of ester 
yielded i d entical kinetics. 
Now,as suggested by N . N. Lichtin, the results 
of Farkas and his co-workers are also consistent with the 
acetaldehyde reacting with bromine to form acetyl bromide, 
the latter rea cting with ethyl alcohol to form ethyl 
acetate or with water to form acetic acid: 
~ + -;:, ~ '"' - '~ n Ctt 3 - <--H oTL•Bn_ ~ C..H~-~ - ·..>A--+ n ....,"-
o 
0 LH -c - oH 
0 ~? 3 
C-H3- ;:_ - ·th o 
~ c....H 3 - ~-ott: 
This latter mechanism vras tea ted by Granchelli 
(38), who reacted acetyl bromide with a solution of aqueous 
eth anol of the concentra tion employed by !"arkas and his 
co-workers. If acetyl bromide were an intermediate, then 
the ratio of acetic ac i d to ethyl acetate produced in the 
former experiment to that produced by the oxidation of 
ethanol under the Farkas conditions should be identical. 
It ><faa f ound that \vhe re Farl<:as repo rted ratios of ethyl 
acetate to acetic acid ranging from approximately 2 to 
2-1/2, Granchelli obtained a ratio of approximately 2 /3 . 
This findine; p roves that acetyl b romi d e cannot be an inter-
mediate and adds support to t he explanation as ori ginally 
advanced by Farkas , Perlmutter and Schgchter . 
Keeping in mind the results of the bromi ne experi-
ments discussed above, and r easoni ng , by analogy , to the 
systems methyl glucos i de and chlorine-water or glucose 
and c hlorine-water, it ap pears unlikely that a chlorinated 
intermediate c ould be formed; t here is positive evidence 
that the analogous brominated intermediate, acetyl bromide, 
does not form . Furthe r more, the direct oxidation of the 
h emi-acetal to the ester with b r om ine is analogous to t he 
oxidation of glucose (itself a hemi acetal) directly to 
t he lactone (or internal ester). 
I n addi t ion , our experiments have shown that 
- methyl glucoside reacts more slowly than does glucose 
itself, under comparable experiments. Now t he onl y elec-
tronic effect which methylating the c1 hydroxyl would have, 
would be to increase the availability of electrons at c1 . 
An intermediate with chlorine at c1 would, presumab l y have 
been formed by a route whi ch woul d involve abstrac tion 
' ' 
of the c1 hydrogen with its pair of electrons: 
uV~ ; 
H ' t / - -7-
1 ' c 
' 
( The bracketed carbonium ion mi ght , of course , never exist 
as such, as the reaction could be imagined as taking place 
in a concerted manner). But in the Dyfverman, Lindberg and 
Wood mechanism, the formation of the chlorinated intermediate 
would be the rate determining step. On thi s basis , me thylation waUd 
be expected to increase the rate of chlorine oxidation, 
whereas methylation is found actually to d ecrease the rate. 
The mechanism v-rhich we advance is given belm-r . 
The stru.ctural formulae are included for reference. 
MODE OF ATTA::-;K ON GLUCOS E 
B 
I 
/Y,' "' /.•o::t '. ·. \:'-
. c ·- . ( ..... 9 > 
@ 
8H 
0 
II 
'l 
Hj) .D'G 
B represents any · species in the solution that 
is capable of accepting a proton, such as water, H2Po4-, 
HC03-. 
D - D' represents the oxidizing speci es, such 
as Cl-Cl, Cl-OH, Br-Br. 
l1ode of at tack on t he methyl glucosides; 
H / H 
~c. - 0- c..___ 
~ I ~ 
0 - .D' ~ ~ 
~ NC.H3 \l HD 
N: represents any species capable of nucleophilic 
attack on ca rbon such as water. 
D - D1 is again used to represent the oxidizing 
species. The reactions are considered as tru{ing place by 
way of a ter-molecular type mechanism. 
It is obvious that facts 1-(1}, 1-(5), 2-(2), 
2-(3), 3-(2) and 3-(4) are explained. The absence of a 
prima~; salt effect (1-(3)) indicates that the reactants 
in the rate-determining step are uncharged particles, a 
cond ition which is met. 
The difference in rate of reaction between 
~-methyl e;lucoslde a nd glucose (1-(4)) follO\•IS from the 
f a ct that the r a te of nucleophilic attack on the me thyl 
s roup \vould be expe cted to be slO\·ler than proton transfer. 
Generalized base catalysis (1-(2)) is also 
explained: inclusion in the reaction mixture of any base 
strong er than Hater itself would be expected to make 
acceptance of the prot?n from glucose easier, hence would 
enhance the rate. The existence of generalized acid cata-
lysis mi ght perha ps be explained on the basis of enhanced 
pola rization of the a t tacking species. Thus, for the case 
of free chlorine, the presence of the acid particles in 
the solution mi ght tend to favor removal of the hydride ion: 
[_ 
A. - H - - -- - --Cl-
0 OH 
Cl - - - - H - C ~ 
, 0 
I 
The differences in rate betv.reen the o\ and f isomers 
of glucose (3-(1)) and methyl g lucoside (2-(1)) can be 
explained on sterlc grounds. If Flsher-Hirshfelder models 
of the o( and ~ isomers are constructed, it ls found that 
the hydrogen On 01 (tha t hydro3en \"'hlch is abstracted With 
its pair of e lectrons in the rate determinin g step of our 
reaction scheme) i s hindered sterically by the -::::H2 0H g roup 
~J res ent i n t he case of the o( -isomer, but not ln t h e cas e of 
the r -isome r. The o<- isome r, then, vrould be expected to 
react at the slower rate. 
1 'Ci ~ ~ u 
It should be emphasised once again that the 
mechanis~ of oxidati on proposed is advanced with the full 
understanding that more , .. rork of a corroborative nature 
must be carried out. Suggestions for certain experiments 
vlhich vle consider vrorthvlhile are presented in a later 
section. 
SUGGSSTIOlJS FOH FUl=tTHErt ~'/ORK 
A considerable number of inves tigations sucgest 
themselves ~s logi cal extensions of the research reported 
in t his dissertation . Some o f the~ are directed primarily 
to-.-rards testing the validity of the oxida tion mechanism 
proposed, others to-v.rards corrobora tins some o f the resul ts 
obtained, and still others to-vran:ls explorins ~)robl eos tri-
butary to the main course of the research. The lines 
o f p roposed research es vrill be outlined and briefly d is-
cussed belo1rr. 
I. Testing the validity of the prop osed oxida tion 
mechanism throuc)l the use of deute ro- s lucoses and deute ro-
[.,lucosi cles. 
The oxidati on mechanism pro9o sed on the basis 
o f t he facts as knovm calls for the rate d etcrrr.lninc; step 
L 1volvin c::. sci s sion of the ~ - II b ond on ~ 1 , vrith abstracti on 
of a hydride ion by the oxldizinr: species . Furthe r, the 
mechani so calls for the sa:ne b ond to l)e b roken in the same 
way whether t h e oxidant i s chlorine-water or bromine-water, 
and vrhet:aer the subs t rate is gluc ose i tself or one of the 
s lucosides. 
It i s p ropooed, t hen , that r;luc o s e and ~luco side 
mol e cul e s be synthesized, in ,,vh i c h the hydrog en ~n c;1 be 
rep l a c ed by deuteriurr_., Oxidation studi e s should be carried 
ou t i n vrhich the rate of reaction of the n o rmal spec i e s 
is c ompared vii t h the r a t e observed for the deuterated 
s pec i es . If t he mechanism as p resented is correct, then 
the rates for the l at ter reac tions should be slower than 
the rates of the former reactions in ev ery case. I f , on 
the other hand , it is found that r ep lacing hyd ro gen by 
deuterium in the manner ind icated has no effect on rate, 
then t he evidence iS unequivoca l that the reaction me cha -
nism has no t been presented correctly. 
II. Testins the validity of the p roposed oxidation 
mechanism for glucosides throush variation i n the a glycon 
structure. 
The oxidation mechanism , as p resented for e;luco-
sides, calls for t he rate d etermining step containing a 
nucleophilic at t a ck on the a .;lycon carbon atom vlhich is 
attached directly to c1 of the glucoside portion of the 
molecule. Numerous investi gations have yielded the generaliz-
ation that the r ate of nucl e ophilic attack on a carbon atom 
is influenced by the degree of substitution on t hat carbon 
atom. That is, a primary carbon is most and a tertiary 
carbon is least suscep tible to nucleophilic attack. 'rhe 
oxidation mechanism a s presented would require the rates 
of oxidation of the a ll<y l glycosides by either chlorine-
\'fater o r b romine-v1ater to vary in the order me 7 et 7 1-propyl7 
t-butyl. The same rate relationships s h ould hold in both 
t he to<. and {f -seri e s o f e;lycosid es. 
Investi gation might yield the result that the 
tertiary glycoside reacts at about the same rate as does 
the primary compound. This could come about because the 
increased substitution would produce a g reater availability 
of electrons at the reaction center with the result that 
little driving force from the nucleophilic attack would 
be necessary in the rate-determining step. 
III. Demonstration that chlorine-water oxida tion of 
glucose and glycosides yields lactone and not free acid 
as primary oxidation product. 
Isbell and Hudson have demonstrated both polari-
r:J.etrically and chemically that glucono d -lactone, and 
not the free acid is the first-formed product in bromine-
water oxidations of glucose, under the reaction conditions 
employed. Modification of the techniques employed by these 
investi gators, and application to chlorine-water oxidation 
studies is highly desirable. Primary lactone formation 
in the chlorine oxidation would be supporting evidence for 
the view tha t the same oxidation mechanism is operative for 
both ~romine-water oxidation and chlorine-water oxidation 
of glucose. 
I ,. v • The differentiation of generalized acid from 
generalized base catalysis. 
Generalized base catalysis in the oxidation of 
glucose by chlorine-\'later has been demonstrated using the 
buffer system dihydrog en phosphate-phosphoric acid. The 
oxidation mechanism p resented for glucose is in accord with 
the generalized base catalysis being present either al one 
or si multaneously with generalized acid catalysis. \ series 
of experiments i nvolving the use of some buffer system 
(such as the t ri chloroacetate - a cetic acid system) in which 
the basic buffer component i s incapable of functioning as 
an acid should permit clean-cut diffe rentiation between 
g ene.ralized ac id and generalized base catalysis. In addi-
tion , similar studies with a suitable buffer system should 
be carri ed out on the glucose-bromine-water system. 
1! . Examination of chlorine-water and bromine-water 
oxidati ons of glucosides for generalized acid catalysis 
and generalized base catalysis. 
The oxidation mechanism for glucosides could 
account for an obs e rved generalized acid catalysis but not 
for a generalized b ase catalysis, as the term is usually 
applied. That is, an increase in g eneralized base might 
speed up the obs e rved rate of reaction, but one would pre-
diet tha t such a rate increa se would be caused by the fact 
that the generalized base is functioning as a nucleophile 
rath er than as a proton acceptor. In othe r words, one would 
expect ••general nucleophilic catalysis 11 rather than g eneral 
basic ca taly sis. Now if there can be found a s pecl es vThi ch 
is capabl e of functioning as a good nucleophll e but as a 
p oor base, and which will be stable under the conditions 
of the reaction, it would be possible to establish the 
presence or absence of such catalysis. 
VI. Product isolation and identification studies ~ 
The reaction products of the chlorine-water oxi-
dation of glucose should be identified (probably best by 
paper chromatoc raphy) and isolated (p robably using ion-
exchange chromatog raphy). SXperimente should also be 
carried out with a view toward ~etermining \vhether the 
addition of a buffer system alters the course of reaction. 
For example, catalytic effects from the phosphate system 
employed have been ascribed to types of catalysis not spe-
cific to the phosphate species. It would be d esirable to 
establish unequivocally that the inclusion of phosphate 
buffer does not alter the products formed in the reaction 
by some catalytic effect of phosphoric acid per se. This 
could be demonstrated by carrying out oxidation reactions 
in unbuffered chlorine -water, in chlorine-wate r buffered 
with phosphate, and in chlorine-water buffered with a 
different system which maintains the same pH as the phos-
phate used, and studying the reaction products through 
paper chromatog raphy. If it is found that the reaction 
products are the same in all three cases, then it will have 
been established that the inclusion of the buffer system 
does not affect the course of reaction. 
VII. Study of ch lorine-vlater carbohydrate oxidation 
as a synthet ic method for keto-aldonic acids. 
8hlorine-water oxi da tion of carbohydrates has 
received little attention from the synthetic standpoint, 
yet such stud ies would seem to hold promise. For example, 
1 n c 
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oxidation of glucose, or of e;lucono f -lactone with chlorine -
\va ter mi e-;ll t be explored a s a means of preparation for the 
keto-aldonic acids. Should such studies prove successful, 
similar studies on other systems could be initiated. The 
advent of ion-exchan.ge chromatog raphy, and the g reat promise 
which this technique holds for the isolation and separation 
of carbohydrates and carbohydrate acids should aid these 
propos ed studies g reatly. 
EX PER r ffi NTAL 
E.."'{PERIK8NTA.L SECTION 
The so-called "standard buffer", used in all 
the experiments unless it is stated othert.vi se S) ecifically, 
was prepared in t h e follovling manner. Three tvm-li ter 
b a tches vrere prepared in separate 2 -L volumetric flasks. 
The solutions vlere filtered and combined. ~ach b'lo-11 ter 
portion contained ei ghty-one ( 81) ml of 85~& phosphoric 
acid ( Baker's S. P.); the first batch contained 188 g of 
mono -sod ium phospha te mono-hydrate ( NaH2P04.H20); the 
second and thiPJ e a ch contained 166 3 · The resultinG 
solution, then contained a total of 520 g of 1TaH2Po4 . H20 
in s ix li ters of solution, or v1as 0 .628 - n . in eli-hydrogen 
phosphate. 
The value of the pH i'las checked usinc a Leeds 
a nd North:rup pH meter No. 7662. The meter \V'B.S standardized 
a gainst a 0 .0 5- l': . potassium a cid phthalate solution pre-
pared by dissolvinG 20 .4218 S of Baker's C . P . :potassium 
a cid phthala te (previously dried for one hour at 110-115°C) 
in \ 'Ia ter, and diluting to the mark in a 500 ml volumetric 
flaslL The resulting stock solution \'{aS diluted just 
before use to o .0 5 -1~ . The pH of the . 05 - !-: . phthalate 
solution l·ras tal{ en as 3. 97 at temperatures bet\veen 25 
and 40°: . pH of the undiluted buffer· was fow1d to be 
1.90 at 25°, and 2 .10 at 35.7°~. 
Composition of the buffer solution was checked 
by potentiometric titration usinG the pH meter and the 
glass electrode. Since it vras not necessar"'J to knov1 the 
1 n7 
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absolute value of the pH at an end point, the meter was 
not standardized before the titrations. The buffer solution 
was measured out with a 5-ml volumetric pipette, and was 
titrated a gainst 0.4153-N sodium hydroxide solution. The 
l~tter had been standardized previously by titration a gainst 
vteighed samples of 99. 98~~ sulfamic . a c id (The Standaro 
Samples ~o., Ames, Iowa). 
4.99 ml stock buffer~ 7.20 ml sodium hydroxide 
(first end point) 
7· 20 f.~~l53 = 0.599-M in phosphoric acid. 
4.99 ml stock buffer~ 21.95 ml 0.4153 M sodium 
hydroxide (second end point) 
21.95 x .4153 = 9.116 M.E. NaOH ~ 9.116 M. E. of 
"first" and "second" hydrogens. 
9.116 - 2 x M. E. H3Po4 = M. E. NaH2Po4 
9.116 - 2 x 2.990 = 3.136 M.E. NaH2Po4/4. 99 ml 
or 0.628 M. in NaH2Po4. 
THE l,UESTION OF GLUCOS E-PHOSPHATE ESTER FOffi·~ATION 
In order to determine whether there \vas any evi-
dence for the formation of glucose-phosphate esters under 
the experimental conditions of the kinetic experiments the 
following exp eriments were carried out. Glucose solutions 
in vrater, in full-stren3th standaro buffer, and in standard 
buffer diluted 1:1 \'lith distilled water \otere prepared. The 
solutions \'lere placed in 2-dm polarimeter tubes and stored 
in the constant temperature bath at 3 5 -7°C for the times 
indicated. The small difference in the observed optical 
rotation among the three solutions was taken as an indic-
ati on that there is little or no formation of phosphate 
ester under the conditions of the experiment. 
Table E-I 
OPTICAL ROTATION OF GLUCOSE IN SOLUTIONS 
OF STANDARD BUFFEH AFTER STORAGE FOR 
VARIOUS L:SNGTHS OF THlE 
Time h ra. 1 2 3 
25.8 4.26° + .01° 4 .25° +- .01° 4.26° 
- -
46.8 4 .27° ... .00° 4.24° ± . 01° 4.26° 
69 . 6 4.27° 1: .01° 4.25° ± .00° 4 . 26° 
± .01° 
.t 
.01° 
! 
.01° 
117.8 4.28° i .01° 4.24° ± .01° 4.26° + .00° 
- - - - -
_, -
- - - - - -
... 
- - - -
pH of aolu-
tiona at 3.71 1.90 2.00 
117.8 hra 
Glucose: In all of the cases listed above, the glucose 
concentration employed was 4.000 g/100 ml of 
solution. Anhydrous glucose (Merck C.P.) was 
weighed. out. 
Nature of Solvent : 1. Water; 2. Full-strength standard 
buffer; 3. Standard buffer and water , 1:1 by 
volume. 
The optical rotations were observed at 
I 
time t, and the observed rotations recorded are 
the average of from five to six polarimeter 
readings. 
GLUCOSE COi4POSITION 
All of the glucose used in the syringe technique 
experiments was taken from t~e same bottle of Merck c .P. 
' 109 
anhyd rous glucose. The optical rotation was checked, and 
found to be (c<) 29-70 = + 52. 9°. ( cJ. obs = + 4.50°; 4.2468 g 
D 
anhydrous glucose dissolved in dis tilled iTa ter and made 
u p to 100 ml of distilled water solution; 2-dm tube; 
rotation talcen twenty-four hours after the solution was 
prepared). 
Ei ght months later, a sample from this bottle 
of glucose l•ras examined polarimetrically. The anhydrous 
110 
glucose (1. 0019 g ) was dissolved in distilled wa ter (24. 97 ml; 
added from a volumetric pipette) . The initial time ivas 
taken as the instant of addition of \'rater. Rotation \ias 
measured as a function of time. In order to determine the 
optical rotation at t = o, the function loe; (X - Xe) 1-1as 
plotted a gainst time , and extrapolated to t = o. 
Table ~-II 
Run No. 1 
THE CHA.:l,!GE I N OPTiiJAL R.OT ~\.'riOI~ OF A'~UEOUS 
GLU8 0 SE SOLUTIONS ':liTH Tii•1E . FIRS'r EXPE..HD-'!ENT. 
Observed ( o() Subtract equilib. loglO Time 
Rotation D value of + 52.9° (min) 
(=Xe ) ( X - Xe ) 
+ 3.70 + 92.1° + 39 . :? 1. 594 12. 5 
3.44 35 . 2 32. 9 1. 513 16 . 5 
3. t':-3 85 .7 32 .e, 1. 516 19 
3 -37 83 .9 31.0 1.492 22 
3. 27 81 . 5 28.6 l.l~56 23. 5 
3 . 24 80 . (-~ 27. 9 1.446 25 
At t - o, log ( X - Xe) = 1.750 (by extrapolation ) 
+- 56 . 4 = X0 - Xe 
+ 109 -3 = xo 
109 .3 = n.~. (112 . 2) + (1- n.a (18 .7) 
. 968 = n'"" the c;lucose is 96 . e mole JS 
i nitially in the o<. form. 
111 
n~ - mole fraction o( f orm present; n r (= 1 -
n -"') is the mole f r action ~ forr:1 pr e -
sent. The values 112.2 and 18 . 7 corres-
pond to the specifi c rotations of the 
0\. and ~ f orms of glucose, respectively. 
Table '2::-III 
~n No. 2 
( Carried out as a check on aun No. 1) 
THE CHANGE I N OPTICAL ROTATION OF AQUEOUS 
GLUC OSE SOLU'r imJS )'fi'rH TINE . SECOND EXPErti !v!ENT . 
Observed (-<1 (ot-)D - log Time 
Rotation D (X - Xe) (min) 52.9 
+8 . 20° ~100 . 8° 47.9 1.680 5-3/4 
8 .10 99.4 46 . 5 1.668 7-1/4 
7-71 94. 6 41.7 1.620 10-3/4 
7.63 93.6 40 .7 1. 609 12 
7-37 90 . 6 37-7 1 . 577. 1 5-3/4 
7. 24 89 .0 36 . 1 1.558 17 
7.15 87 .7 34. 8 1. 542 18- 1/4 
7 . 06 86 .7 33. 8 1. 529 19- 1/4 
7. 06 86 .7 33. 8 1.529 21 
6 . 83 83 . 9 31.0 1.491 23 
Gluc ose (1~0176 g dis sol v ed in 24.97 ml dis-
tilled v,rater , 2 -dm tube used; . temp . 24°c. 
By extrapola tion log X0 - X8 a 1 .742; initial 
(~)D = fl08 . 2 , and calculations analagous to those of 
Run No. 1 (above) yield n ~ = 0.957 = 95 .7% ~ form present 
initially. 
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Averaging the readings from Runs No. 1 & No . 2 
95 -7 + 96 . 8 9/' 3c:f 
-2 c o . ;o glucose present in the samples before 
solution. 
TESTIWJ- T::IE -q_A.TE OF !,i.UTAROTA.TIOH OF GLU ·~OSE 
The rate of mutarotation of glucose in the stand-
ard phosphate buffer would be expected to be rapid; this 
was found to be the case, as the following experiment 
indicates. 
Glucos e (1. 0 527 g ; r~:e rck anhydrous ~.P .) vras 
1·rei3hed out. A solution consisting of 1:1 buffer and dis-
tilled >·ra ter v;as prepared, and allowed to come t o equili-
brium with the 35 .7° constant-tempera ture bath. Twenty -
f ive ml of this solution \'las added to the e;luc ose, zero 
tim e being taken as the instant of addition of the solution. 
The optical rotations vw re observed in a 1-dm polarimeter 
tube through the jacket of which water at 35.7°C vias cir-
culated by means of an electrical pump. 
Table E-IV 
THE 1vTUTA.ROTATIOJ:~ OF GLUCOSE I N THE 
STA:l·.rDA?JJ BUFF2:t A.T 35. 7°C 
Time (min) o1.. oba (.t.J3 5 .7 
D 
5 + 2. 68 ° +63 .1 ° 
7 2 .30 54.1 
8 2.30 54.1 
9 2.21 52 .4) 12-1/2 2.25 52.9 Avg . 
14 2.23 52.4 52 . 6° 
16 2.24 52.7 
The mutarotation proceeded so l~pidly, that the 
values in the first part of the table are only approximate. 
However, it can be seen that the equilibrium value for the 
rotation is reached at about nine minutes from the time the 
buffer solution is first added to the glucose. 
KETHOD OF' Al!ALYS IS 
In order to avoid confusion, certain terms used 
in this research vrill be defined here clearly. 
(1) "Active" chlorine - the sum of hypochlorous 
acid (HO:l) and of chlorine (c12 ) present in solution. 
(2) Equivalent of ttactive" chlorine - moles 
of "active" chlorine/2 c moles HOCl +moles c12 
2 
(3) Concentration units - in most of the work, 
the concentration unit employed vvas l!i . E: . / r:;ram of solution. 
These are the concentration units employed unless it is 
specifically stated otheTirise. 
The method of analyzing for ''acti ven chlorine 
involved introducing an aliquot of reaction mixt ure into 
an excess of standard arsenite solution, adding solid sodium 
bicarbonate, and back-titrating with standard iodine to a 
starch end-point. The method of analysis as carried out 
yields the sum of the concentration of HOCl and c1 2 • Chlo-
rite (:.;lo 2-) and chlora te (clo3-) are not interfering con-
stituents. 
Hundredth normal arsenite solution was prepared 
in the usual manne r by dissolving a known i'iei5]:1t of A. R. 
arsenious trioxide (Mallkckrodt; dried at 105-110°C for 
one hour, and stored in a desiccator over calcium chloride) 
in alkali, adjusting to bicarbonate basicity, and diluting 
to volume in a two-liter volumetric flask. Hundredtbnormal 
iodine solution, prepared in the usual manner, was stand-
ardized against this arsenite solution. 
PREPARATION OF CHLORINE- -iATEt~ 
Chlorine-\-rater vras prepared by passing gaseous 
chlorine (Matheson) from a taru~ first through distilled 
\vater then through distilled \-Tater contained in a one-liter 
black painted suction flask. The 3as "las dispersed throu3h 
the liquid by means of a. 11bubbl e tube", 1.e., a closed tube 
blmm out into a small bulb provided vii th several tiny 
holes. The bubbling '"as carried out at room temperature. 
'!'he solution was stored in a brm·m or metal fo il - vTrapped. 
glass-stoppered bottle, under refri geration. 
C~lorine-water was not prepared fresh for each 
experiment: the solution \'las practically free of excess 
chloride vrhen prepared, and ivas rela. ti vely stable tO\vard s 
. 
decomposition even on lon3 storage in the dark and under 
refrigeration. 
A ,!ALYSIS OF CIILORINE-WATER FOR CHLORIDE ION 
A solution was prepared by mixin5 equal volumes 
of stock chlorine water and buffer. The syringe pipette 
\'laS rinsed with three ten-ml portions of the solution and 
·.· 
the rinsings discarded. The adapter tip was held beneath 
l lt! l 
the surface of the solution a nd about one hundred ml vra s 
d r m;n into t he syrins e barrel. The adapter ti p was then 
removed from the solution and about t en ml of air \·ras 
admitted by raising the plunger. Aft e r thoroughly mixing 
the contents, the entrapped air was forced from the pipette. 
The syringe adapter tip \·las immersed to a dep th 
of about 1 em in d istilled \·rater contained in an Erlenmeyer 
flask . A t wo or t h ree ml portion of solution \·ras r emoved 
by d e p ressing t h e plunger, t h e adap ter stopcock closed, 
t he ti p of the adapter removed from the solution and touched 
to t h e side of the fl a s k . Next, the adapter tip was immersed 
to a depth of about 1 em in a k no'tm volume of standa rd 
a rsen1 t e con tained in a 125- ml glass-stoppered Erlenmeyer 
fl a sl-:: . A 5- 8 ml sample vras removed, and its size determined 
p recisely from the e;a.in in wei e;ht of the :fla sk. (",'lei ghing s 
of t h e fl a sl{s were carried out on an analytical balance to 
t 1 me; ) . An excess of solid sodium bicarbonate \vas added, 
and, after a few moments, back-titration with standard 
iodine solution was carried out to a starch end point. 
Solid b icarbona te was added from time to time, to insure 
the p resence of an excess of the solid at all times during 
the titration. The concentra tion of "active" chlorine \vas 
calculated from the relationslups · 
l~ . E . arsenite added - 1·1. E . iodine to back-titrate = 
r.r . E . "active" chlorine . 
u . s . " a ctive" ch lorine 
wei5ht of sample = !t~ . E . "active" chlorine per g of solution. 
~n I 2 - ml r 2 consumed by starch indicator + cali-bration correction on burette. 
= corrected ml r 2 
corrected ml I 2 x normality I 2 ~ M.E. r 2 to back titrate. 
The ml r 2 consumed by the starch indicator was 
determined by blank experiments. The amount of starch 
' solution was small in all cases (5 drops), and the starch 
I 
correction did not differ sensibly from 0.05 ml in all of 
the experiments. consequently, the constant term 0.05 ml 
was applied in all cases. 
The calibration correction was obtained by water 
calibration of a Kimble Exax burette in the normal manner. 
The corrections are given below. 
Table E-V 
CALIBR~TION OF THE BURETTE 
Interval Total Av. Correction 
ml ml 
40 - 50 +o.o1 
30 , 4o -0.03 I 
20 - 30 +0 .02 
10 - 20 t-0.01 
0 
- 10 +0.02 
Additional aliquots were quenched by pipetting 
either into excess arsenite solution or into excess nitrite 
solution {20b), depending on whether analysis for total 
chloride was to be carried out by a gravimetric or a 
volumetric procedure. Details of the respective procedures 
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are given below. The concentration of chloride ion pre-
sent in solution may be deterrnined from the following 
relationships. 
milli-moles/g total chloride - milli-equiv./g 
uactive 11 chlorine .. Ff[ . moles/g chloride ion present. 
From the definition of milli-equivalents of "ac tive" chlo-
rine given on p. , it follows that one milli-equivalent 
of ''active'' chlorine will yield one milli-mole of chloride 
ion on reduction. 
A. Gravimetric method for determining total chloride. 
Lar3e aliquots (25 - 29 g ; weights determined to 
± 1 mg) were pipetted below the surface of 25 ml of 0 . 04 - M. 
sodium nitri te solution (containing some borax) c ontained 
i n each of three 3lass-stoppered 125- ml Erlenmeyer fl asks. 
The a ir- space a bove the solution gave a positive test .with 
moist starch iodide p aper which persisted on swirling the 
solution. ( The pH of the solution, as determined with 
p Hydrion pH papers was 3). Excess solid b orax was added, 
and t he flask was re-stoppered and swirled. This treatment 
rend ered the solution approximately neutral, and the solution 
and the a ir-space in the flask above the solution did not 
color starch-iodide paper. The contents of t he t~ree flasks 
v1ere rinsed into separate 400 ml beakers, made acid wi th 
1:1 nitric acid and chloride-free solid urea was added 
until the solution was f ree from nitrite ( as ind icated by 
a negative reaction to starch-iodide paper. Silve r nitrate 
solution OV lO; 12-15 ml to e a ch beaker ) was add ed , the 
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beakers heated nearly to boiling for one to two minutes, and the 
precipitate w,as allowed to settle. Gompleteness of preci-
pitation \ias tested by the addition of a few drops of silver 
nitrate solution, and no additional precipitate formed in 
any case. The beakers were covered with watch-glasses, 
&~d l et stand in a cupboard overni ~~t. The precipitate 
wa s filtered and i>leighed on Gooch cruel bles. (The latter 
\vere prepared in the usual ma.nner using asbestos and II i tt 
plates, and were dried to constant weight at 110-120°C. 
The crucibles were dried in the same manner after the samples 
were filtered). 
The results of the one experiment in which the 
gravimetric procedure was applied are given below. 
Table E-VI 
A.N~4.LYSIS OF CHLORINE-'~IATER FOR CHLORIDE ION BY 
THE GAA.VIMETRIC PaOC.EDURE . ANALYSIS FOR 
'"TOTAL" CHLOrtiDE 
Flask 
"lit sample ~'It ail ver '.'It A.gCl/wt sample· No. g chloride g/g g 
51 29.072 0.0808 0.00278 
61 25.434 0.0698 0.00274 
20 26.745 0.0726 0.00271 
0 . 00274 Average 
0
•
00274 = 0.0191 H. E . total chloride per 0.1434 g AgCl/ml 
gram of solution. 
~alysis of other aliquots of the same solution 
yielded the results tabulated below. 
Flask No. ml I2 
27 46.08 
66 47.99 
19 44.65 
-
Table E-VII 
ANALYSIS OF CHLORINE-WATER FOR CHLORIDE ION BY THE 
GRAVD!ETRIC PROCEDURE. ANALYSIS FOR 11 ACTIVE" CHLORINE. 
- Starch + Calibration Corr. ml XN of I2 Subtract from 
corr. correction I2 ( Q009780) M.E. of ii02-(0.5542) 
-.05 +.02 46.05 .4504 .1038 
" " 
47.96 .4690 .0852 
II II 44.62 .4364 .1178 
...a- wt of 
sample 
cr. 
6.390 
5.222 
7.227 
I 
M. E • "active" 
chlorine oer 
g of soln. 
.01624 
.01631 
.01629 
.01628 
M.E./g 
average 
~=I. 
~-~ 
(.0 
0.0191 - .0163 = 0. 0028 ~ . s . c l-/g of solution • 
. Determination of total chloride concentra tion by 
Volhard's titration. 
The data given below refer to the analysis of 
one batch of 1:1 chlorine-water standard buffer solution. 
The procedure is typical of that used in all the volumetric 
total chlorid e analyses. 
Reagents: Potassium thiocyanate: ( Brucer's C. P .; 
dried one hour at 145°C and stored in a desiccator over 
silica gel). 
Sodium chloride ( Thorn Smith , 99.46% NaCl; 
dried and stored as above). 
Silver nitrate ( Brucer's C. P .; pulver~ed in 
g l a ss mortar and pestle and dried at 104-107°8 for 3-1/2 
hours; stored as above). 
Ferric alum ( Baker's c .P.) Saturated solution 
used as indicator. 
Solutions: Potassium thiocyanate 0.01498-r.: . 
(1.4554 g/L). 
Sodium chloride: 0.01079-M. (0 . 6349 g/L). 
Silver nitrate : 0 . 01201-M. ( 2 . 0 407 g/L). 
Ferric alum: Saturated aqueous solution; let 
stand overni ght in contact \'lith excess solid, then filtered. 
An aliquot of reaction mixture was introduced into 
50 ml o f standard arsenite and bicarbonate was added in pre-
cisely the manner described above in the discussion of the 
dete rmination of "a ctive'' chlorine. After standing for a 
fe'tt minutes, the solution was acidified by the cautious 
addition of 6- N. nitric acid with swirling . .A.n excess 
of 6-N. nitric acid, 49.93 ml of standard silver nitrate, 
2 ml of nitrobenzene and 1 ml of ferric alum were, in turn, 
added , and the flask swirled vigorously. Back titration 
was carried out with standard thiocyanate solution. The 
results are tabula ted belovr. 
Table E-VIII 
AFALYSIS OF CHLORINE-WATER FOR CHLORIDE ION 
BY THE VOLUMETRIC PROCEDURE. ANALYSIS FOR 
"TOTAL CHLORIDE" AFTER .REA.C TION ''liTH ARSENITE. 
Flask IH . H. E. Subtr . from l'ft :r-I. mole 
No. KS:::: N KSCN " ~ !" l • ..:!.. • 1.\.g +- + of : total Cl7 
added (=.600) sample g soln. 
26 23.52 .352 .248 5.462 .0456 
66 18 . 69 .280 .320 7.050 .0454 
55 19.89 .297 .303 6 . 650 .0456 
. 0455 Av. 
Independent determinations gave the result that the 
solution \vas .0441 - wei ght normal (i.e. H. E:./g) in 11 active 11 
chlorine. Therefore 
total chloride - chloride from "acti ven chlorine = 
free chloride 
0.0455 - 0.0441 = 0.0014 H. E. cl-/g soln. 
TESTING OF THE r.::;'THOD OF SAMPLING 
As mentioned previously, the delivery tip of the 
adapter I'Ias held beneath the surface of the quenching solu-
tion to prevent volatilization of chlorine. To test the 
precision of the method, an ordinary 5 ml pipette was used. 
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Fifty ml of distilled water was placed in each of three 
150 ml 3lass-stoppe red Erlenmeyer flasks. The pipette \'las 
filled t o the mark \·Ti th distilled \va ter, and drained with 
the tip beneath the surface of the \vater . The amount of 
\va ter delivered Ha s determined by \veibht . 
Table E-IX 
THE PRECISION OF DELIVERY OF A VOLID1ETRIC 
PIPETTE . DELIVERY tiiTH H1NERSED TIP. 
Flask 
No. 
5 
6 
10 
~'it sample 
g 
4.952 
4.955 
4.9 53 
Av. 4. 953 
Deviation 
me; 
+ 
- 1 
:!:: 2 
!: 0 
Av. t 1 
The precisi on of sampling using syring es under 
actual run conditions was carried out in the follmving 
t >,;o c a ses . 
Tabl e E- X 
P:=tEC I S IO}; OF S&"l.PLING GHLOiUNE- .rlATE::R 
BY THE SYrt.I NGE T ECHN I Q,UZ 
Ca s e I: St ock chlorin e-wa t e r diluted with an 
equal volume of distilled water. 
Fla sk :Ieight r~: . E . 11 a ctive" Average 
No. 
18 
7 
14 
1 5 
sample chlorine per Deviation % 
g g of solution Deviation 
+-
,.... 
5 -1 54 0. 01 500 - 5 X 10-:;) 
-t 4.088 0. 01492 3 II - 0.3 
4.190 0.01480 
./ 
6 II 
5 . 54o 0.01498 3 tl 
0.01495 + 4 X lo-5 
Average Average 
Case II: Stock chlorine- water solution diluted 
with an equ a l volume of stock buffer 
solution. 
Flask 'N'ei ght r-! . E . "a c t ive" verage 
No. sample chlorine per Deviation 
3 e; of sol ution 
3 4.220 .01479 + 20 x lo-5 
1 7.303 .01506 7 If 
9 3.391 .01522 23 II 
6 4.98 5 .01486 13 11 
2 6.505 .01502 3 If 
.01499 i 13 X lo-5 
Average Average 
ST~~DARD PROC EDURE FOR S=TTING UP 1UJD 
CARRYING OUT A KINZTIG EX.PERU IENT 
"' /"' Deviation 
t 0.87% 
It is to be und erstood that the directions given 
bel0\'1' a re standard for all kinetic experiments carried out 
in t his research; any deviations from or modifications of 
the procedure will be noted specifically in the section 
devoted to the i ndividua l experiment. 
A. t\vO hundred-fifty ml G.S. Erlenmeyer flask 
\'Thich had been painted black was weighed to t 5 mg on a 
large anaiytical balance of 2 Kgm capacity, using a similar 
unpainted r'lask as a tare. One hundred ml of stock buffer 
solution (at room temperature) was pipetted into the flask 
with a 100 ml volumetric pipette. Next, 100 ml of stock 
chlorine water, direct from the refrigerator, was pipetted 
into tqe flask, the solution was swirled thoroughly, and 
tb,e flask reweighed. The flask was placed in the constant 
12C! 
' 0 temDerature bath at 35.7 C and allowed to come to temperature 
with occasional swirling (time: about two hours). 
The syringe barrel had been painted black, save 
for cf. stripe 1-2 em \iide through \vhich the barrel g radu-
ations could be read. 
The adapter was attached (the joint greased with 
Fisher's cello-seal lubricant), and the unit thermostated 
for about two hours. 
Anhydrous ~lucose was weighed out (by difference), 
using as a weighing bottle a 25 ml volumetric flask. The 
solid was added to the buffered chlorine water, and the 
mixture swirled and shaken vi gorously for about five minutes. 
Initial time Has taken as the instant of addition of glu-
cose. The syringe pipette was rinsed with three portions 
of about ten ml each of reaction mixture, the syringe 
barrel was filled, and the unit inverted several times 
to insure thorough mixing of the contents. The entrapped 
air bubble was then removed from the syringe, and the first 
aliquot taken. 
The method of .takinr; aliquota and of carrying 
out ti trations for ''activerr chlorine has already been 
d i s CUsSed ( P . II S , q • V • ) • 
Portions of the solution remaining in the flask 
uere used in the determination of pH and of density. These 
quantities were usually d e termined after the first "point" 
had been taken; that is, at about 0.1 or 0.2 hours from 
the instant of addition of s lucose. The pH was determined 
with the c;lass electrode ( P. :L ) and the density determined 
\-lith a ·11estphal balance, l'lh1ch had been standardized against 
distilled water which had been brought to temperature in 
the thermostat. The actual temperature for the density 
determination vias about 34°, due to cooling of the solutions 
from the time of removal from the thermostat to the time 
the density measurement vias taken. 
A.liquots \vere withdrawn from time to time, quenched, 
and titrated. The syringes \'lere fit ted v1i th adapters (see 
Fi gure tt.) which permitted sampling without the necessity 
of removing the syringe from the constant temperature bath. 
I NITIA.L R<\TE STUDIES 
Deviations from Standard Procedure 
The syringe-pipettes used in these experiments 
vTere fitted vri th straisht adapters instead of the curved 
desie;n later adopted. The adapter tip was protected while 
in the t hermostat by a three-inch test-tube held in place 
by a rubber stopper. Durine; sampling , the syringe unit 
vm.s removed from the thermostat, wiped dry \vi th a tovrel, 
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and the protecting test-tube removed. Samplins and 
ti trations then p roceeded in the normal 1.-ray . 
On account of the small a mounts of glucos e used, 
t h e \>Teighing container for t h is reactant was t h e standard 
type o~ se~i-micro Heie;hins pi g . ',tve i ghine; vras by differ-
ence. 
The values of the d ensity of these solutions 
vrere not determined; s tandan1 buffer solution >vas employed. 
The pH values of. tho reaction mixtures >vere deter-
mined on the Leeds and :t-To rthrup pH meter , \·lhich had b een 
standardized ae;a1nst Beckman pH 7 . 00 buffer solution , 
diluted t wenty-five fold in acco1~ance with t h o manufacturer's 
directions. The detenninations were made on p o rtions of 
reaction mixture from the syringes, at t he times i ndicated, 
and at a.:;:Jproximately room temp erature. 
Table E- XI 
IlHTIAL i=Z.A.TZ STUDIE:S . pH DETErtl-HNATIONS 
OF tllii\CTIOY UXTU2.ES 
First Series of Initial Sec ond Series of Initial 
Rate Studies ?.ate S tudies 
Run Time pH Hun Time pH 1ro. (hours) No. ( h ours) 
1 Jo . 85 2.00 1 34.3 2.01 
2 30.43 2.00 2 34.0 2.01 
3 30.13 2.00 3 33-9 2.01 
The buffered chl?Fine water solution was pre-
pared as follows: stock buffer solution vras p oured into 
a 2 50 ml volumetric flask to the mark . This solution 
\·Tas poured into a 500 ml volumetric flasl<:, and vra s diluted 
to a volune of 505.55 ml \'lith stocl{ chlorine water. ~pproxi-
mately equal po r tions of this solution were measured out in 
a separatory funnel on which a graduation line had been 
painted at 150 ml, and dispensed into each of three black-
painted G. 3 . Srlenmeyer flask s. The exact amount of solution 
dispensed \·..ras determined by the gain in "1-veie;ht of the flasks. 
Calculation of Correction Factors 
A blank determination was carried out for each 
of the t vJO series of 1n1 tial rate experiments, and correction 
factors calculated and applied to the concentration data. 
The method of calcula tion of the correction factors has in 
it t he implicit assumption that the s pontaneous decomposition 
of ch lorine-water is zero order. That is, a fixed amount 
decomposes per hour; the rate of loss is thus constant, and 
independent of the concentration of ch~orine at ru1y time. 
If the "spontaneous 11 loss of chlorine is small, then the 
concentration versus time curve does not differ appreciably 
from a strai e;ht line, regardless of the actual order in 
chlorine. Since this . is the case in these initial rate 
studies, t he zero order assumption is justified. 
Run No . Wt Cl2 - H20 
1 149 .555 
2 152. 815 
3 151.540 
Table E-XII 
FIRST SERIES OF INITIAL RATE EXPERPfENTS: DATA 
Wt Glucose I nitial cone . I nit . cone. ~1oles Cl 2 / 
g Cl2 - H20 glucose ~f . mole glucose 
'f . mol es/g moles/g 
solution 
0.1636 . 0352 6 . o65 x lo-3 2. 891 
(. 9081 7!. moles 
.2181 .0356 7. 913 x lo-3 2.247 
(1. 211 'f· mole ) 
• 5215 .0343 19.04 X 10-J . 900 
( 2 • 89 5 r~ . mole) 
Slope (Ini tial ) 
-. 000531 
-. 000712 
-. 00138 
~ 
<:,•..;> 
en 
Table E-XIII 
FIRST SERIES OF INITIAL RATE EXPERP.ffiNTS. CALCULATION 
AND APPLICATION OF CORRECTION FACTORS FOR THE SPONTANEOUS LOSS OF "ACTIVE" CHLORI NE 
BLANK EXPERIMENT 
;,f . E . Cl U,g 
. 0]143 > ~3i53 
• 03H)3 . 
Time (Hr s ) 
g.02 > 0.01 
0. 02979) 0297!:"' 21-33 ) ?1 34 0.029 70 • ) 21.35 ~ • 
Run No . 1 
Uncorrect ed 
"act1ve 11 C12 
cone. ~ ! · E ·LS~ 
Time (hrs) 
.0]505 0.15 
• 03 5Lt-2 0 .17 
. 03111 6. 52 
. 03117 6. 52 
. 02482 1? . 55 
• 0:2218 21 . 72 
. 02232 21.74 
.03153 - .020 75 
.03153 X 100 = 5.65% in 21.33 hrs 
2· 65% ____ = 0.265% per hour. 21.33 hrs 
x .265% per hour = x Initial cone. 
percent (.03524) = Corr. Cl 2 cone. Corr . factor 
. 0~9 8 0.00001 .03 506 '::> 03525 
.o 51 .0.00002 . 03544 . 
1.728 0.00061 
.03171). 03175 1.728 0.00061 .0317R • 
4.651 0.00164 .02646 
5· 756 0.00203 • 02421 ) 024')8 
5.761 0.00203 • 02435 . '-
Time (hrs) 
.1 ') > 
.17 .16 
6. 52> 6 . 52 6. 52 
17. 55 
21.72 } 21 73 21.74 • 
~,,.,. 
c.,;! 
w 
Table E-XI II (Contd .) 
Run No . 2 
X . 265% per hour = x Ini t i al cone. 
Uncorrected percent ( . 03560) = 
"active" Cl2 Time (hrs ) Corr. factor 
cone . ( ~~ . E .Lg ~ 
. 03579 0 .15 . 0~98 . 00001 
. 03540 0 .1 7 .o 51 . 00001 
. 030~3 6 .18 1 . 6~8 . 00054 
. 030 3 6 . 20 1. 6 3 . 00055 
. 02602 13 · 33 ~ · 5~2 . 00115 
. 02292 17. 22 . • 5 3 . 00155 
. 01988 21 .~8 5. 666 .00193 
. 01997 21. 2 5 .676 . 00193 
Corr. Cl 2 cone . 
. 03580) 
. 03542 . 03 561 
. 03111) 
. 03141 . 03126 
. 02728 
. 02454 
. 021'10 ) 
. 02199 • 02195 
Time (hrs 
8 : i~> O. H 
~ : ~~) 6 . F 
13 · 33 
17 . 22 
21 . ~8 ) 21 L 21 . +2 • 
~ 
[ ;,;) 
Q 
Table E-XIV 
SECOND SERIES OF I NITIAL RATE EXPERDmNTS : DATA 
I NITIAL RATE STUDIES - SECOND SET 
Chlorine water and buffer solution was the same one emp l oyed in the previous set 
of runs ; the modus operandi and treatment of data were identical. 
Run No . Wt Cl2 - H20 Wt Glucose Ini t . cone. Init. cone. 'Jo les Cl2/ 
g Cl2 - H20 glucose mo l e glucose 
Jl . mole/g 
1 150 . 845 .1659 
6 . 089 X 10-3 ( • 9208 'f . mole) .03001 2.46 
2 150 . 705 . 2382 
8.758 X 10-3 (1. 322 u. mole .02918 1.65 
3 152 .765 • 5216 18. 89 x lo-3 ( 2 . 89 5 rf. mole~ .02890 . 765 
- ·- · -- - -- - - ~ - - - - - ---------- ---- --- -- - -
------ --
Slope ( Initial) 
-. 000383 
-.000490 
-. 000845 
BLANK EXPERIMENT 
M.E. Cl2Lg 
.02666> 02673 
.02679 • 
Time (hr s ) 
o . oo ) o . o1 
0 . 02 .02673 - . 02562 X 100 = 
. 02673 4 .1 5% in 11.18 hr s 
. 02573) 02562 11.17> 11 18 
. 02 550 • 11.18 • .Q! 0.3 71%/ hr 1--l-C'..i.!l 
fo=!> 
Table E-1.'1/ 
SECOND SERIES OF I NITI AL RATE EXPERr.fENTS . CALC ULATION A}ID APPLICATION 
Run No . 1 OF CORRECTION FACTORS FOR THE SPONTANEOUS LOSS OF "ACTIVE" CHL0RINE 
Uncorrected % loss / hr = percent Corrected 
Cl2 cone. Time (hrs ) (x · 371) loss x Init . Cone . Correction concen tration 
"f . E . L_g H. E./g fa(! t or ~A: • E • L_g 
o . o29q8) 03001 0 .1 5 ) 0 . 16 - X . OJ001 - . 03001 ( ·02998 0 . 03005 • 0 .17 -
-
. 03005 
0 . 02907 2 . 03 ) 2 . 04 • 753 . 00023 0?923 (· 02930 0 . 02893 2 . 05 . 761 . 00023 • ~ . 02916 
0.02755 5 . 02 1 . 86 . noo56 . 02811 
0.02508 9 . 08 ) 9 . 09 3 · 37 . 00101 02622 (: 02609 0 . 025~4 9 . 10 2 · 38 . C:Ql 01 . • 0263 5 
0 . 023 9 11. R2 +. 39 . 00132 . 02521 
Run No . 2 
• 029~5) . 02918 0 . 13 ~ 0 . 14 - . 02018 - . 0290 5 
. 0291 8 <.02928 . 029~8 0 .1 5 
-
-:. 
-
.02834 1 . Q[l, ) 1 .19 • 735 . 00021 02844 (" 02855 
.02811 2 . 00 · 742 . 00022 • . 028~3 
. 02614 5. 0J 1 . R7 . 00055 . 026 q 
. 02306 9 . 02 ) 9 . 02 3 · 35 • 00098 02410 <. 02404 
. 0231R 9 . 02 3 ·3 5 . 00098 . • 02416 
. 02184 11 . 63 4 . 31 . 00126 . 02310 
Run No . 3 
. 02907~ • 02890 0 . 12 - . 02890 - • 02890 <· 02907 
. 02872 0 . 13 - - . 02872 
. 02704 2 . 00 . 742 . 00021 02726 <· 027~ 5 
. 02700 2 . 00 . (42 . 00021 • . 02727 
. 02248 5. 97 2 . 21 . ooo64 .02312 
. 02028 8. 83 3. 28 . 000948 . 02123 
~-.\. 
<:t:J 
{\) 
EXPERI ' lliNTS WITH EQUAL LARGE GLUCOSE CONCENTRATIONS BUT 
DIFFERI NG INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF "ACTIVE" CHL0RINE. 
EXPERr.mNT P • S . 3 , P • S • 4 , P • S • 6 , P • S . 7 . 
Table E-XVI 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERE1ENTS UNDER STANDARD 
CONDITIO NS . EXPERP.ffiNT P. S. 3. DATA. 
Experiment P. s. 3 
Wt buffe r ed vVt glucose Cone . Extranola ted 
chlorine-water g glucose Buffer pH Density initial 
solution g ~ r . mole/g Solution "ac tive" Cl2 
cone. r,r . E./g 
207.525 18.0538 . 4441 Stand . 1.90* Not . 0358 (.1002 mo l e ) conditions det er mined 
- - - -- - -- -- - - -- -- - - -- - - - - ----- -- ---- - - '----- -- - - - - -
Slone of l og10 
"active" Cl2 (in ·~ . E . I g) 
ar:ai nst time 
-. (i n hrs) 
- . 421 hr -l 
--- ---- - - --
• The value of the pH was determined on a portion of the r eaction mixture wh ich had been 
allowed t o stand at room tempera ture for 2~. 6 hours after the beginning of the r eaction. 
!<-\ 
f.;., 
(;)) 
Table E- XVII 
PS:SUDO-ZERO ORDER EXP?:R.II":ENTS UNDER 
S1'AimARD 8 0NDI TIONS. EXPERH1ENT P . S. 3'. DATA 
FOR GR.\PH No. J). 
l-! . E . " a ctive" ch lorine 
loglO c Ti me ( h ours) p e r g ram (= C) 
.02763 -1. 559 . 23 
.022 50 -1. 648 . 48 
.01940 - 1 .712 . 65 
.01617 -1.791 . 82 
.01113 - 1 . 954 1.18 
.00919 -2. 037 1. 37 
.00670 - 2 .174 1.68 
.00494 - 2 .306 2. 03 
.00399 - 2 .399 2 .28 
Wt buffered 
chlorine- Wt glucose 
water soln. g 
207.249 18.0532 
(.1002 mole) 
-~ 
Table E-XVIII 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENTS UNDER 
STANDARD CONDITIONS. EXPERIMENT P. S. 4. DATA. 
Cone. Extrapolated 
glucose Buffer pH Density initial "active" 
M. mole/g Solution chlorine cone. 
M.E./g 
0.4447 Standard 2.00* Not deter- .0114 
Conditions mined 
Slope of log10 
"active" 
chlorine (in 
~l . E./g) against 
time (in hrs) 
-. 213 hr-1 
* The value of the pH was determined on a portion of the reaction mixture which had been 
allowed to stand at room temperature for two days after the beginning of the reaction. 
!<..d. 
( !,!I 
CJI 
j 
I 
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Table E- XI X 
PS illDO - ZSRO O ?..D~R EXP.J:RIHEN T5 UNDER 
STI\.NDA.RD CONDITIONS . EXPERU!J.ENT P . S . 4. DATA 
FOR !Jrt.~PH No .;D. 
f~;·: . ~ . ''3.c ti ve '' chlorine 
1ogl0 , Time ( h ours) pe r g ram (• C) v 
. 0098 2 - 2 . 0 0 8 .23 
. 00911 - 2. 0 41 .92 
. 007 94 - 2 . 100 .72 
. 00734 - 2.134 . 42 
.00685 -2.164 1.07 
. 00627 - 2 . 20 3 1. 22 
. 0 0 578 - 2 . 2 38 1.40 
. 00 391 - 2 . 408 2. 18 
. 0 0319 - 2 . 496 2 . 57 
. 00260 - 2 . 585 2. 97 
. 00217 - 2 . 66 4 3 . 22 
Wt buffered 
chlorine- Wt glucose 
water soln. g 
207.715 18 .0513 (0.1002 mole) 
'- - - - ---- - - -----
Table E-XX 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENTS UNDER 
STANDARD CONDITIONS. EXPERI~ffiNT P. S. 6. DATA. 
Cone. Extrapolated 
glucose Buffer pH Density initial "active" 
M. mole/g Solution chlorine cone. 
tt . E./g 
.4438 Standard 1.75* Not deter- .0478 
Conditions mined 
- -- - ---- ·----L.....----~ 
Slope of log10 
"active" 
chlorine (in 
M.E./f) against 
time in hrs) 
-·534 per hr 
* pH determined after 18.9 hours in thermostat. Such a small amount of solution was available 
for the determination that it was not possible to wash the electrodes and beaker of the pH 
meter thoroughly before the determination. Furthermore, there was insufficient solution in 
which to immerse the bulb of the thermometer completely. On this account, the value determined 
can be regarded only as approximate. 
~..~. 
C.'-' 
......_! 
i 
J 
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Table 2 - X..X.I 
PSEUDO- ZERO ORDE~ EXPERII'-'I E1JTS UNDE~ STA.l; DARD 
C:ONDITIOr-s . EX.PEi:i.I~1IEJ,~ T P . S . 6. 
DATA F OR GRA.PH No. :D. 
r~-~ • E . "active 11 ch lorine lo~0 c Time ( h ours) per gram (= C) 
.03721 - 1 .429 0.17 
.02877 -1. 541 0 . 42 
.02599 - 1 . 585 0. 50 
.02124 
- 1 . 673 0. 67 
.01674 - 1 .776 0 . 83 
.01322 
- 1 JJ79 1 .03 
.00771 - '2 . 113 1.40 
.00460 
- 2 . 337 1 .75 
.00313 - 2 . 505 2.07 
.00206 - 2 . 686 2.40 
Wt buffered 
chlorine- Wt glucose 
wat er soln. g 
~ 
207.540 18 .0521 (.1002 mole) 
---- ---
Table E-XXII 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENTS UNDER 
STANDARD CONDITIONS. EXPERIMENT P. S. 7. DATA. 
Cone. Extrapolated 
gluco se Buffer pH Density initial "active" 
M. mole/g Solution chlorine cone. 
M.E./g 
0.4441 Standard 1.89* Not deter- .0323 
Conditions mined 
Slope of log10 
"active" 
chlorine (in 
'! . E ./~) against 
time in hrs) 
4 -1 
-. 03 hr 
* pH determined after 18.75 hours in thermostat. Very small amount of liquid available 
for determination; see note on Table for p . s. 6. 
,..,._ 
( :,;I 
to· 
I 
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'rable E- XXIII 
PSEUDO-ZS~O 0:{0SR EX..?E::U i-LSNTS UNDE:{ STAI~DA.RD 
CONDI TI Ol:',iS . SXPSfU Hi!.:NT P . S . 7. DATA F0 .1 GR4.?H No .J> • 
!~: • ~ . '' a.c ti ve 11 chlorine (hours) per gr am ( = C) loglO c Ti me 
.02680 - 1 . 572 . 13 
.02261 - 1 .646 .37 
.02038 -1. 692 .48 
.01752 - 1 .757 .65 
.01468 -1.. 833 . 85 
.01259 - 1 .900 1 .00 
.00288 - 2 .052 1.33 
.00633 - 2 .199 1. 65 
.00439 -2 . 358 2.00 
.00333 - 2 . 478 2.33 
• 
EXP:SRII-IE.llT -diTH S·~UILIBRATED GLUCOSE -
EX.PErtrr-mwr No • P • s • 17 . 
One-hundred ml each of stock chlorine-water and 
stock buffer solutions was dispensed into each of two 
250 ml ' ·3-. S . Erlenmeyer flasks (painted black) by means 
of a 100 ml volumetric pipette. The weights of the res-
pective solutions delivered were determined to t 5 mg . 
Anhydrous glucose was added to the buffer solution, and 
the flask and its contents allowed to remain in the 
thermostat for fifteen and one-third hours. The flask 
containing the chlorine-water was allowed to remain in the 
constant-temperature bath for a total of 1.5 hours before 
the start of the reaction. 
The reaction was started by connecting the two 
flasks by means of a curved adapter (I. D. approximately 
20 mm) fitted on either end with a male standard taper 
joint. The reaction was started by mixing the contents 
of the two flasks through the adapter; zero time was taken 
as the instant mixine; \'las begun. 
Data for this experiment are summarized in 
tables belm't". 
Wt puffer Wt chlorine-
solution water soln. 
g g 
107.815 99·965 
Table E-XXIV 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENT WITH EQUILIBRATED 
GLUCOSE. EXPERIMENT P. s. 17. DATA. 
Cone. Extrapolated 
Wt glucose Buffer pH Density initial "ac-
glucose g M. mole/g Solution tive" chlorine 
cone. M.E./g 
18.0709 .4441 Standard 2.20 1.071 0.0252 
(. I 0 0 3 n""'o() Conditions 
Slope of log10 
"active" 
chlorine (in 
'.f .E./~) against 
time in hrs) 
-.325 hr-1 
~ 
rf.;;. 
lt.\:) 
Table E- XXV 
PSEUDO- ZERO ORDER EX.PERI H.ENT tH TH EQUILI BRATED 
GLUCOSE . EXP.ERH'I ENT P. S . 17. DA'rA FOR Gil.l\.PH No. '1-
1JI • E . ''active11 chlorine loglO ,., Time per gram of soln. (:: C) \J 
. 02353 -1.628 
. 02234 - 1 . 651 
. 02069 - 1 . 684 
.01817 - 1 .741 
. 01 551 - 1 . 809 
.01345 -1. 871 
.01174 - 1 . 930 
. 00991 - 2 . 004 
.00706 - 2 .151 
.00543 - 2 .265 
EFFECT ON RA'rE OF ADDED SODIU!r. CHLORIDE -
RUNS P . S . 9 AHD P . S. 10. 
(hours) 
.07 
. 17 
-35 
. 48 
. 68 
. 85 
1.03 
1 . 23 
1. 58 
1.90 
These experiments were carried out by standard 
procedure except t hat solid sodium chlorid e was dissolved 
in the buffe red chlorine-water solutions before the addition 
of t he solid glucose. The data are t abulated below. Stand-
a rd buffer solution was used. 
Wt buffered 
chlorine- Wt glucose 
water g 
g 
207.727 18 . 0539 (.1002 moles) 
- - - -~·~ 
Table E-XXVI 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENTS WITH ADDED 
CHLORIDE ION. EXPERIMENT p. s. 9· DATA. 
Cone. 
Wt sodium Cone. sodium pH Density 
chloride glucose chloride 
g M. mole/g M. mole/g 
.2783 .4432 .02106 2.20 1.072 (4. 761 il . mole) 
-~-
-·----
Extrapolated 
initial 
"active" chlo-
rine cone. 
M.E./g 
.0469 
-- ·· - - - - - ----
Slope of 
log "ac-tiv~Q Cl2 (in 1t.~ . E ./ 
g) against 
t ime (hrs) 
-0 .696 hr-1 
'---------
~  
r:·~ 
t\~ ·, 
1.,1 • E . 
Table E-XXVII 
PSEUDO-ZE£1.0 OIIDER EXPERIMENTS ~'liTH ADDED 
CHLORIDE ION. EX.PErtiM~NT P. S . 9. 
DAT.\ FOR GRAPH No .3 
11 act1ve" chlorine 
per g ram of soln. (- C:) loglO c Time (hours) 
.03784 -1.422 .12 
.02942 -1.531 . 30 
.02249 - 1 . 648 . 48 
.01874 -1.723 . 58 
. 01383 - 1 . 859 
-75 
.01082 - 1 .966 . 90 
.00826 -2. 083 1.05 
.00551 - 2 . 259 1.28 
. 00210 - 2 .678 1.97 
Wt buffered 
chlorine- Wt glucose 
water g 
g 
207.720 18.0504 (.1002 mole) 
Table E-XXVIII 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIHENT WITH ADDED 
CHLORIDE ION. EXPERIMENT p. s. 10. DATA. 
Wt 
sodium Cone. Cone. 
chloride glucose sodium pH Density 
g M. mole/g chloride 
·5320 .4427 .04022 2.21 1.073 
( 9 .102 M. mole 
Extrapolated 
initial 
"active" Cl 2 
con c • ~J . E • I g 
0.0412 
Slope of log10 
"active" 
chlorine (in 
~ .E./g) against 
time (in hrs) 
-.663 hr-1. 
1--\ 
~~~ 
c:JJ 
Table E-XX.IX 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EX.PERIJ.1ENTS iHTH ADDED 
CHLORIDE ION. EXPERIM&~T P. S. 10. 
D~TA FOR GRAPH No.3 
r.: . E . "active" chlorine loglO c Time per g ram of soln. (= C) 
. 03443 -1.464 
.02727 - 1 .564 
.02129 - 1 .672 
.01849 -1.733 
.01436 - 1 . 843 
.01163 - 1 .934 
.00858 - 2 . 067 
.00764 - 2 .117 
S. LT EFFECT STUDIES - EXPElUI42NTS P . S. 8 
AND P. S. 15-VII-21. 
(hours) 
.12 
.28 
.43 
• 52 
. 68 
. 82 
. 97 
1.12 
These experiments were carried out in the stand-
ard manner except that solid sodium sulfate was added to 
the buffered chlorine water before the addition of the 
glucose. 
• 
Wt buffered 
chlorine- Wt glucose 
water g 
g 
207.793 18.0509 (.1002 moles) 
Table E-XXX 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENTS WITH 
INCREASED IONIC STRENGTH. EXPERIMENT P. S. 8. DATA. 
Wt Extrapolated 
sodium Cone. Cone. initial 
sulf ate glucose sodium pH Density "active" 
g ~"~l . mole/g sulfate chlorine cone. 
M. mole/g M.E./g 
2.~748 .4)78 .09151 2.29 1.082 0.0474 ~ • 0209 moles 1 
Slope of log10 
"active" 
chlorine (in 
r.t .E./~) against 
time in hrs) 
-.466 hr-1 
~ 
~s;.. 
~J 
' 
J 
Table E- X.X.X.I 
PSEUDO- ZERO ORDER EXPERH1.SNTS ~tliTH I NCREASED 
IONIC STRENGTH. EX..PE:i.H1ENT P. S . 8. 
DATA FOR GRAPH No.~ 
M.s . "active" chlorine 1og10 c Time (hours) per gra.rn (• C) 
.04022 - 1 .396 0.13 
.03337 -1.477 0.33 
.02698 - 1 . 569 o.ss 
.02150 - 1 . 668 0.73 
.01707 - 1 .768 0. 92 
.01316 - 1 . 881 1.12 
.01020 . -1.991 1. 28 
. 00631 - 2 . 200 1.72 
. 00355 - 2 .450 2. 07 
. 00226 -2. 646 2.42 
Wt buffered 
chlorine- Wt glucose 
water g 
g 
207.775 18.0536 (.1002 moles) 
~ 
Table E-XXXII 
PSEUDO-ZERO EXPERIMENTS WITH INCREASED IONIC 
STRENGTH. EXPERIMENT 15-VII-21. DATA. 
Wt Cone. Cone. 
sodium glucose sodium pH Density 
sulfate M. mole/g sulfate 
g M. mole/g 
26 ·9543 ( .1895 ·3964 ·750 2.31 1.169 
mole) 
L_ 
Extrapolated 
initial 
"active" 
chlorine cone. 
M·E./g 
.0364 
.. 
Slope of loglD 
"active" 
chlorine (in 
M. E. If) a~ a1ns1 
time in rs) 
-.386 hr-1 
~ 
( H 
~) 
Table E- XXXII I 
PS EUDO-ZE:tO ORDER EXPERDtSNTS liTH I NC n EASED 
IONI C S TRENGTH . EXPERI1•:ENT 15-VII-21. 
DATA FOR GHAPH No.'f 
1-~ . F: . ''active" chlorine 
loglO c Time (hours) pe r gram of soln. (= C) 
.03159 -1.500 .10 
. 02800 
-1.553 .30 
.02394 - 1 . 621 .so 
. 01985 - 1 .702 . 68 
. 01401 - 1 . 854 1.08 
.01640 - 1 .785 . 90 
.01110 - 1 . 955 1.27 
.00832 - 2 .080 1.62 
. 00537 - 2 . 270 2. 00 
.00392 - 2 .407 2.37 
DE1'SRl•!I I"AT IOJI! OF ::tE~\CTIO:t-. O:.ZOER I E GLUCOf3 2: 
~ro experiments, No. P . 3 . 2 and P ,~ . ~ . 16 , 
carried out under standard condition s excep t for the con-
centrations of glucose em)loyed . Comparison of the ob served 
slopes of the res pective pseudo-zero order plots with the 
corresponding slopes observed in experiments which differ 
only in concentration of glucose permits calculation of 
01~er in glucose. 
Wt chlorine-
water g 
207.717 
~---- -- --
Wt glucose 
g 
6.7240 
Table E-XXXIV 
EXPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERING LARGE GLUCOSE 
CONCENTRATIONS. EXPERIMENT No. P. S. 2. DATA. 
Cone. Extrapolated 
glucose pH Density Buffer initial 
M. mole/g Solution "active" 
chlorine cone. 
M. E./g 
.1740 - - Standard .0388 ( .03732 moles) 
Slope of plot of 
log "active" 
chl69ine cone. (in M. E./g) against 
time (in hrs) 
-.169 hr-1 
~ 
(H 
~\.J 
I 
Table ~-XXXV 
EX.PERIM~NTS WI TH DI FF!!: fU NG LARG~ GLU~OSE 
CONSETT :~~TIONS . "SXP2R.H!SNT No . P . S . 2. 
Dt...TA !:<,OR 3-RAPH No. I~ 
:!11 . -::: . tt n.cti ve 11 chlorine 
concentration per 3 (:: ~ ) loglO c Time (hours) 
. 03392 - 1.470 0 . 20 
. 03230 - 1 .491 0. 48 
. 02865 - 1 . 543 0.75 
. 02676 - 1 . 573 1.02 
.0 2305 - 1 . 637 1. 25 
. 02132 -1. 671 1. 55 
. 01940 - 1 .712 1 .77 
. 01554 - 1 . 809 2 . 25 
.01234 - 1 . 909 2 .75 
. 00862 - 2 .064 3 . 37 
. 00636 - 2 .197 4 .03 
. 00348 - 2 . 459 5 . 02 
. 00228 - ;2 . 642 6 . 03 
The slope of a pseudo firs t -order pl ot i s equal to 
m 
slope = -. 4343 K ( glucose cone . ) 
where K is t h e first order r a te constant (in hr-1 , 
in the units t ha t have been employed) and m is 
the o rder in glucose. 
That is, f or Experiment P. s . 2 
-.169 = -.4343 K (.174) m 
From Graph No. \ , it may be seen tha t a reaction 
mixture under standard conditions, vri th a glucose concentr-
ati on of 0 . 444 M. mole/g , and an initial "active'' chlorine 
concentration equal to .0388 H . :.!: . /g , would have a correspond-
ing slope of -.450 . That is 
-.450 = -.4343 K (. 444 )m 
whence -.450 • 
-.169 
.444 
-:rt'4 
m 
which on solution gives a value of m equal to 1.04. 
Wt chlorine- Wt glucose 
water g g 
207.810 33·3989 (.1299 moles) 
Table E-XXXVI 
EXPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERING LARGE GLUCOSE 
CONCENTRATIONS. EXPERI~ffiNT No. p. s. 16. DATA. 
Cone. Buffer Extrapolated 
glucose pH Density Solution initial 
M. mole/g "active" 
chlorine cone. 
~ ~ · E • /g 
.5618 2.14 1.079 Standard .0441 
Slope of plot of 
log "active" chl~Pine cone. (in 
r.~ .E./g) against 
time (in hrs) 
-.653 hr-l 
~ 
e.n 
~:, 
I 
The slope correspondinG to a reaction mixture 
under standard conditions, with a glucose concentration 
of 0.444 .: . mole/g and an initial "active" chlorine con-
centration equal to 0.0441 r.r . ~ ./5 is -.499 (as determined 
from Graph No.\ ) . Therefore, in. a calculation similar 
to that performed for SXperiment No. P. s. 2 (above) 
-.653 • -.4343 K ( glucose cone.)~. s. 16 
r·; . M' . 
and -.499 = -.4343 K (glucose cone. )m -= 
- • 4 3 4 3 K ( • 444) m 
whence m = 1.15. 
Table S - XXX.VII 
EXPERD!:El'TTS 'lliTH DIFFERING LARGE GLUCOSE 
CONC ENTRATIONS . EXPEnHlENT No. P. S. 16. 
DATA FO~ GRAPH No. 13 
"active 11 chlorine 
concentration per g (e C) loglO c Time (hours) 
.03373 -1.472 0.10 
.03037 - 1 . 518 0.22 
.02545 -1. 594 0.37 
.01929 -1.715 0.57 
.01481 -1. e29 0.73 
.01134 - 1 .945 0.90 
.00825 - 2 .084 1.10 
.00549 - 2 .260 1.33 
.00398 - 2 .400 1.55 
EXPERir": ENT AT A LO'JER T EMPEHA. TU RE 
Conditions of this experiment as regards concen-
trations of reactants and of buffer components were standard. 
The reaction temperature was 27.0°C as compared with a value 
of 35.7°C used in all of the other kinetic experiments. 
Wt chlorine-
water g 
207.740 
Wt glucose 
g 
18.05'02 (.1002 mole) 
Table E-XXXVIII 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENT AT 27°C. 
EXPERIMENT P. S. 18. DATA. 
Cone. Extrapolated 
glucose pH Density Buffer initial 
M. mole/g Solution "active" 
chlorine cone. 
M.E./g 
.4438 1·79* 1.072 Standard .0615' 
. 
* Determined with a Coleman Model 3D Electrometer. 
Slope of plot of log 
''active" chlorine cohRI (in M.E./g) against 
time (in hrs) ' 
-.323 hr-1 
~ ...... 
en 
<T.l 
I 
I 
Table :S- XXXIX 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPSRI MENT AT 27°G. 
EXPERI HEFT P . S . 18 . DA'rA FOn. G?,A.PH No. \1 
f< . :~ . "a ctive" chlorine 
c oncentrati on per g (= C) loglO c Time (hours) 
. 04181 - 1 .379 0.13 
.04106 - 1 . 387 0.43 
.03562 - 1 . 448 0. 68 
. 03181 - 1.497 0. 87 
.02556 - 1 . 592 1.18 
. 01542 - 1 . 812 1. 88 
.01119 - 1 . 951 2.28 
. 00754 - 2 .123 2. 82 
. 00458 - 2 . 339 3.45 
"S.XPE::tH~ZHTS I N ;·THIGH THE CQl\'iPOS I TI ON OF 'l'H 2: BUFFER 
SOLUTION ':lA.S VARI ED. EX.PSi.i.INSNTS P . S . 13, ?. S . 14, 
P . S . 11, P . 3 . 12, P . S . 1 5- VII-5. 
sxneriment P . s . 11 
I n t his experiment , the ratio of the concen-
trati on of the acidic buffer component ( phosphori c ac id) 
to the concentra ti on of the basic component (dihydrogen 
phos :9h3. te) •<~as the s ame as under standard cond itions. 
Hmvever, the concentrations of both buffer components were 
increased by a factor of 1. 5. Thus, vrhere in a s tandard 
experi ment, such asP. s . 6 , the concentrations of phos-
phoric acid and of sodium dihydrogen phosphate are, res -
157 
pectl vely, • 285 l ·l . mole/ml and .299 1J; . mole/ml , in experiment 
P . J . 11 the correspondin3 concentrati ons are, respec tivel y , 
~0.42 6 rv: . mole/ml ( f or phosphoric acid) and 0 . 447 J. ~ . mole/ml 
The rati o of components , CH PO / Cw H PO , ~3 4 ua •2 4 
is equal to 0.954 in both experiments. Further data for 
Experiment P . S . 11 are summarised in Tables No.E·~L ~~o £-x~l 
Wt chlorine Weight glucose 
water g 
g 
211.473 18 .3401 (.1018 mole) 
Table E-XL 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENTS WITH VARIATION 
IN COMPOSITION OF BUFFER SOLUTION. 
EXPERIMENT P. S. 11. THE EFFECT OF 
INCREASING THE CONCENTRATION OF BUFFER 
COMPONENTS AT STANDARD BUFFER RATIO. DATA. 
Cone. of Extrapolated initial 
glucose pH Density cone. of "active" 
M. mole/g chlorine in M.E./g 
(= C) 
.4429 2.20 1.090 .0205 
Slope of plot of 
log10 C against 
time (in hrs) 
-.325 hr-1 
" ...... CJl 
00 
II' t;' l 'i • ,_, • 
Table !!:: - X.LI 
PSEUDO-ZE?{O ORDER EXPERil-1EHTS ~viTH VARI AT ION 
I H ·Jo:t~POSITION OF BUFFER SOLUTION. 
EXPERH1ENT P . S . 11. TH.E: EFFECT OF 
I NCREASING THE CONCENTRl\.TION OF BUFFER 
::OHPONENTS A.T STANDARD BUFFER R:\.TIO. 
DATA FOrt GR~PH No.~ 
"active" chlorine loglO 
,... Time (hours) (= C) v per gram 
. 01858 - 1 . 7·31 .12 
.01636 - 1 .786 .32 
.01428 - 1 . 845 .52 
. 01226 - 1 . 912 .70 
. 01035 -1. 985 .92 
. 00654 - 2 .184 1. 45 
.00381 - 2 .419 2. 13 
. 00248 - 2 . 606 2. 67 
. 00168 - 2 . 775 3.32 
PREPARATION OF STANDARD PHOSPHOill: C ACID A.ND S TANDARD 
S ODIUK DIHYDROG@J PHOSPHATE S OLUTIONS . 
1 r:;:g n ' ' 4L ~· 
Buffer solutions other than the "standard buffer11 
were made up by combining proper volumes of a standard 
solution of phosphoric acid with sodium dihydrogen phos-
phate, and diluting to the mark in a volumetric flask. 
Details of the preparation of a particular buffer solution 
will be given in the section which gives data for the experi-
ment in vthich that solution was used. All of the non-
standard buffer solutions were made up from portions of 
the same standard phosphoric acid solution whose prepar-
a tion and standardization are described below. 
A. Preparation and standardization of phosphoric 
acid solution. 
Three hundred thirty-six ml of phosph oric acid 
( Baker's 8 . P . ; stated on the label to be 86 .lfo H3Po4 ) was 
diluted to one liter in a volumetric flask. Of this solu-
tion, fifty ml lvas pipetted into a 250 ml volumetric flask, 
and diluted to the mark. This latter solution \·las titrated 
against 0.9609-N sodium hydroxide. (The alkali solution 
had been prepared from Baker's 8 . P . sodium hydroxide ru1d 
had been standardized against weighed samples of sulfamic 
acid (Standard Samples co., Ames, Iowa), 99.98% purity.) 
Duplicate ti trations \vere carried out potentiometrically 
using the glass electrode and the Leeds and Northrup pH 
meter. ( Since the absolute value of pH is not important, 
the meter was not standardized against a solution of known 
No. 
The end-point was determined graphically (see Graph 
) . 
10 .19 ml of 0. 9609-N NaOH ::C=-10 .00 ml solution. 
So the diluted phosphoric acid solution is 0.9792-M. 
The concentration of the parent phosphoric acid 
solution is, then, 5 x 0.9792 = 4. 896-M. 
THE EFFECT OF INC~EAS ING BOTH THE DI-HYDROG~~ 
PHOSPHl1.TE AND THE PHOSPHORIC ACID CONCENTRA.TIONS 
I N ~ REACTION Iv'f i XTURE - EX.PERilv1".ENT P. S. 12. 
Preparation of the buffer solution. 
Phosphoric acid solution (40.50 rnl of 4.896-M 
solution) and 187.50 ml of 1.256-N sodium dihydrogen phos-
phate solution were mixed in a 250 ml volumetric flask. 
160 
The solutions 1'/ere diluted to the mark 1"11 th distilled 
water. The resulting stock buffer solution is 0.942-!-l: 
in NaH2P04 and 0.793-M in H3Po4 • 
Diff erences from standard procedure. 
The procedure was completely standard save for 
the fact that the special buffer solution was used for 
the stock buffer. 
1€1 
Wt of Chlorine 
water 
g 
211.345 
Table E-XLII 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENTS WITH VARIATION 
IN COMPOSITION OF BUFFER SOLUTION. 
EXPERIMENT P. S. 12. THE EFFECT OF . 
INCREASING THE CONCENTRATIONS OF BOTH PHOSPHORIC 
ACID AND DI-HYDROGEN PHOSPHATE BUT DECREASING THEIR RATIO. DATA. 
Wt of glucose Cone. of 
g glucose pH Density 
M. mole/g 
18.~410 .4432 2.20 1.088 (.101 mole) 
Extrapolated initial 
"active" chlorine 
concentration 
H.E./g 
.0389 
Slope of log 
M.E. /g '' act1 ~Qn Cl 2 
against time (in hrs) 
-.45'5 hr-1 
~ 
0 ) 
{\) 
Table E-XLIII 
PSEUDO-~ERO OrtDER EXPERD-fENTS 'ti' ITH VARIATION 
IN CQr.1POSITION OF BUFFER SOLUTION . 
EXPErtiM£1-JT P . S . 12. THE EFFECT OF 
INCREASI NG THE CONCENTRATIONS OF 
BOTH PHOSPHORIC A.C ID AND DI-HYDROGEN PHOSPHA.TE 
BUT DECR.EA.SING THEIR RA.TIO. 
DATA FOR GRAPH No .~ 
rJ: . s . "active" chlorine loglO c Time (hours) per gram of soln. (= C) 
.03319 -1. 480 0.10 
. 0 2725 - 1 .564 0.33 
. 0 2261 - 1 . 642 0.53 
.01769 - 1 .750 0.77 
. 0 1409 -1. 8 51 0.97 
.01094 -1. 961 1.20 
. 00823 - 2 .08 5 1.48 
.00659 - 2 .181 1.72 
.00503 -2. 298 1.98 
. 00247 - 2 .607 2.34 
THE EFFECT OF LO':ffiRI NG PHOSPHORIC ACID CONGENT~~A..TION 
A.T CONSTANT SODIUI•1 DI-HYDrtOGEN PHOSPHA.TE -
EXPERIMENT P. S. 13. 
Pre·oaration of the buffer solution. 
1£3 
Phosphoric acid (2.70 ml of 4.896-M H3 Po4 solution) 
and 125 ml of 1.256-1'·1 NaH2Po4 solution were mixed in a 
250 ml volumetric flask, and diluted to the mark vri th 
distilled water. The resulting stock solution, then, was 
.0528 -:-r-1 1n phosphoric acid , and 0 .628 - r-: in sodium di-hydrogen 
phosphate. 
Differences from s tandard experiment . 
'l'he procedure \.vas completely standard save for 
the fact that the special buffer solution was used for 
the stock buffer. 
Wt chlorine 
water 
g 
205.235 
Table E-XLIV 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPEREffiNTS WITH VARIATION 
. IN COMPOSITION OF BUFFER SOLUTION. 
EXPERIMENT P. S. 13. THE EFFECT OF 
DECREASING PHOSPHORIC ACID CONCENTRATION 
AT CONSTANT DI-HYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CONCENTRATION. DATA. 
Wt of glucose Cone. of Extrapolated initial 
g glucose pH Density cone. "active" Cl 2 
M. mole/g 1 n ~.f . E • I g ( = c ) 
17.8085 0.4431 ).00 1.0?8 .0362 
( .09885 moles) 
Slope of log10 C against time 
(in hrs) 
-0.101 hr-1 
f-A 
0':) 
~· 
Table E-XLV 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERHIENTS WITH VARIATION 
I N COl1POSITION OF SUFFER SOLUTION. 
EXPERH1ENT P . S . 13. 'rHE EFFECT OF 
DECREASI NG PIIOSPHO:l.IC AC ID CONCENTRATION 
AT COlJSTANT DI-IIYDROGEN PHOSPHATE: CONCENTRATION. 
DATA FOR GRAPH No.~ 
~ . ~~ . " a ctive" chlorine log10 C Time (hours) per gr am of soln . (= C) 
.03466 -1.461 .13 
.03355 - 1 .474 
-35 
.03213 - 1 . 493 • 52 
.03072 - 1 . 513 . 68 
.02969 - 1 . 527 . 88 
.02857 -1. 544 1.08 
.02660 
- 1 . 575 1.30 
. 02482 - 1 . 605 1 . 48 
.02422 -1.616 1.68 
. 02320 - 1 . 635 1. 92 
THE .c.r<'F'ECT OF I NCREASI NG PHOSPHORIC AC ID CONCEN-
TRA.TION AT CONSTANT SODIUI'-1 DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE 
CO?\CENTR-\TION - EXPERI1•1ENT P. S. 14. 
Buffer solution. 
Sodium di-hydrog en phosphate monohydrate (21. 66 g ; 
.157 mole) 1rlas placed in a 250 ml volumetric flask, and wa s 
diluted to the mark wi th 4.896-. i phosphoric acid . The 
resultin£5 s olution is then 0 . 628-H in sodium dihydrogen 
phosphate and 4. 896-I•I in phosph oric acid. 
Differen ces from Standard Procedure . 
The sole difference from standard procedure 
involved the use of the above burfer s oluti on in place of 
the stock buffer solution. 
165 
Wt chlorine-
water 
g 
227.562 
Table E-XLVI 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERI,ffiNTS WITH VARIATION 
IN CO~,fPOSITION OF BUFFER SOLUTION. 
EXPERIMENT P. s. 14. THE EFFECT OF 
INCREASING PHOSPHORIC ACID CONCENTRATION 
AT CONSTANT DI-HYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CONCENTRATION. DATA. 
Wt of glucose Cone. of Extrapolated initial 
g glucose pH Density "active" chlorine 
M. mo1e/g cone. (M.E./g) 
19.8232 .4446 1.70 1-170 .0130 (.1100 mold 
Slope of plot of log10 cone. of "active" 
chlorine in M. E./g 
against time (in hrs) 
-1.052 hr-1 
~ 
C"',l 
o·;; 
f:: • 
Table E- XLVII 
PS.EUDO - Z.SRO ORDER EX?ERHiZNTS \'liTH VARIA'r iON 
I N COl'"POSITION OF BUFFER SOLUTION. 
EXPERIMEN'r P . S . 14 . 'rHE EFFECT OF 
I NCRE..l\.SI NG PHOSPHORI C .i\.0 ID COI~CENTRATION 
A.T CONSTANT DIHYDROGEN PHOSPI-L\TE CONCENTRAr iON . 
DATA FOR GR~PH No. 9 . 
mole/s of "acti ve'1 loglO r< Time ( h ours) chlorine (• C) ._, 
. 00966 - 2 .015 0 .12 
.00796 -~ . 098 0 . 22 
.00530 - 2 . 278 0.38 
.00382 - 2 . 418 0. 54 
.00250 - 2 . 602 0. 73 
.00129 - 2 . 889 0 . 93 
. 00105 - :2. 978 1.12 
. 000576 - 3 . 240 1.35 
.000467 - 3 . 330 1. 50 
. "00244 - 3 . 612 1. 67 
THE ::FFECT OF Il·Tc::rs .~SED .SOD I UM DI HYDROGElJ PHOSPHATE 
C01·TC ~l?.l'rt..-\T I ON AT CO I--i S 'rl\ HT ?IIOSP:-IORIC AC ID CONC EN -
Trt.-\T I OK . EXPERH:ENT No. 15-VI I-5 . 
Prenara tion of :=teaction }.~ ixture. 
Sod ium di - hydrogen phosphate ( 102- . 34 g ; . 7850 
moles) vras placed in a 250 ml volumetric flask , and 13 . 48 
111 of 4 J'96-: : phosphoric acid ~r;as added , f ollOI'led by 125 
ml of stock chlorine vTater . A.s the chlorine - ··rater vlas 
added directly after removal f rom the refri gerator, the 
reacti on mixture was below room temperature . Consequentl y, 
the volumetric f l ask vras all ovTed to stand until the c ontents 
1·rarmed U l) to room temperature, the soluti on vras di luted 
to the mark. The resultine; solution, 3.14 molar in sodium 
di-hydrou en phosphate and . 264- 't: in phosphori c acid, "las 
dispensed i n to the black painted Erlenmeyer flask and 
treated subsequently precisely a s in the standard procedure. 
1 Wt chlorine Wt of glucose 
water g 
g 
229 .360 19 .8876 (.1104 moles) 
Table E-XLVIII 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENTS WITH VARIATION 
IN COMPOSITION OF BUFFER SOLUTION. 
EXPERD..fENT P. S. 15 VII-5. THE EFFECT 
OF INCREASING DI-HYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CONCENTRATION AT 
CONSTANT PHOSPHORIC ACID CONCENTRATION. DATA. 
Cone. of Extrapolated cone. 
glucose pH Density of "active" chlorine 
!~ . mole/g M.E./g 
.4429 3·05 1.268 .0251 
___ L-~------
------ ~ '-------~-- - -~- - ---
Slope of plot of l og10 
"active" chlorine cone. 
in H.E./g against 
time (in hr s ) 
-.419 hr-1 
-- - -- -- - ----- -- - --
~ 
m 
00 
Table E-XLIX 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER EXPERIMENTS WITH VARIATION 
IN COMPOSITION :oF BUFFER SOLUTION. 
EXPERIMENT P. S. 15 VII-5. THE EFFECT OF 
INCREASING DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE CONCENTRATION 
AT DECREASED PHOSPHORIC ACID CONCENTRATION. 
DATA FOR GRAPH No. \0 
r-1 • s . 11 a ct1ve '' chlorine los lo ,., Time (hours) per gr am of soln . (= s ) v 
. 02103 - 1 . 677 .15 
.01700 - 1 .770 .42 
. 01422 - 1 . 2.47 .62 
.01177 - 1 . 929 . 80 
. 00940 - ? . 027 .98 
. 00775 - 2 .111 1.22 
. 00387 - 2 .412 1.72 
. 00228 - 2 . 642 2 .15 
.00118 - 2 . 928 2.67 
.000 56 - 3 . 252 3.15 
A.n throne Nethod 
:\nthrone can be purchased from commercial sup-
p liers (e. g . Parae;on) but v:as p repared by reducing anthra-
quinone 'tri th tin and hydrochloric acid according to K. H. 
Meyer's directions (36). Anthraquinone (104 e; , 0.5 mole; 
~astman ;lhite Label) tin (100 g , 0. 85 3 atom ; 3aker's 20 
mesh) in 750 ml g lacial acetic acid ( 3aker's -.:.P .) was 
treated with a total of 289 g of concentrated hydrochloric 
acid (250 cc, 8 .2 mole, sp. g r. 1.19; Baker's C.P.). There 
wa s isolated a first crop of crystals wei ghing 29.5 g 
( ~ . P . 155-1 56°C u . c .). A second crop of 30. 8 g (M. P. 155-
156°, ) i 1 t d u.c. was so a e • Total yield: 60.3 g (0.31 mole; 
1 "" {~ " u 
62 ~ of t heory). ~ecrystallization of both crops was carried 
out from a mixture of benzene and petroleum ether, 3:1. 
The mel tine; points of the materials \.Yere unc b.ang ed by 
recP'jstallization , and the product had a light yellovl color. 
,\nthrone rea3ent was prepared by dissolving 1 g 
anthrone in t L 95% sulfuric acid (the latter prepared by 
adding 500 ml concentr9.ted sulfuric acid to 25 ml water, 
and cooling ). The anthrone is stored in a glass-stoppered 
bottl e under refri e;eration. It is essential that the 
anthrone rea5ent be allmved to 'tl'arm u p to roorJ temperature 
before it is us ed i n the analy s is. If the solution direc t 
from the refri se r ator is used t he re o ccurs a s eparation of 
white solid , a nd on ly scanty production o f color . 
The analysis was carried out as follovrs: a samp le 
fror:J a reaction mixture ·~·ras diluted to such a volume with 
distill ed ·.·rater t ha t the resu lting solution contained 
about 40 micros rams of glucose pe r ml. A 5 - wl portion of 
t his diluted solution was p ipetted into a six-inch t e st-
t u be (c22 wm d i am ). Ten ml of a n throne r ea.e;ent ivas added, 
from a bure~ t e , all oHins the rea.sent to run dm-vn ~he side 
of t he tube slmvly and to form two layers. The tube vras 
m·ri rled vi gorously for 30 seconds and set aside f or the 
color to develop (10 -20 min). Then the t e st-tube vras 
cooled by immersion and swirling in a cold-water bath and 
left in the bath until the color \•ras to be de t ermined. 
Comparison of colors formed i'las a gainst the color developed 
by a standard glucose solution. A Klett-Summerson colori-
meter f 1 tted ivi th a Baird .17-3231-5 and a r~orninc; :¥3486 
filter ;·;as used to d etermine optical density; the light 
produced 1.·ras at 620 milli-r::~1 crons with band width of about 
15 mv. The zero of the instrument '.-ras adjusted using a 
5 ml sample of distilled 1·mter vrhich vras treated just as 
111 
in the run. Because this is an empirical method of analysis, 
it i s important that all the samples be treated in a strictly 
c ompa rabl e ':lay, as regard s time of color development , and 
so forth . 
Conformity of the anthrone color to Beer's law 
'tla s checked usine; solutions of Y'Jlovm glucose content made 
u p as follm·rs: a stock solution c ontaining Lf.OO IJicrog rams 
per ml vra s pre:9ared by dissolving 0 . 2J-4oO 3 glucose mono-
hydrate in distilled water, and diluting to one liter. 
This solution is designated as solution S below. 
Table E-L 
PrtEPA?,A.TIO}I OF S TA.HDARD GLUCOSE SOLUTIONS FOR 
AlJALYSES BY THE ANTHRONE !•'lE:THOD 
Sol'n. 
Diluted 10 ml ( 3 ) to 100 ml 40 (jml (A) 
Diluted 5 ml (S) to 100 ml 20 fjml ( B) 
Diluted 25 ml ( 5 ) to 50 ml 10 ijml (C) 
Diluted 2 ml (S) to 100 ml 8 '6/ml ( D) 
Diluted 25 ml (D) to 50 ml 4 f;'ml U~ ) 
Diluted 25 ml ( E) to 50 ml 2 '(/ml (F) 
The experiment below was carried out using the 
1?2 
above standard glucose solutions and the ordina ry red filter 
supplied vri th t h e Klett machine. A. plo t of Klett readine;s 
a~ainst glucos e concentra tion in /jml showed a pproximate 
conformity to Beer's law, excep t at very low concentrati ons, 
but the sensitivity was not 3reat usinG this filter. 
Table E-LI 
BSEH. ' S LA'.·'/ TEST USI NG KLETT :tED FILTER 
Sample {/ml 'j ol. of Vol. Anthrone Klett 
sample ml t1eag . ml Reading 
( A) 40 5 10 148 
( B ) 20 
1 l 91 (r~ ) 10 76 ( D) 8 73 ( E) 4 56 ( F ) 2 57 
Sol'n. 
'/ml 
40 
l 
Table E-LII 
TEST OF REPRODUCI BILITY OF RK~INGS 
USING THE KLETT R~ FILTER 
Sample rvn Time Time Time ii-
Size -\nth- to add of allowed 
rnl rone anthrone sa.mpl- color to 
sec. 1ng develop 
sec. min. 
5 10 55 30 13 
l l 45 30 l 50 35 
Klett 
R.ead-
ing 
95 
94 
93 
( -t: Ti me counted from instant swirling stopped 
to time of immersion in cold water bath). 
20 5 10 40 T 13 37 l l t 65 1 39 50 37 
The following run ,.,a s carried out using the same 
anth rone r eagent solution a s in t h e above experiments (4 
days of s tora ge under ref ri gera tion) and t he sample s izes 
and other conditions the same. 
Sol'n. 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
Table E-LIII 
TEST OF THE EFFECT OF AGEI NG ON THE 
A8 TI VI TY OF THZ ANTHRONE REAGENT 
1-Jfethod of Prep . Cone. of 
glucose 
10 ml (S) to 100 ml 40 '/ml 
25 rn l A to 50 ml 20 Y/ml 
25 ml B t o 50 ml 10 \fml 
2 rn l ( S) t o 100 ml 8 v'ml 
25 rnl D to 100 ml 2 ijml 
Kl e tt 
Readings 
97 
44 
28 
19 
2 
It is obvious that , becaus e of the change i n 
activi ty of t h e anthrone r eagent, a s tandard calibra tion 
curve cannot be us ed, but a s tanda rd must b e included in 
1 ?3 
each set of determinations. This is in accord with the 
observations of others. 
The runs below \'lere carried out with the Baird 
and C:orning filters described above. Not only is Beer's 
law obeyed, but the sensitivity is increased markedly, 
hence the accuracy is likewise increased. 
Sol'n. 
A. 
B 
,.. 
v 
D 
E 
Table E-LIV 
TEST OF BEER'S L\W USI NG BAIRD 
I NTERFERENCE FILTER 
j C:onc. Klett Sol'n. Cone. 
I Glucose Readings Gl(;ose 
Yjml /ml 
40 320 A 40 
20 161 B 20 
10 75 c 10 
8 64 D 8 
2 20/ E 2 
A B 
A different solution of anthrone 
reagent used in cases A & B. 
Klett 
Readings 
305 
161 
79 
65 
18 
. 
OXIDAT ION OF GLUCONO-DELTA-LACTONE 'tYITH CHLORIN:i!>.iATE.R -
Experiment P . S . GNl 
The delta -lactone was oxidi~ed und er standard 
conditions of buffer a nd concentration to answer two ques-
t iona: 
( :\ ) Ilmv fast is the lactone oxldi~d as com-
pa red with g lucose itself? 
( 3 ) Will the p resence of glucono-l a ctone, 
gluconic ac id, or their oxidation p roducts interfere ser-
iously with t h e analysis of t he r eaction mixture by the 
anthrone technique? 
1?4 
In 01~er to answer the first question, a run was 
carried out under standard conditions, and the usual log . 
r~ v. t plot made. The second point was tested by taking 
three aliquots during the run, and analyz.inc; them with 
an throne in the usual manner. Gomparison of colors was 
a3ainst a standal~ glucose solution of 40 (/ml. The 
analysis of the aliquots is expressed as micro grams 11 3 lu-
cose 11 / g solution. 
Aliquots for the anthrone determination were 
quenched in the usual way with arsenite solution. Sodium 
bicarbonate (4.0 g) was ad~ed to insure complete quenching 
and the flasks let stand overnight. Adjustment of the pH 
of the solutions was accomplished by the cautious addition 
of 10% acetic acid, \'l'i th swirling , followed by glacial 
acetic acid. (Adjustment of the final pH was to 4-6 as 
determined by pH papers). The contents of the flasks were 
rinsed out into separate 100 ml volumetric flasks, and were 
diluted to 100 ml. Five ml portions of these diluted 
s olutions were taken for analysis, and duplicate determin-
ations were carried out. 
1?5 
Flask Time M. E . "Cl2"lg 
No. (hrs) at time t 
39 .13 .0254 
2 1.87 .00370 
57 3·75 .ooo88 
- - --·- ---
Table E-LV 
ANALYSIS OF THE REACTION 1aXTURE GLUCONO 
f-LACTONE AND CHLORINE-WATER FOR ANTHRONE 
ACTIVITY. EXPERI1ffiNT P. s. GN-1. DATA. 
M. moles "C1 2 " con- Sample 
sumed at time t Klett Size 
(C = 0.0291) 
0 M.E.Ig 
Reading g 
.0019 87 6.652 
.0127 90 4.628 
. 0141 124 6.132 
( nglucose" I 
g solution 
162.4 
239.4 
248.9 
(''glucose" I 
g lactone 
9.06 
13.3 
13-9 
!c-'-
c-..J 
CJ) 
1?7 
Initial concentration of lactone \ias 17.9363 g 
lactone per 225.761 g solution ~ .0794 g/g of solution = 
7. 94 x 104 </g . A 5 . 00 ml aliquot of a glucose solution 
containing 40 <;ml 3ave a Klett reading of 325 when reacted 
with anthrone und er conditions of the analysis. Thus a 
Klett rea ding of 87 means 87/325 x 40 = 10.8 (/ml in the 
5 ml a liquot.Since the ori ginal sample (in this case 6 . 652 g ) 
was diluted to 100 ml, then there are 10. 8 x 100/6.652 = 
1.62 x 102 ~glucose/g reaction mixture. 
The glucono-delta.-lactone used in the experiment 
\·ras ob tained from Pfizer. It vms powdered in a glass mortar 
and pestle, dried for one hour at 110°C and stored in a 
desiccator over calcium chloride. The specific rotation, 
(0..)~5 was 63.2° after six minutes, ( ol.obs. 6.34°, 1.2527 g 
in 24.97 ml water, 2 dm tube) and (J...]~5::61.3° at 10 mm 
( J..,obs. 6.15°) Isbell and Frush report ("'-)~0=65.6°, 5 min, 
and (cr..)~0=63 .9, 10 min. The lactone did not reduce boiling 
Fehling's solution, and gave no test for halogen either 
\•rith acidified silver nitrate, or in Beilstein's test. 
The l actone did give a positive test with anthrone reagent. 
If it i s assumed that the anthrone activity of gluconic 
lactone is due to the presence of small a mounts of impuri-
ties, t he data in the table shows that after ch lorine-water 
ox idation for 0.13 hours, 162.4 1/g of reaction mixture -
exp ressed as glucose - is present. The initial concentration 
of lactone is 17.94/ 225. 8 g lactone per g of solution. The 
lactone contains, then, 162.4 x 10-6 x 225.8/17.94 which 
is 0.002 or 0 .2> glucose , on a weight basis. 
Data for the lactone experiment number P. s. 
G •• 1, are summarized in Tables E-LV and S-LVI below. 
Wt chlorine Wt of glucono-
water &' -lactone 
g g 
207.825 17-9363 (.1007 mole) 
Table E-LVI 
THE OXIDATION OF GLUCONO [ -LACTONE UNDER 
PSEUDO-ZERO ORDER CONDITIONS. EXPERI-
rmNT P. s. GN-1. DATA. 
Cone. of Extrapolated initial 
f -lactone pH Density cone. of "active" 
M. mole/g chlorine M.E./g 
.4460 2.10 1.074 .0291 
: 
' ' 
Slope of plot of log10 M.E./g "active" Cl 2 
against time (in hrs) 
-. 509 hr-1 
~­
" .:! (!) 
" ~ 
.. 1: ~ • .~ • 
per 
Table S -LVII 
THE OXIDATION OF GLUGO~JO f -LACTONE UNDER 
PSEUDO-Z_ERO ORDER CONDITIONS. 
EXPERIKENT P. S . G . :t~ . 1. 
D!\TA FOR GR"-PH No . If 
"active" chlorine 
loglO c Time (hours) s r a rn of soln. ( = C) 
. 02542 
-1. 595 .12 
.02060 - 1 . 686 .30 
.01621 - 1 .790 • 50 
.01057 - 1 . 976 . 85 
.00662 . 
- 2 .179 1.25 
.00370 - 2 .432 1. 86 
.00263 - 2 . 380 2.21 
.00167 - 2 .777 2.73 
.00102 - 2 . 991 3.15 
.00088 -3. 056 3.75 
~UALI TATIVE TESTS ON REl\.CTION .HIXTUHE OF LA.CTONE 
l1.FTER COI'-iPLETIOlJ OF THE KINETIC PORTION 
OF THE EXPZRIHENT . 
'' 
.. 
A portion of reaction mixture which had remained 
in the syringe, and lvhich had been thermostatted at 35.7°C 
for a total of two days was tested qualitatively with 
various reagents. The observations of these tests are 
given belm·1. 
I. Starch-iodide p aper 
'rhe solution produced no color when tested with 
starch-iodide paper. The activity of t he paper was 
checl{ed by touch ing to it a drop of strong chlorine ,,rater. 
II. 7ehlin~ 's Solution tests 
A. A portion of rea ction mixture was neutralized, 
then made alkaline \·!1 th 10 ,-G sodium hydroxide solution. 
Ei ght drops of Fehling 's solution vras added. There was 
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no reaction on shaldng at room temperature, but bringing 
the mixture to a boil gave a red precipitate. 
B. A portion of the reaction mixture (buffered 
at pH 2) ·Has boiled for 2-3 minutes. The solution vras 
cooled, and then made alkaline with 10% sodium hydroxide. 
Eight drops of Fehling 's solution vras added. No reaction 
was observed in the cold. The solution was brought to ·· 
boiling, but no precipitate formed. 
c. A portion of the reaction mixture was made 
alkaline vri th 10% sodium hydroxide solution. The solution 
vtas boiled for 2-3 minutes, then cooled. A yellow color-
ation developed on boilins. Eight drops of Fehling's 
solution was added. There was no reaction at room temper-
ature. HeatinG the solution to boiling produced no preci-
pitate. 
STOICHIOI'-iETRY EXPERH:ENT 
In this experiment, unlike the experiments of 
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the P. S. series, an excess of nacti ve 11 chlorine \'las present 
over glucose. The experiment \'las carried out by the stand-
ard techniques, save for the fact that the glucose was 
\veighed out in a semi -micro vteig.."'lins pi 5 , rather than in 
the usual 25 ml volumetric flask. The chlorine titre was 
followed using the standard arsenite-iodine titration, as 
in all of the kinetic experiments. The glucose concentration 
1.,ras follovted using the anthrone colorimetric technique. 
Wt chlorine Wt of glucose 
water g 
g 
207.865 .01202 ( .06672 M. 
mole) 
'-------- · 
Table E-LVIII 
STOICHIOHETRY EXPERIMENT. DATA. 
Cone. of glucose pH Density Initial cone. 
"active" Cl 2 
M.E./g 
3.208 X 10-3 2.10 1.042 0 .06179 
~~ . mole/g or (time = 0.10 
5780/g hrs) 
\f . mole "act ive" Cl 2 per 
mole of glucose present 
initially 
9.63 ~ft . mole "active" 
chlorine per ' ~ . mole of 
glucose present init i ally, 
~.-.. 
m 
\\J 
Table S-LIX 
STOI CHIG:r,lETRY EX.PERI :r.IENT. DATA . 
( Continued ) 
Chlorine I·~ • E: . ''active" c12 1:~ • mol e 
11 active11 
Titre Time per e;ram of chlorine loss IBr 
1-:i . E . I g hrs solution e;ram of solution 
. 06179 0 .10 0 0 
10-3 
.05942 2 . 57 2.37 X lo-3 1.19 X 
. 05662 7. 57 5 .17 II 2 . 59 II 
. 05084 15 . 47 10 . 95 II 5 . 48 11 
. 04634 24 . 10 1S.45 11 7 -73 11 
.03317 42 . 4::> 2P. 62 II 14 . 31 ,, 
. 02SSO 74 .02 36 . 29 II 12 . 15 II 
ANALYSIS FOR GLUCOS E 
Solutions of quenched a liquots vre re treated 
vri th bicarbonate followed by acetic acid in t he same 
manne r as described in the delta- lactone experiment. 
The solutions corresponding to the vari ous points were 
diluted to the mark ( '~>rith distilled vmter) i n 100 r!il 
volunetric flasks . Five ml aliquots were taken for the 
analyses, and duplicate d e terminations vlere carried out . 
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Table E-LX 
STOICHimmTRY EXPERIMENT. GLUCOSE ANALYSIS. 
Flask Klett 4o Klett _ Total ( Wt of {glucose per 
No. Reading J;O x Reading x 100 ml - glucose in I+ sample g of solution = 
sample g 
Blank 0 (0) * 
Standard 350 (350) 
4o /ml . . 
2 380 (415) ~ X 398 X 100 • 4550 7·743 588** 
61 212 (214) 213 2440 5.058 482 
60 147 (151) 149 1700 5.260 323 
1 74 ~4~~ 4~ 860 5.227 165 48 50 540 5. 943 91 
21 2 ~3) 34 4.676 7 3 0 0) 0 6.781 0 
L - L -- 6 __ -- ---- ---- - - ~ - - - -- ~ ---- --- - --- - - ----- --------- - --- - - --
* The numbers in parentheses are the duplicate values. The average of the 
two readings was used i n calculation of glucos~ content. 
** The initial glucose concentration, calculated on the basis of the weight 
of glucose added is 578 i/g; the same concen{tration calculated on the 
basis of the anthrone determination is 588 /g, or in error by 1.7%. 
The value 588 Y/g was used in calculating glucose consumption. 
I 
! 
I 
~ 
00 
~. 
Time (hours) '( gl ucose 
consun'!ed / g 
0 .10 0 
2 . 57 106 
7 - ~7 265 15. l-7 423 
24.10 497 
4r- .l-t 5 5Rl 
74 . 02 588 
'--
Tabl e E-LXI 
STOICliiO?.ffi TRY EXPERP1ENT. CALC ULATIONS. 
(Continued ) 
+ 180 x 1o+3 i glucose = ~ . mo l e glucose 
~! . mo l e consumed per g 
+ 1Bo x 1o+3 0 
D. S'RG x lo - 3 
1. 472 ,, 
2- 350 II 
2.761 !I 
3 . 228 
" 
,I! 3-267 II 
'fnl e s "active" 
c hlori ne consumed 
per mo l e of 
gl ucose 
0 
2 .02 
1.76 
2 . 33 
2 . 30 
4.43 
5 . 56 
~ 
(:() 
C}1 
EXPE:UKE:NT '.HTH BETA-HE'rHYL GLUC:O.SIDE 
The beta-methyl glucoside used in most of the 
work vms prepared by recrystallization of a sample of the 
material fu~nished us by the Corn Products Refining 8o. 
However, some of the material v.ras prepared by the method 
of Raymond and Schroeder. The method is based on the fact 
that both alpha and beta methyl glucosides are formed \'then 
g lucose is refluxed 1vi th me thanolic hydrogen chloride. 
The beta isomer can be removed by virtue of formation of 
a compl ex \-Ti th potassium acetate; this compound can be 
decomposed by the addition of D-tartaric acid. 
1'1ethanol ( Balcer's C.P., anhydrous) Vias dried 
for tJ.1irty-six hours over c a lcium hydride, and was dis-
tilled usin5 an all-glass a pparatus, the fore-run of about 
125 ml being discarded. Six hundred t-v1enty-seven ml of 
th.i s methanol ivas allm\"ed to absorb 15.5 s of hydro s en 
chloride in the follm·ring mam1er: a hydrogen chloride 
cylind er (1-:a theson) fit ted 1:ti th a special monel valve 
(I.:a.theson) \'la s attached to an absorbtion t rain consisting 
of a \·ra s h -bottle containing concentrated sulfuric acid, 
a second bottle containing anhydrous methanol, and an 
empty bottle to serve as a trap. The gas i'fas allm-1ed 
to pass throu gh the train for about an hour b efore a ttach-
ing the absorption vessel. The absor~tion flask ( a 1-L 
glass-stoppered round bottom flask , fitted i'ii t h t he top 
of a 1-L vrash bottle) was supported on a cork ring i n a 
sui table enamel-vrare dish. The f lask vras covered '.ti th 
a tm·rel, and the dish fil led \-lith vmter and ice. The 
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inlet and exit tubes vtere fit ted with Drieri te tubes. 
The entire fl a sk assembly "tTas p laced on a p latform-
balance, connected to the train with a rubber tube, and 
tared. Passing gas for two hours was required to produce 
an increase in \'Iei cht of the flask assembly of 1 5 .5 g. 
The absorption flask was removed from the train, 
fitted -.,r1 th a g round-jointed v1ater-condenser fitted with 
a Drierite tube, and brousht to reflux. Glucose (r-rerck 
Rea~ent: a~~ydrous 250.0 g ) was added to the refluxing 
solution thru the top of the condenser, \·ti th shak ing , and 
the refluxing was allmied to proceed for one hour. There 
is a small amount of charring observed, the glucose all 
goes into solution after about a half-hour of refluxing . 
The flask was cooled, seeded \-Ti th alpha methyl glucoside 
and 9 laced in the refri gerator fo r two days. Very little 
crystallization took place. An aliquot, 3 cc, was treated 
'"i th less than 1 drop of vTa ter, seeded with the alpha-
glucoside and cooled. Cr"'JStallization \•Tas observed. Con-
sequently , about nine drops of i·ra t er was added to the 
reaction mixture, and the flask let stand overni e;ht i n an 
insulated ice-bath. As the 8-Tl]Ount of crystals p roduced 
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\-tas still small, about 100 ml of solvent lias removed under 
reduced p ressure (bath temp.: 3 5-40°C) and the flask cooled. 
The crystals which had s eparated out were filtered off 
1-ri t h suction. ( ':Ieight 16 . 6 s after drying i n a desiccator 
over calcium ch lorid e.) Neu tralization of the filtrate 
was accomplished by cautious addition of solid sodium 
bicarbonate (Baker's ~.?.: 40 g total) in small portions. 
Precipitated sal ts we re filtered off with suction, washed 
\vi t h small portions of dry methanol, and the \•lashings 
added to the filtrate. The filtrate \vas concentrated to 
a thick sirup under the reduced pressure ( 30 -45°C bath 
temperature) • 
Boiline; absolute ethanol, 300 ml, \'las added to 
the h oney-colored sirup, and the mixture refluxed briefly. 
A smal l anount of wh~te solid which separated out on 
addition of the ethanol was filtered off with suction. 
This solid did not melt at 260°c , left much ash on i gnition 
and i'ias probably chiefly inorganic salts. 
Potassium acetate ( Ball:er's ...... p • \ .J • ... • • 100 e; ) was sus-
pended in 500 g absolute ethanol and refluxed. Distilled 
v~ater vras added in sufficient quantity to bring about 
solut ion . This hot acetate solution was added to the 
ethanol solution of the sirup, the mixture warmed briefly 
i·ri th svd rling , then cooled overni c.llt. :'\.s very little 
solid s eparated out, about 250 ml ethanol vras removed 
under reduced pressure (bath temperature not over 42°C), 
the solution cooled, seeded with b eta-methyl glucoside 
potassium acetate complex, 200 ml of ethanol distilled 
off, and the mixture l et stand ove rniGht under refriger-
ation. 
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The complex ':Tas filtered off, l•rashed 1-.ri th ethanol, 
then acetone , placed in a suction f lask, and dried on a 
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stea.m - bath und er reduced pressure. There 'tTas isolated 
33.3 3 in this manner. 
The complex \vas placed in a beaker, and 486 ml 
c . P. methanol ';laS added. The beaker vras covered -vri th a 
florence flas l..: filled \d th cold vTa ter to act as a condenser, 
and the beaker was heated for five minutes on a hot plate . 
Most of the material vms dissolved, but 145 ml of h ot 
methanol 1.vas added to bring about virtually complete 
solution. D-tartaric a~id (44.6 g ) dissolved in 243 rnl 
hot 951 ethanol 1-ras added to the methanol solution. The 
fine white precipi to. te which formed imrnedia tely was allOi<Ted 
to settle for one hour before the mixture was filtered 
throu~ a Btichner funnel (filter paper and celite). 
The beta- methyl e;lucoside \o/as recr-Jstallized 
from 200 ml 95;1, ethanol, then dried over calcium chloride. 
in a desiccator. The material melted at 102-106.5°:::!, u.c. 
(metal block: pre-heated to 96. 5° C) . (a\.) ~3 • 9 = -27.4° 
(0.4653 g in 25 ml water ; 1 dm tube ; ~ ob; -. 51 °) second 
and third crop s of crystals, weighing , respectively 0 .29 5 
and 2. 92 s \vere tal\:en. 
The first crop was recrystallized from 200 ml 
95~ ethanol. The mel tine; point, taken vri th a copper block 
\'lhich had been pre- heated to 101°G, was 105-108°c u. c . 
The s pecific rotation (o\)~4 = -30.5° ( .5614 s in 10 ml; 
0 
ot__obs c -1.71 ; 1 dm tube) • 
A third rec~Jstallization from ethanol l e ft 
12.44 g (r.: .P. 107-109° u. c . when determined in a stirred 
0 Thiele tube pre-heated to 100 c. The M.P. was l04-110°C 
u.c. when determined with a copper block pre-heated to 
l00°c. A value of meltin5-point of 102-105° u.c. was 
obtained wh~n the deterrnination was made in the stirred 
Thiele tube with no pre-heating). (0...)~60 = -31.70. 
( ""'-obs = '-1. 59°; 0. 5023 g in 10 ml \<Ia ter; 1 dm tube) • 
·rhe material gave a positive test on boiling with Fehling 's 
solution. 
ANALYSIS 
Calculated for 
c7H14o6 .1j2 U20 
c 41.4% H 7.39% 
Found in sample 
C 39.9% H 7.1;1 
The percent ~ -methyl glucoside 
be calculated from the follo\'line; equation (in ifhich x = 
grams f -methyl glucoside .1/2 H2o present in a 1-g.ram 
-sample) provided that the assumption is made that only 
glucose monohydrate and r -methyl glucoside hemihydrate 
are present. 
From a carbon balance it follows t hat all of the 
carbon found in the sample comes from glucose monohydrate 
and ~-me. glucoside hemihydrate. For a one-gram sample 
(1- x)(.364) + (x)(.414) = .399 
X : .70 
( .364 is the fraction of carbon in r -methyl glucoside. 
1/2 H20, and .414 is the corresponding carbon fraction 
in glucose.~2o). 
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That is, on the basis of the carbon analysis, 
there is present 70% 0 -methyl glucoside.l/2 H20 and 30% 
glucose.H2o. 
However, on the basis of optical rotation, if 
one asswnes only e;lucose and glucoside present in the 
sample, it may be seen that there is 97.1% f -methyl 
3lucoside in the sample. 
[d,J obs = Nn C-" Jn + N ~ (ol..)[} •J J 
-31.7 = ( 1-N(") ( ~ 52.7) -t Nr ( -34.2) 
-971 = Nt' 
(The ~ ·s refer to the fractions of the respective com-
p onents present in the sample). 
The discrepancy lies presumably in the fact that 
there is some contaminant present in the sample with a 
lmi percent carbon which would cause the carbon analysis 
to be lo'VT. 
The r -methyl glucoside used in the kinetic 
exp eriment was a sample of material furnished us by the 
Corn Products Refining :::: o. v;hich had been recr';stallized 
tvlice from ethyl alc ohol. The sample, as received from 
the supplier, had a specific rotation of (a.-)~3· 4 = -22.4° 
( Jobs = -0.93°; .4169 g in 10 ml solution of distilled 
water; 1 dm tube), and contained 0.7~ reducing sue;ar 
according to t he supplier. The properties of the material 
are listed in Table ~-L'CII belovl. 
Table E-LXII 
ANALYSIS OF' ~ - ·rETHYL GLUCOSIDE 
( Corn Products) 
Glucoside f rom the Corn (~JD t °C Fehline ' s t est on boiline Products Refi ning Co. 
As received from supplier - 22 .4° 23 . 4 + 
Once recr. from 95% EtOH -3 1. t~o* 25.5 -
Twice recr . fr0m 95% ftOH** * -3l .qo ** 26 -
- - ~-- - -~ ~- -- --- --~-'-------~ ..._-----~---~--~- -----------
* ~ = -1 . 41. 0 ; . 4488 g/10 ml of solution; 1 dm tube . 
obs 
** ~ = -1. 42° ; .4488 g/10 ml of solution; 1 dm tube . 
obs 
*** Analysis of - 31. 7° material. 
C H 
Calc. for c
7
n14o6 .1/2 H2o 
Observed 
41 .1~ 
41.2 
7·39 
7. 2 
~ 
c.o 
l.'-:.·, 
Table E-LXIII · 
OXIDATION OF ~ - ' .fE THYL GLUCOSIDE illfDER PSEUDO-
ZERO ORDER CO HDITIONS. DATA . 
Wt buffer ed Wt gl ucoside Cone . gl u- Buffer Ext rao0 l ::t t ed 
f chlorine-water hemi-hydra te co s ide Sol ution pH De ns ity initi a l "a.ct i ve '' 
1 
so lution g g ~~ . TrJ o l e/ g chl0r ine cone. 
207-720 6. 7606 .1 55 Standa1·u 2 .18 1 . 0)0 .02 P. l 
( • 0332 r1ole ) 
Sln~e of l og 
"active" 10 
C l 2 (i n ' ~ • '' • I 
g ) aga i nst 
t i'71e ( jn hr s ) 
- . Cl 36 hr-1 
~ 
e',lj 
c;._;: 
Table E- LXI V 
OXIDATIO N OF {3 -'ffiTHYL GLUCOSIDE UlmER 
PSEUDO -ZERO ORDER CO EDITI ONS. 
DATA FOR GRA PH No. I~ 
iif . E . 11 ac ti ve" c t lorine 
loglO c Ti me pe r gra. (= C ) 
. 02839 - 1 . ) l+- 7 
. 02795 - 1 . ~54 
• 0275'9 , "' )q - - . l ,; 
• 02734 
- 1 . 56~ 
. 2707 - l . 56 . 
• 0269 7 - ~" . 569 
. 02{11 
-· 
. ~82 
• _; 2 )4~ ., '"'q \ 
- ..:. . /. '+ 
. 02543 - . ~q 5 
( hours) 
. ) 7 
. 22 
. 40 
.6c 
1 . ( 0 
1 . 22 
l t.. r , 
. ...... ,_.. 
2/:l 
2 . 42 
•' 
This , research was carried out with a vie·,o~ towards 
studying the reaction of glucose with chlorine-water. Most 
of the experiments performed were in the nature of kinetic 
studies carried out in aqueous chlorine buffered at pH 2.2 
by a phosphoric a ·cid-sodium dihydrogen phosphate buffer 
system. 0 In most cases the reaction temperature was 35.7 c . 
rhese operating conditions were chosen because of 
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the , stability of chlorine-water to spontaneous decomposition , 
' and the stability of glucose to rearrangement of the Lobry 
de Bruyn - Alberda van Eckenstein type. No evi d ence of 
the formation of glucose-phosphate esters could be found 
in the reaction mixtures. However, at pH 2.2, the chlorine 
hydrolysis equilibrium is shifted to favor the formation 
of free chlcrine, with the result that the escaping tendency 
of ''act..ive'' chlorine becomes large. On this account, stand-
ard sealed tube or aliquot pipetting kinetic techniques were 
not applicable. The difficulty of handling the solutions 
was finally resolved by carrying out the reactions in the 
1 
b~rrel of a 100 cc hypodermic syringe, fitted with an adapter 
arranged so that the unit did not have to be removed from 
the constant temperature bath for aliquot sampling . 
The first studies carried out were initial rate 
experiments, undertaken largely to gain familiarity with 
the syringe pipette techni~ue, but also to determine the 
order of the reaction in glucose. Two separate sets of 
--- ------------
experiments yielded an average order in glucose of 0.74. 
':li thin the accuracy of the determination, this means that 
the reaction is first order in glucose. The order in glu-
cose was checked by an independent method (to be described 
below) and this conclusion was supported. 
Most of the additional studies were carried out 
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under pseudo-zero order conditions in glucose. Experiments 
were carried out 'r'fi th the same large (''pseudo-zero order") 
glucose concentration, but with varying initial ''active" 
chlorine concentrations (measured by indirect titration with 
arsenite and iodine). The lo~0 of "active" chlorine (in 
milli-equivalents/gram) was plotted against time (in hours). 
The data conformed well to the pseudo-first order plot for 
most of the reaction; there was a slight but definite down-
ward concavity of the plots during the latter stages of the 
reaction. It was further observed that a plot of the slope 
of the various pseudo-zero order plots against their res-
pective initial "active" chlorine concentrations was linear. 
Both of these latter observations were in accord 
with the assumption that the species c12 was the active 
oxidant, or at least the more active oxidant in the reac-
tions under study. (A.t pH 2.2, "active" chlorine in aqueous 
solution is made up of ~12 and HOCl). This conclusion was 
tested by carrying out reactions in which the initial chlo-
rine concentration was increased by the addition of sodium 
chloride. Added chloride not only increased the rate of 
reaction, but eliminated the downward curvature of the 
pseudo-first order plots. The chloride was not acting merely 
in its capacity as "added inert electrolyte," as the salt 
effect was tested, and found to be very small. 
From the known values of the equilibrium con-
stant for chlorine hydrolysis, the pH, and certain other 
information it was possible to determine the fraction of 
HO~l (and of chlorine) present at any measured concentration 
of ''active" chlorine. The equation takes the form: 
r--- -~ -- ------
1 = -c .-r- -J c2 ' R/~ = fraction H001 
where G : «0/-:~~ -1 -t- :::1 /2 -r R/2 ~ 
; = moles/L of "active" chlorine present initially. :_)'\ 0 
:)._ = moles/L of "active" chlorine present at 
any time. 
c1 = moles/L of chloride ion added initially (e.g., as sodium chloride). 
Kc R=m where K is the (concentration) mass c 
action expression for the equation 
for chlorine hydrolysis: 
Cl2 + H20 = HO~l+ Hr Gl-
Using this equation, the fraction of HO ·Jl was calculated 
for several values of "active" chlorine concentrations in 
pseudo-zero order reactions differing only in « 0 • It was 
found that the percentage of HOCl throughout an experiment 
could be expressed as a linear function of the measured 
"active'' chlorine titre: -~ = D1 • D2 .X. , where D1 and D2 
.. 
are constants determined graphically for each experiment 
carried out. 
The rate expression for the pseudo-zero order 
oxidation can be in the form(- d "\/clt)/-;, = ·\~ i- 3 when 
~ and B a re functions of n1 , D2 as well ~s KHO~l and Kcl2 
(the individual rate constants for hypochlorous acid and 
chlorine, res pectively). 'rhe value of (- d O\ jdt) 1:1as 
determined tang e n timetrically; A and B were determined by 
g r aphi cal p rocedures, and the values of K~12 and KHOG l 
caln ulated, respectively as 15 ml. milli-mol e - 1 hr-1 and 
.2 ml. milli-mole-1 hr-1. 
The order in glucose was further determined by 
carrying out reactions with different l a rge initial ~lucose 
concentra tions. This procedure yielded the result t ha t 
~he reaction is 1.09 order in glucose, hence, first order 
in this reactant. 
The temperature coefficient of the reaction was 
dete rmined by carrying out a reaction at 27.0°G, and com-
paring the rate for the same reaction mixture at 35.7°:. 
The rate was decreased by a factor of 2.02 for the temper-
ature drop of 8 .7°C. 
Experiments were carried out in which the con-
centrations and/or ratios of buffer comp onents were v a ried 
with a view toward detecting generalized acid and gener-
alized base catalysis. Generalized base catalysis was 
detected. 
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A reaction was carried out with a large excess 
of "active" chlorine over glucose. Analyses for "active" 
chlorine (arsenite-iodine titration) and glucose (anthrone 
method) were carried out as the reaction proceeded. The 
results indicated that the glucose oxidation does not stop 
I 
at the gluconic acid stage, but that oxidation proceeds 
further; determinations were made to the point where 5.56 
moles of ''acti ve 11 chlorine were consumed per mole of glucose. 
~ t this point the glucose was com pletely consumed. 
Glucono 0 -lactone was allowed to react under 
"pseudo" first order conditions. 'rhe lactone reacts 37.4% 
faster than does glucose under comparable reaction conditions. 
p - Hethyl glucoside was oxidized under pseudo 
first order conditions. The oxidation proceeds at a rate 
0.11 times as fast as does glucose under comparable con-
ditions. The reaction does not proceed via preliminary 
hydrolysis of the glucoside to glucose, followed by oxid-
ation of the glucose formed. 
A mechanism of oxidation of glucose and methyl 
glucosides by chlorine or bromine in water has been offered. 
For the oxidation of glucose a three-bodied simultaneous 
reaction is suggested: 
B ~:c - r:lf 
1' I l 
R tq PI\: ro, 
r., ·~ : E~ r ~.:;_ 
--~ 
.,:-;-... 
6 H -t 
(" 
·' 
,.. t ~ - ~ [ ~-- :. 
l_ . 
1 
2;_•0 
For the glucoside, essentially the same mechanism is sug-
g ested, the proton acceptanc e being replaced by nucleophilic 
a ttack on the aglycon carbon by water or some other nucleo-
philic s p ecies in the reaction medium: 
tl: D-D /1/ -- r:,~ -< j + I -:; -1 ..- \-t f j ·r j;. · 7 
F-. N l .-1/ U c. L E C. -
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